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Television Receiver

L.S. and Phase Inversion

Remote Control
C.R. Comparator

-

Round or Rectangular)
Modified A1134
Television News
Programme Pointers
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S

&IÌIll4onwr

FIRELESS BARGAINS

R,,%, ', Mk, 14 Nt1.1{Iìlti UT t'4.% pI 'l'4,RM, Brand new with
/open' GYM, á@ volt motors. racle and Warta gearing, baremettle beügws, counters, ere, n shockproof mountings,
9JL', carriage -.
tai cemAt .
itaw ivi, ii RC454 (3 -6 y1
mega.) and
4851) -Q.1 mega)
valves 12510 Ems,,
(i) and
ItT (1c,
Nraß (1). Ideal for ernet,
to A,(t.Ì 0, 91' car receivers,
either set, post 1,'9.
Brand new,

I

fl

1+

;p

re

ARIVIy ADAPTOR AND RN** YOB S1,45849. CilVee
slow 15/0(1on drives. 2/4 each. post Ad.
CqN 'fl)t, AOXEW
at99949. Three slow motion dials
and drives three ee ope
090 ohm, volitive controls and 4u rotary
switches, In makers cartons, 3f. each, poet
JRlvN cARl.lin FOR RC4944:9. 14 feet long, q 9 each, post
10

TIMt RW111'11E14 by Smiths qr Peppers.
hoar mpvement, giving awe lmpulsee per see, Thermostat
tete / foi' darkroom Work, in gal( or pasolipe case,

gObtrql,

3C ,post

At last a gramopyhone motor to match the performance
of the famous Connoisseur Piek -up, Vofbaee
-3M)
volts A.C., 50 cycles. Rim drive with speea variation..
Ne ¢Overacts and no gearing. Reavy gnferTous turn
table f'billed to run dead true, 8,Vwheej couch -.
ne " WOW." Main turntable spineie sardslied, wound
anà lapped to mirror Rnleh, runnin in special phosphor
bronza bearings. Motor runs in needle -point self -adjust.
Mg bearing. Motor Board tin. p astic. Pressure on
Helve -Wheel released when not in use, to obviate forming
Rats and ndisÿ action.
:

-

Retail price complete with pick -up £15

19 0.

Plus £6 18 a P.T.
£13 5 0.
Pills £5 14 10 P.T.

Retail price without pick-up

Rgq/ARe: S REY'EIVER$.

melts

valves

10

PFR A$RIAI,M in

IPOITATETN post

;

TIT (4),

T

interlocking

LUMINA
v HOLE CUTTER&. Adivatabte to 511u., i'+ post 8d,
THROA'g MICROPHONES. Low impedance, 3 6, post 4d.
BATTERIES. M.C.R.I. type, 90v. H.T. and 7;v, L.T., 6. -6 each,
post 96.
EVER -READY MINIMAX, 67í.v., 5:8, post 4d.
BEAM AERIAL MOTORS. 230v. 50 c.p.s.
100Ibs. torque, £4 each, carriage 5; -.

Sync. 8.75 r.p,m..

SEND lid. FOR FULL PUBLICATIONS LIST.

Coupling tianaformer when required 13! -.
R. Su den & Co (Engineers) Ltd. Brighouse, Yks.

199 -156

f2SIIT0T E3i,'12$1,TOT (2), 12Ad4T (1) Ideal for 9 metre eon,
venter, Comklete with 1'60 h.
tunlna motor, ln maker's
sealed cases, i(1Ì,1$'9. earriap ßl,., including circmt,
!l7 6Tla(TORS W.X,e and W .i1®. d= per dos., post 444

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LIMITED,

46, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

*MO

... .

may be adapted from these fine COSSOR radar receivers:
The type R3084a receiver was the original radar equipment
on which television conversion was carried out. We have been
fortunate in obtaining a limited quantity of these, each one
of which is packed in a wooden transit case.
pit ND NEW and complete with all valves for only 75'- (carr.
2intl pkg. 10' -). These equipments will also make a very fine

metre receiver with a little adaptation.
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Carr. and
hkg. 10. -r

version circuit
version

1s
,T, 1

33'rant panel tgatng canWv,l (the tuning of
yVle 14tp u

,
inn r
or serfs contro .
Also available Gin. Magnifying Lenses to increase picture
size and definition. Price 27 6 plus 1'6 carr. and pkg,

7

Cte

1

11

NOW OPEN'
p`'

M ®V

10O

get it at

't7/au'le SURE to

popular assorted
values. i watt
type, 8 /6 per 100
# watt type,
116
per 100.
(Trade
enquiries invited.)
M /Coil Speakers.

-known
-Well
manufacturer's

surplus, all 2 -3
Ohms and P.M.,
10in., 23.'6: gin.,
17'- (15 ohm. 18,9): Gün., 18;8: 51n.. 10/11 and 12 9 (with
Transf., 18,8) ' 3in,. 13 9 2iM., 14'9. Energised+also available.
METER RECTIFII:ItS.- Westinghouse. 0-5 mIA., 4(9 ; 0 -10
in A., 7/8 0 -1 mIA , 10 6.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. H.T., hiwave, 250 v.'50 in A.,
200 v.100 m!A 519 250 v. 100 ntA., 7/6
250 v.300 in A.,
5 9
13:9 Bridge Rec., 6 v. 11 amp.. 619 12 v. 14 amp., 1243 12 v.
3 amp., 24/- : 12 v.6 a.. 37,2 ; 70 V. 1, a., 3716. Also L.T. 2 -12 v.
í amp.. 32.
CHARGER TRANSFS.-Each has Input 230 v. Outputs 24 v.
(tapped 15, 8 and 4 v.), 3 amps., 2711 : 30 v. (tapped 15 and 9 v.1,
3 amps.. 25/6 :_15 v. (tapped.9 v.). 3 amps., 17/6.
FILAMENT TRANSFS.Input 200 -250 v., output 6.3 v., ll
amps.. 9/ -. Also with output 4 v. 1 amps..
EX- GOVT. T.M.C. Reed -type Headphones, 70 ohms. 1!9 each
(316 pair with leads). Single earphones, 75 ohms, with adjust=
able Headband. 143. Midget Output Trans., 32 -1, and Parafeed
x lin. x ,in 3/- each. P/Pull Intervalve,
Tfr 4 -1, both lin.
2.5 -1 each half. Output Tfr. 60-1, both Min. x 1iin.. 3,- each.
Tannoy Transverse Carbon Bike inset, 2.3. Midget Intervalve
4-3, 9
19-1, iÌ ea@h Myi i-ratio Mstoflt
Tran f_..
nd1p¡s (9
oveY t1
liar aecwe@ i4 and 1 1 91h, o
eefe,
els, 19 9,
in. u 1i n
1fl
14
mat r s to for
dvyit
e/9. M'Pollleadpheao.
Ngo
@Mw1yiIV@h.
ovi
:

:

:

:

;

:

.

suggested television conis
provided
with each set, to be used in conjunetion with the well -known VCR 97 CRT.
We have supplies of these brand new
at 335.- each,
.
A

to each una18ùy
owe13(9 n
is sae
-f v, whir. was des one
H

cel containing

1

`15
r'/
,¡J
/i

11;

Resistances
Special Offer. Par-

33,
Mail Order Supply Co.

,

Our new premises at
TI'4

RADIO CENTRE
Court Road, W.l

Tottenham

.fF.Se:un 6667 8,9.

WA.

rn mmery@°, * '9,111.95 mfd. 2,000 v.
mfg.ib,000wv
Mansblidge, 21 -. Throat Mikes, 16.
GARRARD A.C. -100-250 v. Gram. Motor with turntable and
pick -up. Auto-stop. ££5b 18s Id.
A,C. 21450 V. 5 records
RLESSEY Atrrei C.A-%Nti
mixed, Mag. Pick -up., £18 8s: 8d.
COLLAR() GRAM, OTOR, -Auto -atop, Turntable. A.C.
100-250 V. £5 18s. 4ta.
When
Send lid. stamp for very full Stoc it Lists.

stage
ordering please cover parkin and
TERN RADIO, LTD., 109 & 115, FLEET St., E.C.4
Telephone CENtral 5814 and 2280.
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CLYDESDALE

For Bargains in Ex- Services Electronic Equipment
IF tF Amplifier Unit R1355. 5 stages of I.F. Amplification.
8 valves, etc. A 1st class receiver by plugging in R.F. Units.
Used, 301 24.25.26 or 27 (not supplied), Brand
each
each
In metal case 18 x 9'x 8 in.
New,
Ideal as S.W. Converters. Brand new in maker's carton.
R.E. Unit 26 for 65 -50 me /e. R.F. Unit 27
each.
for 85-65 me /s. Variable tuning, 3 valves
..
R.F. Unit 24 for 28 -30 m,cs. R.F. Unit 25 for 40 -30
each
m'es. Switched tuning, 3 valves ...
E528 Mains Transformer. Ideal for R1355 Rcvr. by Parmeko.
Pri. 0- 115-Z30v. 50 cy. Also tappings for 500 and 2,000 cy. Sec.
350 -0 -350 e.
Size: 51ín.
100 ma. 6.3v. 6a., 5v. 5a.

46/_

3Ó

19I

30/.
V

VCR97 C.R.T'
Cathode Ray Indicator 62. Containing
with mu-metal shield, Xtal unit. 1OXC /2, 16 /VR65s (SP61)'
2i VR54s (EB34). 2 VR92s (EA50). etc. In metal case 12 in. x 181in.
x tiln. Used, good condition
...
...
each.
VCR97 C.R.T.
Cathode Ray Indicator 68. Containing
with mu -metal shield, 4 /VR91s (EF50), 31VIt54s (EB34). etc.,
In metal case 18in. x 811n. x 7iin. Used,
:

67 /6d
:

59/64

each.

RIFT Transformer. Ideal for VCR -97. Prl. 0-250vTapped 200, 240v.
Sec. 2,000 volts. 5 ma. 4v. 1.1 amps
2 -0-2v. 1 amp. Upright mtg.
Dim. 31ín. x
E531.

29/6d.

31ín. x 3ín.
...
...
...
...
...
..
VOLT -OHMMETER, Brand New. Portable. E336, with sling'
Scale 0 -5.000 ohms. 0 -60 ma. 0 -1.5v. 0 -3v.
Range 0 -500 ohms'
0 -5,000 ohms. 6 ma. 60 ma. 1.5v. In black plastic case, size
31 x 31

x Olin.

Instructions on back

16/6 d

...

each.

All orders carriage or postage and packing paid.
Send now

for New Illustrated lists.

Please

CL1 ESD:ALE

print

SUPPLY

/Th
CO LTD
Phone
SOUTH 2706; 9.
Bridge St.. Glasgow, C.5.
Visit our branches in England, Scotland and N. Ireland.
2,

:

169

6 VALVE
SUPERMET
Receiving Unit of the
TRIM which covers
4.3 to 6.7 me /s. Among
the many useful components are : 1 pr.
standard I.F. Transformers (460 kc /s), Iron
Dust Cores, two 1 ptfd.
500 -volt working condensers ' 4 .1 metal
tubular Condensers ; 1
MIC Transformer 1 Phone Output Transformer, 2 Pot. meters.
10 Fixed Condensers, standard values:
more than 2 doz. resistors, 200 ohms to 1
megohm; 6 International Octal Valve
/m
Holders; 2 tag Boards; 1 Yaxley Switch: Less Valves.
post free,
4 pre -set .0001 Condensers and Tuning
10
Coil. Steel chassis, size 81ín. x bin. x 2lin.
With Valves,
Data Book giving circuit diagrams, corn- plus 2/8 packponent values and valves used, etc., post ing and ins. 29 6
free 1/6Ex- R.A.F.
AMPLIFIER
1134.
Ideal for use with a
microphone, or can be used
Inexpensive Television
as an amplifier without modiR1355 RECEIVER for confication.
COmplete with
struction of inexpensive telewooden
transit
case.
vision. Complete with RF
Post free
unit type 25. 42/6 plus 5/carriage.
19 -ASSORTED RELAYS
for experimental purposes.
8 M.F.D. CONDENSERS.
Post free
450 volt working.
Post free 1
119 each.
NUTS, BOLTS. WASHERS
E.R.T.
R.V.U. 1
Rectifier.
small sizes for model
Post free 8f-.
making. Three gross
MAINS TRANS. Stand up
ÌQÓ
assorted.
Primary 200 -250v.
type.
SCREENED FLEX
Secondary 350 -0 -350 100mA.
Suittable for mikes, 10/_
5v. 2amp., 6.3v. 3 amp. 18 /8.
plus 1,- post and packing.
Write Dept " R."
" INEXPENSIVE
TELEVISION " BOOKLET at 1 /8.
INSTRUMENT CO.
Post free. Shows how to
make your Television from
244, HARROW ROAD,
Ex -Govt. Unit.; listed above.
.

;

16/9

-

2/9

LONDON, W.Z.

PITMAN'S

FOR THE

for ItA1)IO BOOKS

RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
OWNER
AND

Thermionic Valve Circuits
Williams. A complete and up -to -date guide
to theory and application. NATURE says : " A very
good survey of all the main types of valve circuits."
ELECTRICAL REVIEW says : " In a class by iue!f."
Second Edition. 1216 net.
By Emrys

Radio Receiver
Maintenance

Servicing

and

Gives reliable technical information
1. G. Lewis.
for radio dealers and service engineers, and includes
By E.
a

handy fault -finding summary. Fourth Edition.

816

net.

Cathode Ray Oscillographs
"

Anyone desiring
an understanding of the cathode -ray oscillograph cannot
do better than purchase this book. "-ELECTRICAL
TIMES. Third Edition. 816 net.
By 1. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), etc.

CUN. 6518

An Experimental Course in the
Fundamental Principles of Radio
By R. H. Humphry, M.Sc.. F.Inst.P. A laboratory
course of an-elementary nature. 1216 net.

PITMAN, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in practical, every -day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful!
Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept., stating your require
ments. It places you under no obligation

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London W.C.2
Please send me your free booklet describing I.C.S. instruction
in the subject Marked X.
Elementary Electronics
Complete Radio Engineering
Elementary Radar
Itadlo Service Engineers
Advanced Short-wave
Itadlo Service and Sales
Radio
Elementary Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination. indicate it below
British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunication
R.A.F. Wireless Operator and Mechanic
Examination students are coached until successful
Name

Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address
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TWENTY -FIVE YEARS

BEHIND EVERY

OF SPECIALISED

EXPERIENCE
"The finest proposition in radio's
" is a title not easily earned it results from
Stentorian
a quarter of a century's association with radio.
Extension Spealters owe their pre- eminence to faithful reeasiest market

:

production, handsome appearance and outstanding value.
Magnets in Alcomax, die -cast basins, cabinets designed to
give correct acoustic balance and maximum base response,
universal ratio transformer if required.
The Stentorian range comprises the Senior(£5.2.6),
Junior (E4. 10.6), Cadet (E4.0.0) -all as illustration, fitted
with constant impedence volume control: Baby (£2. 13 .6),
Minor (£I . 19.6). Transformers extra in all cases.

r REMOTE CONTROL

OF RADIO

Every Stentorian Senior, Junior and Cadet has
a control button enabling the user to switch the
receiver on or off from the extension speaker, no
matter how far it is away from the set. This seeming
miracle is performed by the " Long Arm "
a small
compact unit which, fixed on or close to the radio,
operates any number of speakers. Details on request.

-
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IThe Greatest ¡Advance' yet
100 Kc s

to

100 Mc's

fundamentals

on

The new Advance Signal Generator Type E.2 has all the
plus a greatly extended
advantages of the popular Model
range to cover the Birmingham Television frequencies.
The wider range, 100 Kcls to 100 Mcls, gives greater scope
for 'advanced experimental work than ever before.
I

In common with the earlier model, the new generator
offers an instrument of laboratory standard at a price
within the reach of moderate purses. The remarkably
per cent. extends over
high- frequency accuracy of
the whole range.
I

SEND FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.
Range : 100 Kc,'s -100 MO in 6 hands.
Frequency : Guaranteed within ±I per cent.

Output

r,V to
Approximately I volt unattenuated and variable from
100 mV into a 75 -ohm load through a matched transmission line.
100
Mc's.
Stray Field : Less than 3 1,V at
:

I

Illuminated Dial Total scale length, 30in.
Power Supply : 100, 210, 230, 250 volts ; 40 -100 c /s.
Dimension : 9;_in. high ,t 13ín. wide x Bin. deep.
:

Weight
ADVANCE

:

Advaare
SIGNAL,

.,,Ea

GENERATOR

IS lbs.

COMPONENTS LTD. BACK RD., SHERNHALL ST., W.ALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, F.17.
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

)

IF

17th YEAR
OF ISSUE

BY THE EDITOR

The C.R. Tube Position
Art"l'ENT1ON is drawn elsewhere in this issue
to the guarantee position as it applies to television receivers and particularly to cathode ray tubes. The position is really less satisfactory

which includes the granting of licences to large screen television manufacturers to reproduce
B.B.C. programmes in one nominated cinema for
each manufacturer for a limited period ; and of
even than is mentioned elsewhere. For example, granting a G.P.O. charter to enable the cinema
it is disclosed that one manufacturer has decreed industry to set up its own -high- definition television
that a defective C.R. tube may only be ,replaced transmitter, radiating. programmes on its own
by one supplied by them and not from the dealer's wavelength. He thinks that present programmes
own stock. This replacement tube will only carry are largely 'eisual reproductions of proven B.B.C.
on for the remaining guaranteed period. So that radio successes, and that very little now ground has
if, for example, only .one month of the guarantee been broken. With this view we agree, fer it does
is unexpired when the tube is replaced under the not appear that much effort is being made to find
guarantee, the replacement tube will only be an entertainment level suited to television. Perhaps
guaranteed for one month. No allowance is made that explains why the B.B.C. at the present time is
fer the time the television set is out of action pending endeavouring to conclude arrangements with the
the arrival of a replacement and the time taken to film companies for showing films on the television
screen. This could not, from the viewer's standcarry out the necessary repairs.
These delays can be extensive, for C.R. tubes point, be superior to a home cinematograph, and
are not in 'plentiful supply. One manufacturer if such arrangements are completed the cinema
is without, a stock of spare tubes, and we fail to might have cause to fear the competition of the
see hew he can implement his guarantee without new service.
The comparatively small number of viewers
keeping purchasers waiting for some months.
The position is quite unsatisfactory in the case of a just over 100,000 -has grown from 18,135 in May.
Amber of manufacturers. Delays of from two to 1947. It had increased to 61,700 by August. 1948.
three months are quite common. The position is since when it has increased at a more rapid pace.
The target for 1949 is 300,000 sets, and thew
unfortunate, Coo, from the point of view of the
dealer, who must boar the brunt of customers' must perforce be absorbed within the radius covered
take
the
blame
by
the present television service. By the end of
criticisms and frequently must
this year there should be over
undeservedly.
400,000 television receivers in
Whilst television receivers are
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
use. Allowing an average of
cheaper than they were, they
Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
four viewers per. receiver, this
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
are still deer enough, and purW.C.E.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4303.
means that well over 1,500,000
chasers are entitled to a more
Telegrams
Newnes, Rand, London.
will be looking in. As at March
seenerous guarantee in return for
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.
15th the B.B.C. had spent
their expenditure. The impresThe Editor will be pleased to consider
£1,600,000, which represents an
sion may be given that the
articles of a practical nature suitable
increase of £1,000,000 over 1948.
shortness of the guarantee period
Practical
for publication
should
be
on
cone
It is obvious, therefore, that
reflects the manufacturer's lack
side of the paper only, and should con tain the name and address of the sender.
expenditure will exceed revenue
of confidence in his own product.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
for some time to come. The
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
be
return
them
if
stamped
will made to
d
opening of the Sutton Coldfield
Threat to the Cinema ?
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
station is not likely greatly
All correspondence intended for the
WE do not endorse the views
Editor should be addressed : The Editor.
to improve the economics of
of the managing director of
" Practical Wireless," George Newnes,
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton
television.
Scophony -Baird expressed in a
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Elsewhere in this issue we expamphlet- entitled The Cinema
Owing to the rapid progress in the
wireless apparatus and to our
design
of
press the view that the television
and Television." In this he
efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latent developments, we give
says that television will destroy
service should be taken entirely
no warranty that apparatus described
out of the hands of the $.B.C., so
e cinema industry unless telein our columns is not the subject of
letters
patent.
sion and the cinema are comthat it is freed from its influence
Copyright in all drawings, photo1'
'ned intp a unified service.
and can, as with radio, develop
graphs and articles published in
Wireless " is specifically
Practical
t
independently.
e dismisses out of hand the } reserved throughout the countriesOnly by this
Convention
and
t
signatory
to
the
Berne
ciprocal proposals for a working i the U.S.A. Reproductions nr imitations
means will it be able to retain its
rrangement between the B,B,C.
position and develop in a manner
of any of these are therefore expressly
Wireless "
forbidden.
' Practicalnd the cinemas, and-in. its place
which our pre -eminence in the
incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
proposes a co- ordination scheme
television field warrants.
.

-

.
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ROUND THE .4/61--1,6-OF WIRELESS
Broadcast Receiving Licences
following statement shows the approximate
THEnumbers of licences issued during the year

ended 31st January,

19.49.

Region

London Postal ..
Home Counties..

..
..
..
..

..
Midland..
North Eastern ..
North. Western
South Western..
Welsh and Border Counties

.

Number
2,1.44,000

1,537,000
1,651,000
1,790,000
1,489,000
1,007,000
672,000

Total England and Wales 10, 290,000
1,083,000
. ,
Scotland
187,000
..
Northern Ireland

Decca Navigation Service
Minister of Transport recently opened the
Decca Lane Identification Service at Puckeridge,
Herts. We already lead the world in the speed and
efficiency with which we are applying the latest
developments of radio to the navigation of merchant
ships. When the Minister pressed the switch at the
master station of the Decca Chain at Puckeridge;
he initiated yet another service, designed to improve
still further the navigational services provided
around the shores of the U.K. Lane Identification
is intended to extend the service of the Decca
system to the ocean -going liners.

THE

Ex-W.D.

Batteries

-a

Warning

THE Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., state,
.. 11,560,000
Grand Total ..
that they find that unused Exide batteries
ex-W.D. stock are being offered for sale as new at
The above total includes 111,850 television much reduced prices. They point out that these
batteries must have left their works at least three
licences -an increase of 19,050.
Four hundred and sixty-four prosecutions were years ago, and possibly as far back as 1940. The
authorised during January for operating wireless condition of any battery of this type must have
deteriorated over such a period of time. The
receiving sets without a licence.
The public are reminded that directly a television company wish it to be understood that they
set is installed a special comprehensive
licence costing £2, covering both sound
and television programmes; is needed. If
,

the viewer holds an ordinary 20/- sound
licence a, refund of 1/8 for every .unexpired month of this licence can be
obtained at any Head Post Office.
Radio and Electrical Exports
increasing volume of work has been
AN done during the last twelve months
for manufacturers in the wireless and electrical trade and research has ranged over
Quite a number of firms in
a large area.
the industry have been members of BETRO
almost from its inception, but during the
last year a marked increase in the volume
of work' for these and ether firms in overseas markets has been done, and there
every indication that this development wi
continue.
The bigger trade associations to become
affiliated include the Cotton Board, the Glass
Manufacturers Federation, and the Leather
Footwear and Allied Industries Export
Corporation. But though BETRO is doing an increasing amount of work for large
groups, there is no job too small or no service for the iñdividual exporter too insignificant for BETRO to handle.
One firm, for example, asked the Canadian
Office to supply someone for their Stand
at the Toronto Fair ; another to find a suitable shop in the New York area, and ti
third asked BETRO to explore the market
for a Book for Brides.
I

I

i

The Decca aerial array at Puckeridge
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cannot be answerable for the performance or life
of batteries offered for sale in this way.
Restilts of E.M.I.

Scholarships

-

tied for first place in

schoolboys
TWOthesenior
nation - wide competition

organised
through local education authorities -for the two
electronib scholarships offered by Electric and
Musical Industries, Ltd., recently. These scholarships, tenable at E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., were
announced by the Principal, Professor H. F.
Trewman some months ago. Master J. Carroll of
Cheadle, Cheshire, and Master D. J. Turton of
Lancing, Sussex,were interviewed in London by
Professor -Trewman to decide the allocation of the
scholarships. 'Both boys will, in
.fact, be " winners " because each
award will provide a thorough
training in electronics. One is a
three year attendance course in
telecommunications
engineering,
commencing this month, and the
other consists of a specially grouped
selection of- E.M.I. Institutes Ltd.
postal courses in electronics.
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Electronic Time Division Multiplex.
above involved title is that given to anew
system of multiple teleprinter trausinissien,
developed in the U.S.A. In this system the output
of two to four teleprinter machines is rearranged so
that the signals originated bÿ these machines aro
transmitted over a single radio channel ,by a 'single
radio transmitter simultaneously for all practical
purposes. As the messages. are fed into a. battery
of four teleprinter transmitters connected to the
E.T.D.M. transmitter each is compressed. in time..
sorted into the proper time channels,. mixed with the
other signals, and fed into the main radio transmitter. At the receiving end the process is reversed
and the combined messages are unscrambled and

THE

New BREMA Chairman

MR. M. M..MACQUEEN has been

elected chairman of the British
Radio Equipment Manufacturers'
Association. in succession to Mr.
H. Slater.
Mr. P. H. Spagonoletti is the new
vice -chairman.
The Executive
Connell remains the same as for last
year. Members are : A. J. Balcombe,
Ltd.; Bush Radio, Ltd. ; E. K. Cole,
Ltd. ; A. C. Cossor, Ltd. ; Ferranti,
Ltd. ; General Electric Company,
Ltd. ; Gramophone Company, Ltd. ;
Kolster- Brandes, Ltd. ; McMichael
Radio, Ltd. ; Philips Electrical,
Ltd. ; Pilot Radio, Ltd. ; Ultra
Electric, Ltd.

Four teleprinters and asssorted equipment for the E. T.D.M. process
described above

fed into separate teleprinters te provide the original
Withdrawal of Amateur Frequency Band
The process results in the. transmission
THE Postmaster General announces that holders messages.
words per minute instead ..i the standard 75.
of Amateur Wireless Station licences are no of 300
longer permitted to use frequencies within the
Death of A. E. Smith
band 58.5 to 60 M /es. Licences are formally
amended- by a notice published in the London PHILIPS ELEC,TR 1('À L, LTD., regret to
announce the death, at the age of 48, of Mr.
Gazette on 1st April, 1949.
Albert .Edward Smith, of the Induustrial Department. He died at his Chislehurst home after a
B.I.R.E. Meeting
deterioration of health of some months.
Mr. Smith joined. Philips in 1935 as a technical
A MEETING was held at the London School of assistant.
He was an authority on industrial
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel
Street (Gower Street ); W.C.1, recently, when a rectifiers, and spèciálised in condensers for power
paper by J. H. Battison (Member) on " American factor correction.
Mr. Smith came to Philips from Rotax; Ltd.
Broadcasting " was read.
Mr. J. H. Battison, who is Allocations Engineer (formerly Newtons', of Taunton), and Was earlier
to the American Broadcasting Company, lived in with Messrs. Baxter -and Caunter, engineers:
Until his death he represented Philips on the.
this country until 1945 ; he is visiting England,
and dealt with the organisation and operation of B.E.A.M.A. Are Welding Section Technical Combroadcasting in America, with details of the mittee and on the B.E.A.M.A. Capacitor Technical
functions of the four types of A.M. stations, and Committee.
The management and Mr. Smith's colleagues at
examples of directional antennae used in them.
American F.M. and Television services were dis- Philips extend their deep sympathy to Mrs. Smith
cussed, including some details of " Stratovision." in her sad loss.
'
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Television Receiver -4

a

The Tube Unit

Subject of This Month's Article

he

is

By

S.

A. KNIGHT

comparison with the vision, sound and
time -base chassis so far described in this
series of articles, the construction of the
cathode -ray tube unit is extremely simple. Nevertheless a sound assembly is necessary, for the tube
is the most fragile part of the complete receiver,
and carelessness in workmanship at this stage
may result in an expensive replacement later on.
There is no metal chassis to he made for this
unit, the construction being almost entirely in
wood. A general sketch of the finished part
is shown in Fig. 1, where all the necessary dimensions are also shown. These dimensions will
be discussed in more detail a little later on, since
the unit may be used without component alteration for either a 7in. or a 9in. çathode -ray tube.
This interchangeability of t ubes is a useful feature
of this receiver, for those constructors who wish
to economise with the smaller tube may do so, later
changing to the larger one. A 7in. tube as specified
costs £4, a considerable saving on the specified
9in. tube which costs almost three times as much. In
the opinion of the writer the smaller tube gives
a picture plenty large enough for the entertainment of the usual " family circle," and viewed
from a distance of 5ft. to Oft. is basically as good as
the slightly larger image obtained on the 9in.
tube. Both tubes specified are of the magnetically
focused and deflected types, and the focus and
scanning coils used are perfectly suitable for
either. The choice rests entirely with the
constructor.

I

Pocus Coil
Adjusting

.

May, 1949

y

Theory

The scanning coils, which are built up as a
single unit by the manufacturer, are fed with
correctly shaped pulses from the time -base amplifiers through terminals L1, L2, Fl and F2 shown
on the left of the theoretical circuit diagram
in Fig. 2. -These leads terminate from the time base unit (see Part II) in an international Octal
plug, and on the tube unit an International Octal
valveholder is mounted as shown in Fig. 1 to
receive the plug. From the valveholder, leads
are taken up to the scanning coil terminals which

sre plainly marked by the makers. The centre
tap of the line coils (marked L.C.) is earthed,
although if no centre tap is provided this makes
no difference to the performance. On some coils
a centre tap is also provided to the frame windings ;
this should be Ieft free.
Across the line coils is wired a damping circuit
consisting of Cl, RI and VR1 in series. The reason
for this is to provide damping of the line transformer secondary circuit and so allow a linear scan
to take place across the screen. VR1 is accordingly
designated " Linearity " and its setting irons out
the kink which would otherwise appear in the
line scan. This control is,.:ráted 3 wattsi, wire
wound, and RI is' rated at 3. watts also. They
are mounted in the_ positions shown in Fig.'''.
The focus coil which is- mounted round the
neck of the tube is energised from the main H.T.
supply through the focus control VR3, which is
a 5watt wire -wound resistance. .:The valve of
this resistance is 5 kÿ1, and in series- with it is a

Scan Coil

Connections

Screw

Focus
Coil

Tube

Anode
IIIII lllHlllltttllll

8`

R/)

Bee -hive
Insulator
To

/O -Way Strip
(Across Pear)

Fig.

Va/veho /der

Socket

For Time Base Inputs

r.- Pictorial diagram

of the completed tube unit.
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fixed component R4, rated 3 watts. The value
of this resistance is 2 kQ for the specified 7in.
tube, but this must be increased to 3 kQ for the
specified 9in. tube. No other changes are necessary
in the entire receiver, since the scanning and focus
coils fit either tube, and their base connections
are exactly the same.
The grid of the. tube is fed with the video -signal
from the cathode of V10 in the vision receiver
(see Part I). The grid is returned to the cathode
through R2, a quarter -watt resistance of value
250 kQ, though any value up to 1 MQ is suitable.
It simply acts as a grid return in the event of the
vision receiver not being Ilonnected ; in practice,
it is shunted by R35 (4 kQ) in the cathode of V10.
The lead from the vision chassis to the grid is not
screened, and on account of the low output impedance of V.10 at this point its length is not particularly important ; however, it should in any
case be no longer than is strictly necessary, and
preferably it should be kept clear of the vision
and sound chassis. The cathode of the tube
returns to the one side of the tube heater (a separate
2 volt winding) and thence to earth through the
brightness control VR2 which has a value of
0.25 MQ. R3, in series With this control, limits the
maximum brilliance and so protects the screen
of the tube. Its value is 100 kQ, rating half-watt.

Construction

Returning now to the dimensions of Fig. 1,
these are calculated for
Mullard 7fn. tube,
and some slight alterations are required -for the
Mazda 9in. tube. The best plan for the constructor
is not to stick to hard and fast measurements, but
to get his tube and build the wooden frame to
suit it. The base of the tube need project from the
rear wooden upright only enough to plug into the
Mazda Octal valveholder, for which a small
aluminium bracket may be made as sketched in
Fig. 3. The scanning coils are slid over the neck
of the tube and pushed as far forward as they will
go. A trace of cotton -wool carefully pushed between
them and the tube neck will suffice to hold them
firmly in position. The hole for the tube neck in the
rear upright is cut slightly larger than the neck
diameter (35 mm.) and is lined out with a piece of
soft material, such as felt, so that the tube neck
just makes a tightly 'sliding fit. The hole in the
front upright through which the large end of the
tube projects is cut so as to allow the screen to
lie about 2ins. to 3ins. in front of it, and a rubber
mask can then be fitted later.- For the 7in. tube, a
hole bin. diameter is suitable ; for the 9in. tube a
8in. hole is required The weode;i stand has a
base of such a length that the whole assembly is
firm, and the tube is comfortably accommodated.
Brightness

Tube

175

Focus

o
Grid

(From Vision Unit)

4-BEJ

`C tD H2

Sound Unit

Fig.

Time Base

2.- Theoretical

H3

E

Unit

c;rcuit of the tube unit and distributor strip.
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The front tube hole is lined with thin felt.
The focus coil is a heavy all -metal affair and must
be mounted in such a manner that it does not touch
or bear on the tube neck. If it is forced in any way,
or allowed to drop, the tube neck may be fractured.
The simplest manner of mounting it is by using the
three fixing lugs already fitted to it, and extending

these with short lengths of threaded studding.
Three holes are then drilled in the rear wooden
upright and the three threaded lengths are passed
through so that the focus coil is exactly in line with
the small hole for the tube neck already cut in
the wood. The focus coil should be maintained in
thi?3 position by the threaded rods firmly, yet at
the same time it should be possible to move it
slightly backwards and forwards, and also tilt it
through a few degrees upwards and downwards,

that no sudden tug can break the
tube cap.
From the 10 -way tag strip cable forms lead
off to the various units, supplying them with H.T.
and heater -voltages. The earth lead is common to
all and should be of very heavy wire since the total
current flowing through it consists of heaters as
well as H.T. points: The wire should be stranded
type, suitably insulated.
To the time -base unit, a 4 -way cable form is taken
off, as shown, to the sound receiver, a 2 -way
cable form, and to the vision receiver, a 2 -way
cable form. The lengths of these feed lines is
immaterial, but they should be as short as possible,
and their final length should be left until the complete receiver is ready for test.
The letters as marked on the leads in this tube
unit are the same as those already marked on all
(see Fig. 1) so

LIST OF COMPONENTS
Cathode -ray tube Mullard lin. MW18-2 : or
Mazda gin. CRM91. Premier Radio Co.
Resistances :
R1-1k?, 3 watt.
R4-2k0 or 31W, 3 watt (see text).
R3- 100ko, } watt.
R2- 250ko, t watt.
VRI (Linearity), 2k2. (wire wound)
VR2 (Brightness) 250kn.

:

VR3 (Focus) Ski?. (wire wound)
Scanning and Focus Coils : Midco Radio, Wellingborough.
.
Condenser : 0.01 µF mica.
One International valveholder.
One Mazda'Octal valveholder.
One 10 -way tag strip.
Leads, screws, etc.

arid sideways. The threaded rods may be locked
to the wooden upright by nuts on either side.
Later on, *hen setting up the receiver on a signal,
the focus coil will have to be adjusted (mechanically)
to centre the raster ; until that time it should be
locked centrally and firmly around the tube neck.
The coil yoke only clears the glass by a millimetre
or so, so great care must be exercised in this part
of the construction. Mount the coil so that its centre
lies about 3ins. from the base of the tube.
Now, as an examination of Fig. 2 will reveal,
the tube unit also acts as a distribution panel for
all H.T. and heater leads coming from the power
unit to the various separate chassis making up the
complete receiver. A 10 -way tag strip is accordingly
mounted along the rear of the tube unit and 10
leads from the power unit (to be described in the
next section of this series) are connected to it.
They are brought through a length (about 2ft.) of
10-way cable (or 10 separate leads bound into a
form), and are shown numbered and lettered on the
right-hand side of Fig. 2. All these letters must
connect to correaponding.lettered points in the power
unit, and so leads of different colours should be
used in the 10 -way line. A wrong connection at
this point might well prove disastrous. The line
bringing the E.H.T. (about 4 to 5 kilovolts) to the
tube anode -which is a side cap connection
quite separate and is a length of ignition cable
to withstand the voltage. It connects to the tube
anode cap by way of a small ceramic insulator

-is

Fig. 3. Details of the
tube -base
mounting
bracket.

chassis previously described, and there should
be no difficulty,- therefore, in getting the connection
correct the first time
There are no other points of great importance
to be mentioned in the buikting of this unit, end
each constructor can adjust the actual design to
suit himself. The tube should -not be mounted until
everything else is ready ; it can then -be inserted
from the front by pushing the neck through the
scanning coils, the focus coil, and the rear wooden
upright in that order, into .the .valveholder mounted
at the rear. The scanning coils may then be
soldered to their appropriate leads coming up
from the valveholder- socket.
.

Radio Repair in Canada
RADIO servicing procedure in Canada differs
considerably from that employed here or
in the States. Very few radio repairs are
made in the home. Instead, sets are picked up
and an operative set left with the customer until
repairs are completed. Customers expect that a
replacement set will be left with them ; -considerable ire would be aroused if the serviceman failed
to do so.
Most radio repairs in Canada are guaranteed for
00 days and the repairman makes follow -up calls
without charge unless the difficulty is unmistakably
the result of tampering. Eighty per cent. of all
Canada's radio servicemen own their own shops, the
remainder working in department stores, or radio
and appliance sales stores. In- Toronto, Montreal,
Ottawa, Regina, Calgary and Vancouver, most radio
service shops offer service only.
The greatest need of Canadian -radio servicemen
is for portable test equipment. The typical repair.
man in the prairie provinces spends a sizable segment of his time bouncing over Dominion roadways.
For this reason, portable signal generators, tube
testers, set analysers, and small 'scopes are greatly
desired.-Ge`ne Conklin.
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Remote Receiver Control -3
This Month

J.

R.

DAVIES Concludes This Series

THERE may be losses in the lead connecting how they appear in a complete remote control
the remote unit to the receiver proper, but unit. Fig. 15 shows a complete layout for conthese should not be excessive if care is taken. trolling a mains -type T.R.F. receiver. It will be
Cotton-covered bell wire would not prove very seen that only five leads are employed between
efficient for this job, owing to its poor insulation The remote control unit and the receiver, whereas
.

and comparatively high resistance. Good quality all the functions of switching the set on and off, of
lighting flex (used as mentioned above) should do varying the volume and the tone, And of tuning
quite well in the absence of screened twin cable. in a selection of programmes are offered. The reCo -axial cable would prove
ideal, if the constructor considered the cost were justified.
/,f
If co -axial were used, the
Va/ve
centre -tap at the receiver could
Coaxial Link
be dispensed with, the outer
covering of the co -axial cable
being earthed at both ends.
See Fig. 14.
The current consumption of tA7
the frequency-changer is not
Fig. 14. How the tuner unit
excessive. It can be supplied
may be connected to the refrom small -size 'batteries, the
ceiver if a co -axial link is used.
L.T. consumption for a valve
type 1A7 being 50 millianps.
at 1.5 volts, and the H.T.
consumption being approximately 2.2 rnilliamps. at 90 volts. Alternatively ad mote switches, etc., may be embodied in the loudcircuit could be uéed, H.T. being provided speaker cabinet or a separate unit may be made.
from a small metal rectifier, and care being taken If this is fitted with a 5 -core flex lead and a plug,
to see that the coupling coil shown in Fig. 12 is it may be plugged in in whichever room it is
entirely free from any connections (to chassis or required to listen. It therefore gives the advantage
of enabling a really good receiver to be controlled
otherwise) in the unit.
from, and listened to in any desired room in the
house.
The .Complete Remote Control System
(Fig. 15 embodies the various methods shown in
It will be interesting now to combine all the
variou§ devices which have been described and see Figs. 1(b), 3(d), 5(b), 9 and 11.)

\

'000-450-0

-

To

Cathode

of

Rectifier

S

RF

Cathode

s
To

Output

Transformer

Sdencin9
Switch

Tuning

Switch

i

I

L

e

Fig. 15.- Showing how some of the devices described previously may be combined
to give complete control of a receiver with the minimum of:interconnecting wires.
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Modified A1134
How to Convert

an ex- R.A.F. Unit for Domestic Use
By K.

readers have, no doubt, bought, or
considered buying an amplifier type A1134.
They can be bought at prices between
7s. 6d. and 25s.
The A1134 is a two -stage battery-operated
amplifier. The first stage is a triode voltage
amplifier (VR21 =HL2) driving a double pentode
power stage in Q.P.P. (VR35= QP21). Negative
feedback is employed and there are also two
A.F. filters, one attenuating the audio frequencies
below 500 c/s and the other above 2,500 c /s.
The amplifier was tried out in its original condition and was found to be of poor quality. It was
therefore decided to modify it for normal domestic
use. These modifications are detailed below.
MANY

BERRY

Rewirinu.

The amplifier is now ready for rewiring. The
new input circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Two inputs
have been provided for (1); a carbon microphone,
(2) a pick -up, output of a one valuer, ete.
The lead with the four-pin plug has four wires
in it, in two separate screened cables containing
each, one ,red and one black wire. One pair of
wires is used for the input and the other for the

output.

Connect both black wires to earth.

One red

Stripping

The first job is to remove the surplus components
and wiring. Unscrew the four screws at the corners
of the case and take the amplifier from its case.
The unsoldering is done in six or sewn steps,
care must be taken not to damage the remaining
wiring and components.
1. Unsolder all leads on tag board from 10 -pin
plug, then remove the cable and plug entirely.
2. Unsolder the microphone transformer (Ti)
and all leads to or from the grid of Vr.
3. Two 50 pF. condensers will be found on the
holder of the double pentode (VR35). These
attenuate the high frequencies and they should
he unsoldered.
4. Unsolder all leads to secondaries of the output
transformer (T3).
5. Unsolder all leads to T4 and remove this
transformer. This is a 1 1 transformer used to
isolate the W /O's 'phones except in the case of
amplifier type A1134A.
6. Unsolder key switch and remove this to
facilitate unwiring.
7. Unsolder ON /OFF switch and replace with a
MQ potentiometer with switch. Wire
a
1- to
switch in circuit. A separate potentiometer may be
used if desired.
:

Top

Mic

High

C

Tran. T

Potmeter

Rear Of
Key Switch

Fig. 2. -Rear of
thé key switch.-

Low

High

Impedance

Fig. 3. -The output
transformer.

Fig.

I.-The

newly arranged input circuit.

wire (input) is then connected to the terminal
of the microphone transformer. A .01 liF.
condenser (Cr) is connected between this and a
convenient tag on the tag board, and a lead taken
from this to the switch (Fig. 2). The other end of
the microphone transformer primary is connected
to the (CB -3 v. terminal (or LT+). This is to
energise the carbon microphone, and if a moving -coil
or electromagnetic microphone is used, this will not
be needed and the OP terminal will be earthed.
The OS terminal of the microphone transformer
The IS
is connected to the switch (see Fig. 2).
terminal is taken to earth through a .1 (or more)
pF. condenser ; this prevents the potentiometer
acting as a bias potentiometer as it otherwise wóuld
do. The potentiometer has one end of the track
connected to the key switch (see Fig. 2). The other
end is taken to GB -3. The wiper or sliding contact
is taken to the grid of Vs.

Output
There are 3 secondary windings to the output
transform-6'r T3.
One, centre tapped, is suitable for working a} 2 -3
ohms moving coil loudspeaker directly. The centre
tap and one side of the winding give the best results.
The other two are high impedance and either may
be used. Whatever winding is Used, earth one, side
of the winding and take the other side to the red
wire of the output lead.
(Continued bra p. 204)
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Radiólympia
MEW cameras, improved studio and control
technique, a new aerial on the roof of Olympia,
and better arrangements for the public. to view
both the studio and the screen picture, will, it is
stated, Contribute to,the most ambitious demonstration yet staged by the .British radio industry and
the B.B.C.
There will bo an enlarged section for communications (ugly term !) equipment, navigational aids,
and electronics in industry, and exhibits for the first
time since the war by the Royal 'Navy, the Army
and the Royal Air Force. The Ministry of Supply,
the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research and the G.P.O. will exhibit. Overseas
visitors will be given special facilities for watching

studio performances, camera and transmitter
control, and finally reception, in private demonstration rooms. I expect considerable improvement
in the quality of the television picture as well as
in the quality of the programmes since the last
Radio13 inpia in 1947.
The Fear of Rival in Business

interests .aro apprepeople at home to
the detriment of the theatrical and film box offices.
When the silent Slms came in they were opposed
by the - theatre on similar ground9, but events
show that the films were ancillary to the theatre
and actually improved theatrical attendances.
When the gramophone record was first produced
by Edison it was oppose3 by .the musical instrumenttindustries and by concert artistes and leaders
of orchestras. The facts are that there are more
banda than ever, greater opportunities for concert
singers, and more musical' instruments being sold.
Gramophone records; like radio, have popularised
music 'and created a demand for musical instruments.
The theatrical profession opposed broadcasting,
and at one stage Equity and the' V.A.F. banned
their members from broadcasting. Events have
shown that artistes obtain more engagements as a
result of a broadcast, not less. And so it is with
television ; they have not learned their lesson,
tier can. they perceive that progress cannot be held
back by a handful of selfish people banded together
for self protection, for the exploitation of the public,
and for securing for themselves a monopoly in a
particular form of entertainment. Such efforts
have always failed and it will be to the disadvantage
óf the theatrical profession if they take the same
stupid line over television as they did over broadcasting. The sale of gramophone records to -day
continues to rise ; yet at one stage the gramophone
companies refused to allow gramophone records to
be broadcast and refused to record any artiste who
broadcast.
The theatrical profession is wanted in television.

theatre and the film
THEhensive
lest television keeps

The skill of the stage is required in the studio
to eliminate the crude and amateur efforts at play
production which wo now see all too frequently
on the end of the tube. The time must. come when
our present sightless broadcast occupies the same
position in the entertainment world as the silent
film in relation to talkies. With the exception of
somewhat spasmodic operations in France, there
are no public television sets to -day in any countries other than the United Kingdom and the
United States. Australia is the first country
outside these two to take 'action by calling for
tenders for six television stations -one for the
capital of each Australian state. The Australian
Government intends to proceed with great speed
to provide television services in their country.
Canada will probably be the next.
I should like to make it clear that our manufacturers are not limited to the present standard of
405 lines and 25 frames. Television equipment
up to 625 lines is available and this is a long way
ahead of the American standard of 525 lines.
It should also be understood that increasing the
number of lines does not necessarily mean a better
picture.
Radio t ontrol of Models

-

ALTHOUGH those interested in the remote

control, by radio, of model boats, model
aeroplanes,
model
locomotives
and other
mechanisms, now have their own society, the Radio
Controlled Models Society, the hobby is still in its
infancy, and very few radio -controlled models have
proved successful. Col. Bowden, one of the leading
authorities on power model aircraft tells me that
radio control has a long way to go before it can be
successfully applied to model aircraft. There have
been one or two radio -controlled boats, and one,
I see, is to be described in our companion journal,
Practical Mechanics.
It is a source of study to which I would direct
the attention of my readers. A transmitting
licence is not required for the purpose. At the
same time I should welcome correspondence from
readers on the subjeét, giving the results of any
experiments they may have carried out. The
introduction of the tiny electric motors marketed
under the name of Rev has provided radio control
enthusiasts with a device which greatly simplifies
the radio control mechanism.
,

NEWNES TELEVISION MANUAL
(7th Edition)
Price

7/6.

or

8/-

by post.

From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.. Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.0 2.
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The Loudspeaker and Phase Inversion
Details of Cabinet Design for Quality 'Results.
By C. SUMMERFORD

IT

is a well -known fact that an unmounted loudspeaker gives reproduction that has a preponderance of treble and middle register and
relatively no bass. This is because upper register
notes have a short wavelength and are, therefore,
beamed out in a more or less straight line from the
apex of the loudspeaker cone, causing a relatively
small air displacement, whereas bass notes cannot
be reproduced without a
fairly considerable displacement of air. Therefore, when a heavy pulse
from the amplifier causes
the loudspeaker cone to
move forward, thus compressing the air in front
of it, this compressed air
will take the line of least
resistance
and move
around the edge of the
uonsio into the
vacuum
which has been created
simultaneously at the
back, as shown inFig. 1(a).
Fig. 1.- How sou td When this occurs, cone
waves travel round a cone movement will be drasticand baffle.
ally curtailed and lower
register notes reaching
the auditorium will be notable by their absence.

therefore, tho trough frequency of a 3ft.. baffle
with a centrally mounted 12ín. speaker will be 1,142
divided by 2, which equals 571 cycles. There will,
naturally, be some radiation below this frequency ;
in fact, there will be a peak at half the trough
frequency, i.e., 285.5 cycles, and after-.this a
general tailing off will take place.
It should be apparent-, then, that: if one is to get
good bass reproduction from the flat baffle it will
have to be very large ; although, in fairness to the
smaller baffle, it 'should by mentioned that mounting
the speaker out of the centre makes for a definite
improvement in the matter of peakineás and
" troughiness." Mounting the speaker in. a wall
between two rooms is recognised as being almost
ideal from the flat baffle point of vioty ; htit this,
as with any other fiat baffle, fides nothing abort the
natural cone resonance of the speaker.
.

Cone Resonance

-

Except for a few extra high- quality one mist
loudspeakers have a cone resonance son-i where
between 55 and 80 cycles --I am talking of 10)n.
and l in. nìodels -ruin this tends to 'make the
response `' drummy ` :rt ti is particular frequency.
Even so, there is one t!aiug that is far wore, and
that is mounting a speaker -with a certain colic
resonance in a cabinet having a eavity_resonance
of the same order. That is almost unbearable
However, most manufacturers try to arrange
things so that this doesn't occur, either by using
shallow cabinets, eccentrically mounting the
speaker, or .by choosing the speaker to suit the
cabinet. Be that as it may, it is not possible to
get real bass without providing a sound path of
adequate length between front and rear of the
loudspeaker, except in the case of the infinite boxbaffle speaker, where all radiations from the rear
pf the speaker aie absorbed within the box and
whore, also, both speaker and box have to be
-

!

-

Flat Baffle Problems
A few years ago we were told that all one required
in order to obtain good bass response was a Mt.
flat baffle with speaker mounted centrally. But,
although this is better than no baffle at all, it still
leaves a lot to be desired. Supposing, for instance,
that the-loudspeaker is ai, 1.2in. one. This, deducted
from the baffle size gives a shortest path distance
from front to back of the cone of 2ft. (see Fig. 1(b)).
Moreover, as the loudspeaker is centrally mounted,
the distance will be the same in four directions.
specially designed.
The speed of sound is 1,142ft. per second;
So far, then, we have decided that the ordinary
cabinet speaker can be made to give tolerable
but not true reproduction, that the baffle- mounted
3 -0
r

`
2 -3

;

\

\\

'h`b

\

1

I

\N\
---------__\

(a)

\

\\ \\

--0

a

3

?
k

:h)

Fig. 2 -On the left a long path for tl e sound waves to provide better low -note response.
the right is a front view of the cabinet.
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speaker can only do so if it is given a large baffle
plus a really high -quality speaker unit, and that
the infinite box -baffle speaker does give really high
quality but has to be of very special design.
The Phase -Inverter
There is, however, one kind of speaker mounting
that we have not yet discussed, and this is the so-

called phase -inverter. Now, this phase- inversion
system, whilst not being perfect, possesses certain
3 -o'

181

at higher frequencies caused by the resistive effect,
the first of which will fall at 150 cycles. Fortunately,
lining the tube with a sound absorbent material
will in large measure overcome this difficulty, the
absorbent material being such that its effect is
greater as the frequency rises.,
Cabinet Design

The shape of the phase-inverter cabinet is
relatively unimportant, so long as the cavity is not
too cramped and is of the right length for the
speaker that is to be used in it. Figs. 2(a) and 3(a)
show the plans of two suggested designs, the top
boards being left off for the sake of clarity, whilst
Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) show front elevations.
It will be seen that a split- cavity path
is used in the first design so, that the speaker
may be centrally mounted.
The
second
design readily lends itself to adaptation as a pedestal
or table upon which the receiver may be placed.
Details of the writer's own phase -inverter
cabinet are shown at Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The unusual
shape is due to the fact that the room in which it is
used has a lean -to ceiling at ono side, and the
cabinet was designed to fit snugly into the angle
thus created. The loudspeaker unit is a Rola G12
PM of 1940 vintage and this is mounted on a
lft..4in. x lft. Tin. baffle which is affixed to the
top face of the cabinet by wood screws so that it
may be easily, detached for servicing purposes.
Material used for the cabinet is partly iin.
plywood and partly 1lin. x lin. board, and the
whole of the inside surface is lined with three
thicknesses of under- carpet felt loosely tacked
into position.
It is not essential to use these materials as any
wood is suitable for the cabinet provided it is solid
enough, whilst material for lining the cabinet may
be anything (old blankets for instance) of a sound
absorbent nature.
-

(a)

-

(b)

Fig.

3.-Another form of " labyrinth"
and elevation.

seen in

plan

very attractive characteristics. Briefly, if a loudspeaker unit is mounted at the end of a tube with
the opposite end open, the column of air within
the tube will present a resistance to the movement
of the speaker cone at some frequencies and none
at others, the frequencies at which these happenings
occur being dependent on the length of the tube.
In figures, there will be no resistance to cone
movement at 1 and I wavelengths and maximum
resistance at á and f wavelengths of the applied
signal. Furthermore, the phase at full and wavelengths will be completely reversed and will,
therefore, reinforce that emanating from the loudspeaker proper. What is needed, then, is a tubo
of such a length as to produce maximum resistance
at the natural resonance of the loudspeaker.
Supposing this occurs at about 50 cycles per sec.,
then the tube will have to be either 16ft. 3in. or
5ft. gin. approximately in order to be resistive to
cone movement at this frequency. As 16ft. 3in. is
out of the question for the average room the f wavelength figure will have to be used. The speaker
resonance will now be reduced.almost to the general
level, but there will still be troughs in the response

5

(b)

Fig.

4.-This

.

cabinet was designed to fit into a
corner with sloping ceiling.
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A.C. Mains Accumulator Charger
A Unit Using a Number of ex -W.D. Parts and Capable of Charging
By S. BRASIER
2-volt Batteries.
Thirty

After winding, the primary must be really well
THIS instrument is designed to operate from
A.C. mains and to give an output of 12 volts insulated by covering with paper, then empire or
insulating tape.
D.C. 'at a current of 5 amps.
Both voltage and current are adjustable and
The secondary winding must be wound in the
Indicator same direction. This statement sounds obvious,
full -wave rectification is employed.
meters are used to ensure correct operation.
but it is surprisingly easy, unless a winding machine
Reference to the photographs shows that the unit is used, to mistake the direction, especially when
is built on the baseboard and panel principle,
outside dimensions being given in Fig. 2.
The Transformer

The mains transformer is of sturdy construction, the core being made up of number
33 T and U stalloy stampings of the dimensions shown in Fig. 4, a stack of 1 *in. being
required. A suitable bobbin to fit is shown
in Fig. 4, and is constructed from sheet
perspex. The thickness of the material fi
the former is 1 /16ín. and for the end cheek,
}in. After assembly the bobbin is given a
coat of black enamel and a series of small
holes drilled through the end cheeks to
accommodate the wire ends.
The primary loading of the transformer
is 0.5 amps. and to carry this current 26gauge wire is used. The winding limb cross
sectional area is 14 sq. in., which allows six
turns per volt. For 230 -volt mains therefore,
6 x 230 = 1,380 turns are required. Enamelled wire is used.
Fig. I.- Interior view of the charger.
The secondary winding gives voltages of 20,
16; 13 and 10 and for a current of 5 amps.
16 -gauge wire is required. The covering used by the the primary is completely covered with insulation.
writer was d.s.c., but d.c.c. or enamelled may be For this reason it is a good idea to mark
an arrow on the outside of the bobbin before
employed.
,

Winding
The primary should be wound as evenly as
possible .and interleaved every two to three layers
with thin paper. If it is required to use the transformer on 200/250 -volt mains then 1,500 turns will
be required, tappings being taken at 1,380 for
230 volts and 1,200 for 200 volts.

commencing.
Owing to the robust nature of 16 -gauge wire, it is
very essential, when winding, to space. the turns
slightly and insulate each layer from the next.
This is necessary because any imperfection of the
wire insulation, coupled with the quite considerable
pressure of one layer upon the ,other, may very
easily give rise to short circuits which will be fatal
to the correct working of the transformer. On the
bobbin shown there is plenty of room to adopt the
above procedure.
On 6- turns- per -volt basis the secondary winding'
requires 120 turns with tappings at 96, 78 and 60.
When completed, the winding is again well insulated
and the laminations fitted. Brackets may be
made from iron strip and the whole assembly
bolted up tightly -to avoid buzzing of the core.
An easy means of obtaining the laminations is to
buy one of the many burnt out or Government
surplus transformers that are usually available.
,

The Rectifier
This is a perfectly standard full -wave bridge 2. -Panel size

and layout.

connected rectifier and should be rated at 5 amps.,
12 or 16' volts. These are available as Government
surplus at a reasonable price.
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The Variable Resistor
This component calls for some comment inasmuch as various types and values may be used.
one shown in the photo was obtained from
an ex- R.A.F. charger and has a } rotary action,
which makes it suitable for knob panel control.
The resistance of this model is 10 ohms. and
gives very wide control but a value down to 5 ohms.
should be suitable, providing it is rated to carry
5 amps. The type of resistor normally used in
apparatus of this nature is the slider type, of which
quite a few are available. The use of this type
would necessitate cutting a long slot in the panel
and possible rearrangement of layout. Reference
to the circuit diagram. Fig. 5, shows that a very

'
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Stampings

Et

4

-

1®
6gì

Bobbin
ls

Fig. '4.- Dimensions
of stalloy stampings
and bobbin used for
the transformer.

so it may be helpful to show

later how meters
of any type may be modified.
The only other components are the toggle
switches S.1 and S.2. S.1 is a simple on /off
type in the transformer primary circuit, and
S.2 is a S.P.D.T. to control voltmeter readings
III conjunction with R.1 and R.2, and to
which reference is made later.

....,+,%
G

.

Fig. 3.

,:

:

:?:ï

.'.'..
..

`.

-7 he finished

charger in its cabinet.

small amount of resistance remains in circuit even
though the variable resistor is at minimum. This
is a necessary' safety device and is accomplished
in the model shown by fitting a stop at the minimum
end of the variable resistor before the true minimum
is reached. In this way about 1 ohm. is always in
circuit. If the sliding type is used this procedure
may be carried out by arranging for the sliding
knob to be stopped by the slot in the panel just
before minimum is reached.
_

The Voltage Switch
The switch required for this purpose is a single pole four-way type and should be rated at 5 amps.
The component shown was a heavy 15 -amp.
D.P.D.T. rotary type with a Q.M.B. action similar
to electric cooker types. This was modified to
one -way four -pole and is excellent for the purpose.
Many heavy ex- Government switches are available,

and little ingenuity is usually required to adapt
them to one's own use. Alternatively, the problem
may be overcome by using heavy sockets with a
plug for adjusting.
Meters
These are both of the moving -coil type, the
ammeter reading 0-5 and the voltmeter 0 -7.5.
This latter has a switch for doubling the scale
reading.
It is unlikely that two meters to match and of the
correct range will' be available at a reasonable price,

Construction
The entire layout is in no way critical and
no measurements have been given for panel
and baseboard layout due to the difference
existing in respect of components that may
be used.
The baseboard is ¡in. thick in order to
provide a sturdy base. The panel is 16-gauge
aluminium and it is as well first to mark this

out and drill to requirements, not forgetting four
holes along the bottom edge so that attachment
to the baseboard may be effected.
In the model shown the panel was rubbed down
with fine emery and treated with grey brushing
cellulose. The baseboard was given a coat of Berlin
black.
There are no snags with regard to component
mounting, but it is essential to ascertain that those
o
Q

ó

2V.
4V.

5

t2k

b
Qb.._
2

ACC

Arm.
AC

}

Rectifier

Fuse
S2

Variable

Resistance
See TextAmps,

Fig.

t

R

R2

Volts

f®_Battery

5.- Circuit diagram of the instrw. ent.
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mounted on. the metal panel are insulated from it.
In this respect particular attention should be given
to the variable resistor and battery terminals.
There is a 1 amp. fuse shown mounted on the
transformer terminal panel, but this is easily put
on the baseboard if desired.

obtainable at most shops where model aeroplane
parts are sold. The method calls for a little patience
but produces a result, on any apparatus,.which- is
not comparable with anything ouc au'do by hand
with Indian ink.

Wiring
Owing to the simplicity of the wiring and the
latitude in layout,. no scale wiring diagram proper
is shown, but a semi -block diagram is given in Fig. 6.
A 3 -pin plug is utilised to earth the case.
The Cover
The unit is housed in a steel case as shown. Hero
again, Government surplus was resorted to and
a U.S. Army type receiver case is utilised, the front
panel being cut away except for a 4nn- flange each
side. These flanges are used as a buttress against
which the panel may be screwed. The base of the
metal case fits flush over the edges of the baseboard, wood screws being passed through for
retention. The lid is held in position by 4 B.A.
screws passing through it into tapped holes. Whatever the type of case employed it is essential that
some form of ventilation be provided. Tho case
is treated with grey cellulose in the same manner
as the panel. Owing to the considerable weight
of the completed instrument it was thought necessary to fit handles as a precaution against dropping.
Panel Marking
To ensure a professional finish, small tin. black
transfers were used for panel marking. These are

Testing
To chock the finished charger- see that 8.1 is
in the off position, 8.2 at 15 volts, and that the
current control is at minimum. Note. 7'o avoid
confusion at this point it should. be remenrberecl that.
maximum. resistance of this component is 'minimum
when thinking in terms of current control. In other
words, with the control at minimum (according to
the panel markings), The whole of the resistance
clement is in circuit -maximum resistance.
Select a suitable accumulator and connect with
heavy flexible leads to output terminals making

r

sure of polarity. Next set the voltage control to the
voltage of thè.battery. If this is 6 volts or lower
put voltmeter switch to 7.5 volts. The voltmeter is
permanently connected across the battery terminal
so that a reading is shown before the instrument is
switched on, this feature proving quite useful at
times.
After switching on, the voltage willlise (showing
a charging voltage) and a current of probably about
0.5 to 0.75 amps. will be 'shown on the 'ammeter.
To increase the charging current slowly adváuce
the current control towards máxünuni until thè
correct rate for the battery is registered on the
meter. A few notes on the connecting of migeil
batteries would not be out of place.
Any number of cells up to. -an added voltagò of
12 may be joined in series (setting the voltage switch
to The appropriate position), and will all be- chargert
at the current indicated on the meter. Where
batteries of similar voltage are connected in parallel
the current is divided- between them. 1f, therefore,
tlu-ee 2 -volt batteries are joined in parallel
and the ammeter shows a current ro4f '3 amps.,
each battery is receiving 1 Amp. U nder these
conditions the voltage control is set to 2.
'Actually, quite a large number of 2 -volt
cells could be charged together by adopting à
series -parallel arrangement. Connect six' cells in
series making a total of 12 volts. Then to each
cell connect four..moro in parallel.
vcyltayé.is
still 12. Therefore, by charging the, bank at 12 Molts
5 amps., each con Will receive 1 arnj'.= §uflicient
for` the average 2 -volt 40 ampère luau annnrlater. Thus, for a small profitmákin^ <i lie.. tltis
instrument is quite useful. ,
-
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I ,:; ;ransformer
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3Pin Plug
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To

(To be continued)

To 1:,

DECIMAL

Meter

By F. J. CAMM

Case :j

i

Moles

fE

Circuit of the charger. Connections to
Fig.
Ammet.:r,.Volts switch and Rect. tó be in i6 s.w.g.
wire. Note that the var. res. is shown in Symboliccform.
It is actually rectanqúlar as mmv be .seen in Fie. r.

TABLES

316, or 3/9 by post, from

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.
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PLAN YOUR CAREER

Record and
Needle

RADIO

Wear

TELEVISION
:!'i'{/lrOfir r'su1

and other INDUSTRIAL

subjects

ELECTRONIC

'ELEMENTARY
ADVANCED

xisessatsysyi.

and

COURSES

WRITE NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET
summarising the careers available in Electronics.

The booklet contains full details
of POSTAL and ATTENDANCE
COURSES
Minimum Record & Needle Wear.
This Marconiphone Pick-up is designed
to provide the highest quality reproduction with the absolute minimum
of record and needle wear.
Type 14. Complete Pick-up unit with res matching transformer,
screened lead and plugs for insertion in-"Record Player" or
"Pick -up" sockets of radio receiver. Price complete £3.15.0
plus £I.1.8 Purchase Tax.
Type 14A: Pick -up (identical with type 14 described above) and rest
only. Price, including rest, £2.10.0 plus £1.1.8 Purchase Tax.

//,

MARCONIPHONEToe

.uureoipr net .1,m

n,

1

Radio,

Television,

examinations such as those of City & Guilds
I.E.E., Brit.I.R.E., etc.
Paym3nt far tuition can be mad: in ea;y
instalments.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
Dept. 32, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
London, W.4.
Telephone: CHlswick 4417;8
E.M.I. Institutes- ba4ed by the Electronic Organisation
which includes "H.M: ", Marconiphone, Columbia, etc.

REAL

n,,:.ed. 11,ms..uuidleaer

in

Telecommunications, Mathematics
and Industrial Electronics.
It incrudes Courses for candidates taking

s1.100

A

i

MATT ipecíul Off&rs
ALL NE WAND GUARANTEED
Tlt l-s ON 1'.11. SPIS.\ K1.11S, Sin.

iv, Trans., 1816 Bin. less Trans.
14 6 ;.5ln. L'Trans.. 12'6 Trans. to match, 41 each.
LINE CORD, 2 -way, 1 6 per yd.. 3 -way, 21- per yd.. 60 ohms per ft.
TUNING CONDENSERS. Midg., .0005 wlTrims and S /motion
drive, 111- each.
TUNING CONDENSERS. Ultra Midg...0005. 2 -gang, 10'6 each.
VOL. CONTROLS C'ENTRALAR. All values w!s., 4/9 each ;
3/6 each.
CONDENSERS, CANNED TYPES. 8 mfd. 450 v.: 31- each ; 16 mfd.
350 v., 2,0 each ; 25 mfd. 25 v.. 1'9 each ; 16 mfd. (T.C.C.), 7/9 each :
32 mfd. 275 v.. 319 each ; 16 ±8. etc., etc.
MULTI RATIO TRANS., 12 ratio, -7/6 each.
MAINS TRANS.,- 6 v. and 4 v.. 28!6 each (Shrouded).
1'IBRATORS, Mallory, 4 -pin, 6 v.. 411 each.
HEADPHONES, ea- Govt., W'Jack Plug. 31.1 per pair.
RESISTANCES, " ERIE," Types f w., 4d. each : 1 w.. Sd. each.
SI LVER MICA CONDENSERS, all values, 12' - per gross, assorted.
PICK -UPS, B.T.H. Magnetic type, 40! each. " DE LUXE "
Rothermal Crystal :4151- each, including purchase tax.
COLLARO, A.C. Gram. Motors, wlpick -up complete. £5!14'8 each.
COLLARO, A.C.'D.C. Gram. Motors, w /turntable, only £9131 each.
COLLARD. A.C. Gram. Motors. auto changers complete, £146/6
each.
All Orders under £1 Oostage extra.
Let us have all your Radio requirements.
Largest Stock of B.V.A. and American Valves in Surrey.
;

;

-

Whatever your soldering job,
home

to

in your
or workshop, you will prefer

use Ersin Multicore Solder. No
esotra flux is required. Multicore is the simple and pre-

cision method of making sound soldered joints for all
household purposes. lust apply it simultaneously with the
soldering iron; the three cores automatically provide
correct proportions of flux to solder.

WORKSHOP

SIZES 4 10 - 619 each.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.

_ARTON Mellier
hewn above

House,

Albemarle Street, LONDON, W.1

Tel.: REGent

1411

-

MATT

-

RADIO SERVICE
KINGSTON 8353

29 Castle St. Kingston -on- Thames. Surrey.
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"ADCOLA"

THE

M.

Regd. Trade Mark

& J. PEARSON

373, EGLINTON STREET, GLASGOW, C.5
Special Bankrupt Stocks. Es -Govt. offers. Allender, Mahogany
Console type. 5 valve. 3 Wave -band. A.C. Superhet Radio
with. Osram 6.3 volt valves and 101n. P.M. Speaker. Original
Cost £38. our price for limited quantity Only, £19 each, inc.
Tax. New and in original wrappings,
Speakers 6iin. Plessey P.M. type, 12.'6 ea.
Bin.
ditto
14/6 ea., boxed.
Valves EF50, VU120. VU111, all at 5,- each. 1LA6, 1LN5,
ILD5 and 3D6, all at 6 6 each. Y63. 7 6 each.
Condensers Midget Two -Gang, .0005. 116 each.
ditto
Standard size
5/6 each.
32 mid. 350 Volt Electrolytics, large size. 3 - each. 50 mfd. 25
Volt, 7/6 doz. 001 and .01 Sprague, 6i- doz. 1 1,000 Volt, 5Pdoz. 1 mid. 350 Volt Tubular. 5i- doz. 2,000 mfd. 12 Volt. 2,6 ea.
.001 and .01 mica. 5'- doz. Special Clearance offer of 230/250
Volt A.C. 'Gram Motors internal rim drive type with motor
board and turntable. only £2/15'- ea. incl. Tax. Ferranti 0 -500
microammeters, 211n. Flush Mounting Type. Boxed, 16'6
each. Terms We pay all carriage. Gt. Britain only, and cash
with order. please. No lists supplied.

INSTRUMENT

SOLDERING

:

to comply with the requirements of Radio
Assembly, Maintenance, Instrument Makers, etc.
Working time reached I. mins. Low consumption 25 watts.
Weight, 21. ozs. Cool Handle. Supplied in voltage ranges
Designed

:

:

from

617 v. to 2301250 v.
3116ín. diameter copper

114in.

;

bit Standard Model,

ADCOLA PRODUCTS, LTD., ALLIANCE HOUSE,

:

CAXTON STREET,

Write or Phone

MIDCO RADIO
Television Components for the

Vision section coils, set of

19,

250 v. 80 mA., 6.3 v. 6 A., 5 v. 2 A., 3116 ; suitable transbase 350-0,350 v. 80 mA., 0-4 -6.3 v. 4 A., 0-4-

former for time

5 v. 2 A. 301- ; smoothing chokes, 716 , these transformers are
as specified for the inexpensive television receiver using ex-

W.D. equipment.
Medium wave coil units for B.C. 453 and B.C. 455 receivers,
Other standard
101- (state which required when ordering).
lines including mains transformers for B.C. 348, B.C. 453
and B.C. 221, as previously advertised, still available.
Wholesale, retail and export enquiries invited.
Rewinding Service.

CARCO WORKS, CHURCH.ROAD, BIRKENHEAD.
Telephone 3585

Newcomen Rd., Wellingborough.

SUPER RADIO CO.
(BFD) LTD.
39 Bank Street,

Bradford, Yorks
SPECIAL GOVT.
SURPLUS OFFERS

Brand New High Impedance Headphones 4,000
...
..,
ohms
...
Steel Spring Mountings ...

1/6

SURPLUS BARGAINS
It:ARGAIN PAR( 7 /I, : .I) Amer,,,:p
Transmittcr,'Recefver-13 i6,3 v.
I F F
valves, relays, gearing, dozens of resistors,
condensers, etc.; and 9v. dynamotor with our
mains motor conversion data t2) 6 plugs
(41
and sockets ; (3) 2 metal rectifiers
pair U.S.A.A.F. headphones ; 15) filter
condenser strip (6) 2 moving colt meters.
OUR PRICE, 30.' -, .carr. free.
;

Complete with
Brand New in Original
Valves.
Crates.
49/6 carr. paid.
Complete Ready for NOISE LI MITERS, complete nub- assembly
RF26 Unit.
RI355

Receiver,

;

7/6
6d.
3/6

Dial Drive,

Postage 7d.
Carriage paid over 20/-.

For The Home Con-

structor,"

Heavy Duty Relays, Type 85
2 Valve Pre Amplifiers
... 12/6
..,
28D7, 6SL7
5/...
Without valves...
Switch Boxes Type T.R.
5/...
1366
Type 69. Air Temp. Indi7/6
100 -I Reduc...
tion, 1155 Type
7 -Way Cable Bundle of ì2
..,
...
5ft. lengths

:

INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION
The Following Specified Items
Available from Stock

" Television

CO.

REMEMBER "
TELEVISION TRANSFORMERS. -Tapped primaries,
EHT 'or VCR97 tube, 2,500 v. 5 mA., 4 v. 1.2 A., 4 v. 2 A.,
5216 ; Power transformer for R.1355 as vision unit, 250-0-

Sound section coils, set of 7,

MIDCO RADIO,

0030.

" A NAME TO NOTE AND

Televisor.

10, 25!-, post free.
1916, post 6d.
Both sets 441 -,
post free.
Scanning Components : Line Transformer. 321- ; Scanning
Coil Assembly, 321- ; Focus Coil, 321 -, post free.
Test Oscillator : Shortly available (2nd week April), a low
price signal source with both Sound and Vision Modulation.
Complete mains operated unit with both signal and I.F. outputs
for the P.W. receiver. Provisional price. £6. Write for details.
Audio Amplifiers : The Midco AAI4 Super 4-watt amplifier
with 6V6 output stage NFB, etc., £4 101-, complete.
AAI10 Ten -watt push -pull 6V6 amplifier, with twin inputs,
mixers, NFB multi -match output transformer, £10, complete.
Both amplifiers are supplied on open chassis finished in
attractive glossy enamel. Write for lists and details.

Sets of coils.

:- Whitehall

COILWINDING

CARLTON

" P.W. "

2216 each.

diameter copper bit Model, 25!- each.
Replacement Unit Bit Elements available.
British and Foreign Patents. Sole Manufacturers.

3/_

3/-

Use

in

RI355 Receiver.

Brand with double diode valve, ready to lit in your

New in Original Sealed Cartons. receiver -In sealed carton with

30/- post II-

instructions -only

5,'9,

12

pages

post free.

(for Birmingham Station)
R.F. 25 UNITS. The famous .40;50 me s
superior to converter-BRAND NEW, 19 6 USED, 12.6.
on offer at

These units are far
the used patterns
lower prices, but
new and unused can

to operate.

;

-

brand RECEIVERS TYPE 181 with 4 EF50's
be relied on 7 SP61's, etc., dozens of resisters condensers,
etc. In sealed makers cartons, 37/6.

being

Our Guarantee :
Money refunded if not satisfied on
return of Goods within 7 days.

H. P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.

DISPLAY UNIT TYPE 198 with 3in. CRT.
6 SP61's hundreds resistors, condensers, etc.
-ideal for building 'scopes. BRAND NEW,
only 351 -.

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House.

All Goods sold as soiled unless otherwise

55,

County Road, Walton,
Liverpool, 4
Tel.: Aintree

Estab. 1935,

Staff Call Signs

:

1445.

G3DGL, G3DLV.
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Round or Rectangular?
New Idea in Television Picture Reproduction of Especial Interest to the
By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)
Home Constructor.

A

ACERTAIN amount of controversy has recently
arisen as a result of the publication in an
American magazine or twoof a new American
television receiver fitted with a round aperture
instead of the customary rectangular shape familiar
to most viewers. There are, however, certain
advantages with this type of screen, and the
arrangement carries a step farther a scheme which
I had adopted some time ago in my own receiver
and which other viewers would no doubt like to
'

I.-This diagram shows
how the detail in an object is
affected by the size of the
scanning spot. The small spot
at C will obvidusly present a
much better detailed representation than if the spot is of the
size shown at A:

Fig.

®
try out. Firstly, -what are the advantages claimed
for this type of screen ? 'Obviously, . the transmitting' autlkorities compose their scenes with the
normal rectangular screen in
mind, but iris noticeable that
on the majority of shots little
use is made of the upper corner:
and the extreme sides. Evc;N
effort is taken to keep the main
subjects well in the centre of

the make of tube, E.H.T. voltage, focusing adjustment, etc., and is (or should be) independent of the
deflection cut-rents. Now, assuming that full detail is
transmitted, how does the spot size affect definition ?
In Fig. 1 is a sketch of an eye, whiLst below it is'a
circle representative of a scanning spot (A). Obvious ly, if the spot compared with the eye above it is of the
same size, all that would happen on the receiving
tube end would be a darkish patch representing
the average value of the light and dark tones in
the eye.
If now the spot were reduced to half its size,
in travelling across the area represented by the
eye it would give a variation in tones in its travel
until, when reduced to the smallest size (C), it would
" build up " the detail of the eye in its travel
and thus present the viewer with a more detailed
object. It must he borne in mind, of course, that
these facts only hold good if the detail in question
is radiated by the transmitter, and that it is impossible to effect any improvement on detail
which is not originally picked up by the transmitting camera. However, as the size of the
spot is more or less fixed on the receiving tube,
opening up of the scan in bòth directions will
obviously build up a larger image, and the light
and dark variations of the spot as it traverses
the screen will present to the eye an effect of greater
detail -in spite of the fact that the spacing between
the adjacent lines will be slightly greater.

.the screen -for obvious reasons.
Chen there is a close -up, such
as of the announcer, a singer,
conjurer: etc., he or she occupies
only the centre of the screen,
and under this condition, obviously, there is a fairly large
amount of space which is
wasted.

Greater Detail ?
The majority of television
receivers are so adjusted that
the borders of the raster come
just outside the edge of the
mask. If, however, the appropriate controls are adjusted so
that the edges come well outside
the mask, a larger image is
obviously obtained. It will be
noted that there is an improvement in detail as well as in
the size of the image by doing Fig. z.
image with dimensions shown at AB on a normal size picture
this. The spot size of a given will appear as large' as at CD on the same size tube when the picture area
-type of tube is dependent upon
is enlarged as shown by the ,shaded rectangle.

An
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Adjusting the Screen
As mentioned earlier, I prefer the amplitude
adjustments to be set so that the frame borders
actually, you will
are well outside the mask ed
find that you can go so far a permitting the upper
edge of the mask to come just about half-way
down the letters B.B.C. ou the tuning signal which
precedes every programme. To try the idea' out,

s-

Line

Frame

Amp/iffier

f

Amplifier)

Width
Control

h'er9ht
Control

Z

t

open up the frame amflit tide control (gener;illy referred to as
" height ") until half of
the letters B.B.C. have
come under the mask.
Then adjust the lino
amplitude (width) until
the circle is again true
You will
rued round.
lind that then, on most
pictures, you will lose
very little, but will have
a very much larger picture, and close -ups of
faces will appear very
much more detailed.
To obtain even im1

proved results the

May, 1949

necessary to measure the variation in bias resistance
which is called for in adjusting the picture between.
the limits just referred to. A fixed resistor of the
value foltnd should then be joined between the
cathode and the variable (or between the variable
and earth), and a three -point switch mounted as a
panel control or coupled with the lever which
operates the mask opening. The junction of the
two resistors in each amplifier circuit should be
taken to one point on the switch and the third
point earthed. .Obviously, now, when the 'switch
is operated it will result in the raster area jumping
from one size to another instantaneously. In some
circuits there may be a slight fmal creep, but only
one circuit has so far been tried which did net
fimction satisfactorily. It will be seen that by
this idea ono can have a full round screen with
the announcer filling the whole tubo end, and
with the flick of a switch the smaller area may
then be obtained for normal scenes. When sonic
solo picture such as a singer, conjurer, etc., is
announced, one simply flicks the switch and the
image immediately jumps up to fill the entire
tube and a round picture is obtained which will he
found by some viewers much more pleasing on such
pictures.
-

following idea may be

introduced, and has been

Fig. 3. -One simple method tried out and was, infect,
of providing an adjustable used for quitó a long
picture area.
period in my apparatus,
but was filially discarded
for something better -about which more will be said
later. A simple test on the head of the announcer
will show that the enlarged screen idea just described
gives an improvement. Now, there will be obviously
a waste of spare at the corners even still. Fig. 2
shows a drawing representing the end of a C.R.
tube and the inner dotted rectangle is the standard

Books Received
RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRICAL REPAIRS.
By Boy C. Norris. 448 pp. Over 400 illustrations. I'uldihd
by Whams Press, Ltd. Price 10s. lid.
-

two chapters to dement try
deal With-basic radio
circuits, testing, instruments, fault -fading, al giuwuent etc.
After cluipters "devoted to incidental accessories -surIt aslteinlspeakers, pick-ups, gramophone motors, etc., it,péaees-toaaiitcual
small domestio ,appliances, electric tires, cookers, washing
machines, refrigerators, etc.,- and concludes with. a section tn
battery charging. Thirty -fine pages are devoted to television,
coverili, the main theoretical considerations and adjustment
and fault-finding. This is one of the most comprehensive looks
we lave seen on the subject, and as each section is no well
illustrated. every handyman will find it invaluable, whilst the
service encinier, too, will find it a valuable and constant source
of referee -.
R valuahtebook devotes thefirst
TAlelectrical
theory, and then goes ou to

picture shape of the correct aspect ratio. The
vertical line in the centre of this represents between
the points A and B the approximate size of the
head of an announcer or solo artist. If the height
and width controls are adjusted so that the head
VALVE DATA :
CHARACTERISTICS OF 1,600
is opened up to cover the distance from C to D RADIO
RECEIVING VALVES. Published by Hile At Sots, Ltd. Size
the effective rectangular area will be that shown toil,. avide) by 7 in. (quarto oblong). Price :3s. Cid.
by the larger rectangle, and it will be seen from ., 4lli0 Valve Data gives the ta
main electrical chum,
R teristica of 1,600 British and American
receiving vales,
this that most of the corners and only a very
normal operating configures
for
comprising
the
information
It
obviously
the
sides
are
lost.
would
small part of
ditions arranged in tabular form. Valves are classified a eordlug
be inconvenient to adjust two controls each time to type under the headings Frequency Changers, Screened
and Pentodes, Output Valves, »lodes, ')'riot,,.
it was required to obtain the large image, and Tetrodes
Reetifers (Valve slid Metal), Tinting Indicators, Narretters slid
there may often be pictures in which the full Voltage
Stabilisers. The British valves are farther groijed
rectangular area was desirable (football matches, under manufacturers names and then sub- dividediuto obsolete,
some plays, etc.). It is also undesirable to produce replacement and current types, according to the makers'
the small (normal) picture area on a tube end categories.
Additional tables and diagrams give 'the base concertions for
without a mask. Here is a scheme which some all valves, and an index enables any valve to be easily found by
designation. A separate list of those Ameriean-type valves
may like to try out. Remove the standard rubber type
are made in this country is included; data are also given
mask and replace it by two " L "-shaped pieces which
on crystal valves and signal-frequency metal rectifiers.
of metal blackened and so pivoted that in one
position they overlap and provide the normal
picture -size opening. A simple lever device can
then be fitted to swing these out and thereby
Gears
Gear
reveal the whole of the tube end (it will 6e seen
that the actual movement is reasonably small).
Edited by F. J. Camm.
"

and

Adjustable Bias
Normally, adjustment of height and width is
effected by varying the bias on the amplifier valves
in the line and frame time beses. It will now be

Cutting

Price 6s. from all Booksellers or 6s. 6d. by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House; Southámpton Street, London, W.C.2.
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Practical Hints
Battery Holder

Pointer for Geared Control
RECENTLY a receiver was
ium largeenough -to encircle
constructed in which two
Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRELESS
"
must
have
originated
some
little
a single U2 cell, allowing /in.
epicyclic drives were used in
dodge which would interest other readers.
either
end
of
the
cell
lengthWhy
not
pass
over
it on to us
We pay ball -aorder to obtain the required
guinea for every hint published on this
wise. The extra #in. of metal
reduction, and the following '
Taro that idea of yours to account
page.
by
sending
It
in
to
us
addressed
to
the
is
for
lugs,
four
end
used
each
method was used to convey the
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
at one end cut at equal disSewnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
motion of the- condenser spindle
Street, Strand, W.C.E.
Pot your name
tances. These are bent inward at
to the pointer on the dial.
and address on every item.
Please note
that every notion sent in most be original.
right-angles to form stops for
A small piece of brass was cut
Mark envelopes ." Practical Riots."
the base of the cell. The other
diameter
to approximately
end has one single lug to support
by .'tin. thick, and a I-in. hole
SPECIAL NOTICE
a retaining strip. I used a strip
was chilled in it, it was also
All hints most be accompanied by the
of paxolin with a short strip of
coupon cut from page iii of
drilled and tapped on opposite
the same material to hold it.
sides of the curved surface. This
rigid, (this may not be necessary
was slipped on the condenser
with a fairly stout piece). The
spindle, and a bolt was screwed
strip is bolted to the single lug and allowed to pivot. tightly into one threaded hole, to hold it in place.
The other end of the strip carries the positive Into the other was screwed a threaded rod
contact, a piece of brass sheet cut and bent just to (approximately ¿BA) which was then bent as in
cover the brass positive cap on the battery. This the figure, the other end being soldered to a small
Iused a piece of scrap alumin-

THAT DODGE OF YOURS

!

P

G.

. .. .... ,

,,-.

íJ!'yRe

Fixing ho/es

Dial

Pointer -1/
Pivot

lug
Base
or

cell

Condenser
Top

spintile

or

cell

Pexolin pivoting
,iA,nwnillit
strip
Brass strip ?,:,ni /ác',:
' :!r.':
Bolt countersunk bent to
take cell positive

/i

A suggestion for a battery holder.

A pointer for a geared dual drive.

brass bush about 4M. long, which was free to
rotate round the drive.spindle. The dial was then

brass strip is bolted on and the same bolt carries slipped into place, and the pointer soldered to
P. GASSELL (Shrewsbury).
a small lug for connecting the positive lead. The the brass bush.
c"ll is slid in the holder and the retaining strip is
swung across and allowed to rest on positive of cell.
A small lip bent on either side of the contact Low- voltage Protected Light Fitting
brass strip will stop side movement.-T. A. MYERS
THERE t(re many positions in the house, work(Wirral).
shop or the car where a small type of low voltage protected light fitting can be used to
advantage. This can be made for the approximate
cost of one shilling and ninepence by the following
simple method. Procure from one of the well knowri multiple stores a transparent tea strainer.
the handle section of which should be cut off to
Match the opposite side. These two short sides
should have a {in. clearance hole drilled through
them to accommodate the retaining screws. All
that is now required to complete the fitting is a
din. drilled flat metal strip, a M.E.S. bakelite
batten -holder and 4 small tin. nuts and bolts.
The batten- holder should be mounted on the
centre of the, strip and the fitting assembled as
shown in the illustration.-F. F. Towrrnaow
(Newquay).
A protected light fitt'ng.

-J.
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la.lslN1NINtlsllslNNIN1Nlt_1111I NEW NIM11IISI1IINEMlnwnlllriwooti...
MOST users of C.R. oscilloscope equipment will
recall instances when a trace of input and
output simultaneously displayed would
have been of great assistance.
There are several methods of getting these two
traces on one tube-split beam, switched inputs,
etc., but such equipment is rather costly for the
average pocket and it was with the question of cost
versus facilities in mind that the writer cast around
for a suitable piece of ex -W.D. equipment which
would be fairly easy to convert to his needs.
Such equipment was foetid in the R.A.F. Indicator Unit, Type 48A. This unit is fitted with two
V.C.R.138A tubes, a specially designed time base
using two VR65's, several potentiometers, and a
number of H.V. condensers, all of which items can
be utilised in conversion to a double-tube 'scope,
giving the following facilities:
(a) Two 31in. tubes, green
glow, short persistence.
(b) Separate inputs for each
tube (X and Y plates).
(e) Separate variable input Y
amplifiers.
(d) Automatic synchronising
unit, controlling both tubes
simultaneously.
(e) Individual focus, brilliance,
X shift and Y shift controls.
(f) Common time -base, frequency range approximately 20
cycles to ;:00 kc /s, switched out
when not required.
width
(g) Common sweep
control.
As the photographs show, the
unit is not at all bulky but is NOTE:
rather compact, internally, and S/ S2 S3
components which have to be
supplied in addition to those ARE
already in the unit as bought GANGED.
must be chosen for physical
Y SH/FT
dimensions as well as electrical
A'
values.
nA separate power pack is
required, capable of giving the
following
4 volts at 2 amps, for C.R.
tube heaters.
6.5 volts at 3 amps.
350 volts at approximately

,l
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i1atIme

.s,

.1=

A Cathode-rc
Modifying

a

Type 48A

Tester for the

R.

V

Modifications
On acquiring one of these units one should begin
by removing the blank plate giving access to the
tubes, etc. Remove these, also the time -base valves,
and then strip out all the wiring, keeping the
lengths as intact as possible.
The mechanical alterations should now bo
tackled. Apart from removing the rubber hood,
retaining side -plates and outer Perspex plates,
not áúi g is altered on the front face. The remaining

t

:

60 mA.

I

1,500 volts for C.R. tube
supply.
Plug and socket connections
are used in tho model shown
ultimate choice is left to the
individual.
Cost
The approximate cost of the
unit as shown was £4, not an
excessive figure for such equipment. Several of the larger
dealers in ex -W.D. gear are
handling 48_ß's, and a unit should
be readily available.

# NNnsU.m.1a. nsusnsoOna .N1sua,eue.,sOa11111Wls(e0WI1lyN
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This allows the knobs to project through the chassis,
and the potentiometers now form' the YA and YB
amplifier input controls.
r
Adjacent to the YA potentiometer, a D.P.D.T.
wafer switch will be seen. This should be left in
Unit to Give a Useful Dual
position, and a counterpart of this switch fitted
in a similar position alongside the YB potentiolop or Laboratory
meter. These two switches change over the Y
Perspex pllttes in the unit shown were marked out in inputs from direct input to the C.R.T. to amplified
}in. squares, using a razor blade to score the Perspex, input ; being independent, it is possible to have
afterwards filling in with drawing ink. This gives one tube giving an amplified trace, while the other
a fine line, and does not obscure the trace. The centre shows the normal input.
The transformer arrangement on the right side
lines should be exactly in the middle of the
plates.
of the unit should be removed, also the central
Working back into the unit, the two potentio- bracket used to support the cover plate. The time
meters mounted on ebonite pillars on the floor base .assembly is removed, but the valve panel left
of the unit should have the pillars removed and for later attention. The large cable -form holding
the attachment plates screwed directly to the chassis. clips are removed.
On the ' rear of the unit are
four potentiometers. Two are
÷.35014
marked shift," and are left in
place. The remaining two are
'3.
32
dismantled, and the C' .5 MQ
Cg
potentiometer fitted together
with a similar control at the
corresponding position at the left
end of the back panel. This will
provide two pairs of shift
R38
controls.
The multi -way socket should
he discarded, and the hole.
covered with a metal, plate on
which will be mounted the timeC/5rR39 C16
base rough control switch.
All the single -pin input sockets
be carefully removed
T_LOó should
from the unit. After a few
moments' study, it will be seen
that these can be turned " inside
0 out " to form the insulated
Y,¡A
terminals required for the X and
Y plate inputs. The threaded
part is 4B.A., and when fitted
with an insulated knob, are
quite presentable. It is advisable
to file a flat on the pin at this
Y
stage, and face with solder for
easier wiring later.

Comparator

1

.

1-

-

1

1

.

Ti

1
.

1

1

B

3

i

VALVE
HEATERS

124

CR TUBE

e
A.C.

{t

HEATERS

9

P40
NVVVVV
F

the complete Comparator.

Other Alterations
The additional components
required are now fitted, and
again working from front to back
of the emit, these are :
(a) Sweep width control =
100,000 ohms.
(b) Fine frequency control
0.5 MQ.

These are fitted in the positions
indicated in the three- quarter
view photograph.
4V2Á
(c) Autosyno EF.50 valveA,C. holder
;
fitted to a side panel
on left wall with just enough
1500 V. clearance between the focus
VH,TD
control and EF.50 for ease of
removal of the valve.
(d) Time -base EF.50 valve -

..11.1.1. ..1.1,0.0101111111MNN.1111M.0110.1IFON1 111111*.INNI1111141.111111,.11.0.1.,11111,1N.N10, 01M,
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holder. This is fitted in place of
the lower octal socket on the time base valve panel. The upper socket
should be changed for an international octal as a V.R.54 will be
used in this position.
(e) Time -base frequency switch.
A three -gang wafer switch is
required which can be wired as
shown in Fig. 4, which will be given
next month. The height of the
switch should be the smallest which
can be obtained.
(f) YA and YB amplifier valves.
Two " Mazda " octal valveholdeis
are fitted to a side panel which is
then attached to the right wall of
the unit with sufficient clearance
between the grid caps of the
VR65's and the shift potentiometers
to allow of- easy removal of the
valves.
Note that all the valves are fitted

horizontally.

YA

XA

TBase

-

rough control

(Tube

/

amp.

AID r

Ä F. eus

on/off
gain

amp

A Br,/lianCe

Common

earth

;VCR Tube
Tube socket

securing p /arts

r/base tine
control
Sweep width
contro/

Earth clip

B CR Tube

Y8
'B

xa

y

8,1/;ance

.8* Focus

Cable termination blocks.
Connection to
B Tube
Two three-way tag blocks of stout
B Tube amphtrer gain.
power point
amp. °nib
make are fitted on,pillars on back
wall with tags in a vertical row,
Fig. 3.- Three- quarter view of the finished instrument.
one on each side of the central hole
left by the potentiometer removed earlier. pack which will terminate on the tag blocks. Keep
The central hole should be filed out to ¡in. dia- the pillars as short as safety permits. as the removal
meter, to take an ebonite bush such as used in of the C.R. tubes is made much easier when room
electrical trades, fo protect leads from power- behind the bases is available.
(g)

-

i
t

Between the autosync valve panel and
the time -base valve
pal Ela tag strip should
befitted, paeed off the
wall of the unit ; one
having a centre row
of tags in addition to
an upper and lower
row is very useful. One
additional tag strip to
take three resistor's
should be. fitted to the
left of the three -way
tag block mentioned
in (g), and these resistors will be mounted

:

strip to carry the

.................................................... ...............,...............

:-

LIST OF COMPONENTS
potentiometer.
R37- 150.000 ohms, I watt.
R38-1,000 ohms, ) watt.
R2-0.5 MD potentiometer.
R39-200 ohms, 1 watt.
R3-0.5 MD potentiometer.
R40- 100.000 ohms, 1 watt.
R4- 50,000 ohms potentiometer.
C1 -500 pF.
R5-1 Mn potentiometer.
C2 -50 pF.
R6- 50,000 ohms potentiometer.
C3
F. 450 v.
R7
MD potentiometer.
pF. 450 v.
C3a
R8-0.5 Ma potentiometer.
C4-0.02
eF. mica.
R9-0.5 MD potentiometer.
C5 -50 pF.
R10 -0.5 MD potentiometer.
C6-0.5
pF.
2,000 v.
RI 1-0.5 MDR potentiometer.
C7-0.0t pF. mica.
R12- 100,000 ohms potentiometer.
mica.
R13 -1.15 MD (two- resistors in series), 1 watt. C8 -100 pF.
C9 -0.25 1F. 450 v.
' R14 -0.5 MD, I watt.
C10
-0.5
,F.
R15-3 MD, 1 watt.
Cl
,F. electrolytic.
R16- 250,000 ohms, watt.
C12-0.25 ,F. 450 v.
R17- 250,000 ohms, watt.
pF. 450 v.
C13
-0.25
R18- 40,000 ohms, ? watt.
C14-05 pF.
R19-1 Mn, It watt.
C15-4 ,F. electrolytic.
R20- 100,000 ohms, 1 watt.
C16-0.25 ,F. 450 v.
R21- 40,000 ohms, 1 watt.
C17-0.25 pF.
Ma, ,1 watt.
R22
C18-0.25 ,'F.
R23-1 MD, # watt.
C19-0.01 pF. H.V.
R24- 250,000 ohms, 1- watt.
C20-0.01 ,F. H.V.
R25-40 Mn, i watt (four 10 MD in series).
C21 -0.01 pF. H.V.
R26- 40,000 ohms, 2 watt.
C22-0.01 pF. H.V.
R27-as R13.
C23-0.25 pF.
R28- 50,000 ohms, 2 watt.
C24-0.25 pF.
R29-5,000 ohms, 2 watt.
C25
,'F. 500 v.
R30- 150,000 ohms, 1 watt.
VALVES :
R31- 100000 ohms, 1 watt.
V1-EF50-Time-base oscillator.
R32 -1,0Ó0 ohms, á watt.
V2-VR54 -Fly -back suppressor.
R33- 10,000 ohms; 1 watt.
V3- EF50-Autosynchroniser.
R34- 150,000 ohms, I watt.
V4VR65-YB amplifier.
ohms,
1
R35-200
watt.
V5-VR65 -YA amplifier.
R36- 10,000 ohms, 1 watt.

RI-0.5 Mn

-1
-1

-I

'a

l-4

-3

.

`

i

,
d

horizontally.

amplifiers
i
;

-1

7.
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A tag-

components associated
with the YA and YB

e

,

is also

mounted on the right
wall of the unit on
stand =off pillars, betureen the buses of the
171165's and the focus
potentiometers on that
side.
To. make room for
the time -base Fine
Control, two of the
tt F. H.V. cof the
sers are removed, and
a 0.5 1tF. 2,000 v. con denser is fitted at the
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from the switch contacts to a
tough contro/
ER 50.
common lead taken to a tag on
P26
the strip which, in turn, is wired
A Sh :O.
contras,
to the anode of the EF50 WineC3
base). C4 and C5 are similarly
dealt with, and the tag in their
case, taken to the screening grid
Res ;sfor
of the EF50 (time -base).
Fag st' 5
R25 in the grid return of the
autosync EF50 is a 40 MQ.
3 way strip
arrangement of four 10 MQ. resistors wired in series, and aga'n
Power
C22'0 0
self- supporting. The resistors are
mp.r
small, and there is no risk of
C605
their breaking from the grid tag
c?_
of the valve socket. The screening
grid of V3 is held at +40 v. from
earth, and both R26 and R28
should be not less than 2 -watt
R 29
types.
R,?f -Grid leads to V4 and Y5 should
be screened, and the screening
definitely earthed. Any hum picked
Shirt
C. //
up here will be, of course, shown
A
controls
C/s.
as a modulation of the trace on
404,.E
C+6.
Amotifier VR 65.
the tube concerned. This consider12.
C.9
C. /4.
Tag Opp C /3.
ation also applies to the grids of
the C.R.T.'s, but great care must
Fig. 2.- Interior view of the instrument.
bietaken to use really sound cable,
(C6 in Fig. 2).
An earth terminal, replacing as the voltage - between grid lead and earthed
one of the input sockets, is fitted as seen screen is practically the full extra -high voltage
in Fig. 3, and the provision of an earth clip, from the supply.
seen at lower back corner, is, useful for earthing Y
No screening, other than that of the external
input of a tube not in use, by simply gripping the test leads, was used in the X and Y -plate wiring
earth clip with the Y lead clip concerned. Two 'by the writer, and even at full amplification very
brackets to elevate the tube -faces for ease of little ripple is noticeable in the unit-shown. R32
observation complete the purely mechanical work ; and R'3S are carried on paxolin strips with grid
t he remaining components are carried on the clips attached and so brought right to grid caps
tag -strips or in the wiring.
. of the VR65's.
The 4 plus 4 µF. electrolytic condenser seen in
Fig. 2 is used as bias byc.pass, and is sufficiently
Wiring
Apart from the compact nature of the unit, large for the purpose. It will be found to " lie in "
there is nothing in the wiring of the " Comparator " quite safely as shown. Omission of these còndensers
unduly difficult. The usual precautions should be will reduce the amplification quite considerably,
observed, and all leads kept as short as positioning and it was considered advisable to include these items.
of the components will permit. Fig. 2 gives the
C14, which feeds into the potentiórneter input
layout of the most important items, and the placing to Ya amplifier, is mounted on the amplifier
of anode load resistors, coupling condensers, bias component strip, although the switch ' and
and decoupling resistors, etc., follows naturally potentiometer are some distance away from C14,
from these and the given positions of the various and the interconnections made with screened
cable. No trouble has been experienced from this
controls mentioned earlier.
One or two points might be enlarged upon. The arrangement.
time -baso condensers Cl, C2, are wired directly
Turning to the actual tubes themselves, one or
two points arise. C3, and C3a, seen in Fig.
VALVE BASE CONNECTIONS
are commoned " to the sweep width control and
their free ends taken one to each X1 plate, so that
the sweep voltage is fed simultaneously to both
2
4
7
9
3
5
6
8
Valve, 1
.tubes ; the paralleling of the two X plates is
EF50 Htr. S.C. A Sup. Shield Cath. C.Gria Shield Htr.
avoided, however, so maintaining the individuality
Htr. Top
VR6S Htr. Cath. A S.G. Sup. Met.
cap
of the inputs on non time -base working.
ros/nc
F 50,

A

Tag

seri,

rame base

t.R54.

Loe base

13

C:

-

I

VR54 Met. Htr. A2

C2

-

-

1

Al

Htr.

Grid
Nil

Cl

(To be continued)

SAVE THAT CARTON

TUBE BASE CONNECTIONS FROM REAR, COUNTED
CLOCKWISE FROM SPLINE
1

2

3

41 .516

Gridi Cath-`Htr. Htr. Al

!

7

wall
A2 coat'g.
I

-10

s

9

Y2

X21 A31

Ì

11

Every empty breakfast-food, sugar, i
cigarette, soapflake packet is urgently
I
néedéd r for salvage.

12
Y1

t
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News from t_ ie Trade
R.F. E.H.T. Unit
PRIMARILY designed for television equipment,
the E.H.T. unit illustrated below may be
found of value to experimenters and others who
need a source of high voltage at low current. With a
maximum output of 8 kv. at 300pA., the unit is
adequately , screened and operates at 100 "Kc /s.
The output voltage may be adjusted by varying the
input which is rated, for maximum output, at 300

three bandspread short-wave ranges, 11 and 13,
16 and 19. and 25, 31, 41 and 49 metres. It is
for immediate delivery at 39 guineas (inclusive of
£7 5s. 10d. purchase tax).
Repairs to Plastics

BAXTDR INSTRUMENT and ENGINEERING
('o., Ltd., announce that they are now repairing
articles made from bakelite and similar thermosetting plastics by a process which they have
evolved combining a form of chemical welding
with heat treatment. This supplies a long -felt
want and opens up a completely new field of
repair. work in the radio and electrical trades./
joint will equal the original material i
strength and in resistance to heat, water and
chemical action. The process can be used for
filling in crevices and the making up of corners
and missing parts.
While their registered offices are still at 171,
Victoria Street. all repairs and correspondence
would be sent to their new works at C'arholme,
Hiver Ash Estate. Fordbridge Road, Shepperton - on -Thames.. Middlesex. Telephone:
Walton -on-Thames 2043.
:

Marconiphone Autoradiogl'am

ARG.19A. which is illustrated
below, is a new five -valve radiogramophone possessing the following novel features:
MOl).EL

The Haynes R.F. E.H.T. unit.

volts 28 mA. The price of the complete unit which
uses a 6V6 as oscillator and an EY51 as half -wave
rectifier, is-£5 8s. Complete technical details may
be obtained from the makers, Haynes Radio,. Ltd.
Ask -for Technical Publication No. 33.

-

(1)Pre-selected tuning. Time extra positions
on the wave- change switch select pre-tuned
stations.- These in turn may be easily changed
end adjusted by the special trimmer tool
supplied. -

Varley Dry Accumulators
Uf ESSRS. VARLEY have been asked from time
to time by constructors and engineers for
technical information on the dry accumulator and
as a result they have now issued a pamphlet upon

the subject.

Copies are available from Varley at By -Pass
Road, Barking, Essex.

New Ekco Console

K. COLE, LTD., announce the release of a
new console receiver -model C'87. This is a
5 -valve A.C. superheterodyne all -wave rccc'l\'cr
with bandspreading on three short wavcranges
and a special combined station selector wave change control, in a substantial walnut veneered
cabinet 'styled on classically 'simple lines.
This console employs thé chassis of the Ekco
model A52, with the addition of a loin. speaker,
anti is a direct response to the wide trade and public
demand for a console version of that receiver.
For operation on A.C. 40 -100 Cycles, 200 -250 volts,
this Ekco model covers the long (1.000- 2,000
metres), medium (200 -550 metres) and the following
E.

The ne :r ARG.19A radiogram with
n:e:hanism.
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Extended range record reproduction. By
means of the " normal -extended range " switch
on the motor- board, the frequency response on
gramophone can be considerably extended to provide
for reproducing extended range records.
(3) Pull -out auto -mechanism. The gramophone

Without transformer, the price is £2 10s., plus
£ 1 Is. 8d. purchase tax.

Marconiphone pick -up, model No. 14.

Egen potentiometers.

(2)

section is made immediately accessible by pulling
out the drawer in which it is mounted.
The price of this model is £59; plus £25 lls. 4d.
purchase tax.
Also announced by Marconiphone is the pick -up
model No. 14.
The pick -up may be purchased with or without
an 'output transformer which incorporates a tone
-compensation circuit and enables the pick -up to be
used with most domestic receivers that have record
player or pick -up sockets. Those possessing highgain audio -frequency amplifiers may use the pick up'without a high - ratio. transformer either-directly
into a pre- ainplifier with -a low-impedance input,
or via some gther transformer. (Bass compensation
of 6dB /octave below 300 c/s is necessary to compensate for the recording characteristic to which most
records are Made.)
The pick -up is designed to take the small needles
of the " Silent Stylus " or Columbia 99 type. The
uiaii; advantages -to be derived from its use are
wide frequency-response; correct -tonal balance and
t he minimum Of record and needle wear.
Price, £3 15s., plus £1 Is. 8d. purchase tax.

Egen Potentiometers

EGEN ELECTRIC, LTD., of Canvey Island, Essex..
announce a stepping -up of their production of

,

potentiometers, which will ensure a steady supply.
of this valuable component in this country as well
as overseas.
These stable and reliable potentiometers can he
*supplied to any required resistance, but .the.'fòllow ing standard products with a 21in. spindle are

immediately available
(a) Log type " A " (10 per cent. resistance at50 per cent. effective rotation).
(b) Log type " B " (20 per cent. resistance at
50 per cent. effective rotation).
(e) Linear law.
(d) Anti -log type.
These ,are stocked- with a single- pole,-or-doubilepole switch and without switch. Switches -only tan
be supplied separately if required.
Features of the Egen carbon potentiometer are
smooth action movement, positive location tags,
rigid fixing to chassis, rustproof plating of all steel
parts, silent operation and mains switch design
with quick make-and -break action and self cleaning
contacts.
Retail prices are : potentiometer only, 2s. 9d. ;
potentiometer with s.p. switch. 4s. lid. potentiometer with d.p. switch, 5s. 3d.
:

-

-

Multiple Counting Circuits
TWO new. electronic counters illustrating the
development of simple circuits are being
exhibited by Mullard Electronic Products,
Ltd., at the Physical and Optical Society Exhibition
iii April.
One is the Diode Scaler, which uses a chain of

biased diodes to form a potential gate. When
equality is established between the condenser and
any one of the diode -gate potentials, charging is
arrested and a. position of equilibrium is created.
" Counting " is carried out by arranging for each
incoming impulse to move the circuit as a whole
from one position of equilibrium to the next.
After all the available gate potentials have been

passed, the charged condenser is quickly discharged
and the cycle repeated. The count at any instant
is indicated on a cathode -ray tube.
The second multiple counting circuit is the
Synchronised Saw -tooth Scaler, which uses two
100 Re's saw -tooth waves synchronised to a
high frequency of 500 kc!s master oscillator. One
of the saw -tooth waves (movable) therefore has
five positions of stable equilibrium with respect
to the other saw -tooth wave, which is fixed.
Counting is achieved by making the movable
wave progress .through the fixed in a regular
manner. Ten positions of equilibrium are .created
by synchronising the movable saw -tooth on
alternate counts.
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Aerial Coupling Circuits -1
The Theory of the Coupled Circuit and Some Medium -wave Arrangements Destribed
By

" EXPERIMENTER"

ALARGE number of types of circuit can be
used for coupling an aerial to the first tuned
circuit of a receiver and, in general, each of
them has its particular advantages and disadvantages. It is the purpose of these articles to discuss
the properties of several well -known circuits and
to' show how they can be designed to fulfil wanted
conditions.
Beforo discussing particular circuits consider
the purpose that any aerial coupling circuit has to
serve. Clearly the circuit should provide a good
step -up of the modulated R.F. voltage induced in
the aerial and by correct design of the coupling
circuit the voltage developed across the tuning
capacitance can be made a maximum. The coupling
is then said to be optimum and the voltage gain
is equal to one half of the Q value of the first tuned
circuit of the receiver. In this article the term
" voltage gain factor " means the percentage of the
optimum voltage gain (i.e:, Q /2) which is obtained_
in practice. Optimum coupling is seldom used in
practice, in spite of the high voltage gain, because
the tuned circuit is .damped by the aerial and its
selectivity is impaired. In fact' the selectivity is
measured by the effective Q'value which, as just
mentioned, is halved for optinium coupling. To
obtain high selectivity the coupling must be weak
and this necessarily entails low voltage gain. This
is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 1, which show
how voltage gain and selectivity depend on the
coupling factor. It will be observed that both gain
and selectivity are low for tight couplings (i.e.,
couplings many times optimum) and high selectivity
can oily be obtained by sacrificing gain and high
gain only' by accepting low selectivity. If gain and
selectivity are considered equally important as.in
the design of straight receivers (superhets obtain
their selectivity in the I.F. amplifier, which considerably alters the problem) the aerial coupling
circuit should be chosen to give half-optimum
coupling, because this gives 80 per cent. of the
maximum possible voltage gain and the same
percentage of the available selectivity, and this
ln
represents an extremely good compromise.
receivers with fixed tuning half- optimum coupling
can be used successfully, but where tuning is
is found for
variable -as in most receivers
many aerial input circuits that the degree of
coupling varies with the tuning. This is because the
aerial inìpedance and the dynamic resistance of the
first tuned circuit both vary as the frequency is
changed. The only solution to this difficulty is to
choose a type of input circuit in which this coupling
variation is minimised (some examples will be
given later) or to arrange for half-optimum coupling
to occur at the geometric centre 'of the waveband
and to accept the inferior performance at the
extremes.
There is a third property of an aerial coupling
circuit which must be taken into account in assessing
its performance ; this is the effect the input circuit
'

-it

has on the tuning of the first LC circuit. Some
types 'of input circuit effectively add (or "reflect ")
capacitance in parallel with the LC circuit with the
result that the tuning capacitance must be reduced
to maintain resonance whilst other types of circuit
effectively' add inductance (or " negative capacitance ") and the tuning capacitance must be
increased to preservo correct' tuning. In a receiver
with only one tuned .circuit this mistuning effect
is unimportant, but it can seriously affect the
/00
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of voltage gain and e'ectivity
factors on degree of coupling.

performance of a receiver if-as' s usually the case
-the tuned circuit affected is one of a number
which are tuned by the sections of a ganged capacitor. Provided the reflected capacitance is small
and does not val;y unduly with frequency it does
net matter whether it is positive or negative ; it
can be corrected by adjustments to the trimmers
on the first or í11F other sections of the ganged
capacitor. Unfortunately. unless care is, taken in
the design of the coupling circuit it is easy to
Obtain a Very large reflected capacitance or one
which varies. N'ery greatly with the tuning and in
either ease accurate ganging cannot be maintained
over the whole waveband.
The foregoing gives a brief outline of the problems
attending the design of an aerial coupling circuit
and next month'we will consider some of the popular types of circuit used for this purpose to see how
they satisfy the requirements mentioned.
-

_

(7'o be continued)

WATCH YOUR DUSTBIN
Waste Paper, Cartons, Cardboard
should be kept separate, dry and clean
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Bargain TimeAgain ! ! r

The

"
"

," Fluxite

Quick !

Quirts

Look at this

A close -up on

"

!"

at

Work.

shouted EE.

soldering.

See?

And he's using FLUXITE! "
Cried 01: "Now be bright,
It's not television. IT'S ME !

"

that FLUXITE

is always
-in the house -garage
workshop
wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all

See

-

-

by you

ironmongers -in tins,
10d.,

116

and 3! -.

RECEIVER 81224.
This 5 -valve battery superhet contains
2 VP23, FC2A, HL2 and KT2. Frequency
coverage is 30 -300 metres. Batteries
required are HT 120v., GB 9v., LT 2v. A
communications receiver of sterling quality
and outstanding performance, the R1224
is particularly suited for operation aboard
trawlers and small craft generally, apart
from proving an admirable set for your
Den.' SUPPLIED BRAND NEW IN
MAKER'S PACKING. and reasonably priced
at £419s. 8d., plus 7/6 carriage and packing.
RECEIVER R3084.
An exclusive purchase permits us to offer
these at £3 15s, plus 10s. carriage and
packing. The R3084 is a 200 M /cs. receiver
employing 15 valves and ideal for conversion
to a vision receiver, containing as it does a
30 megacycle I.F. Strip and low consumption
EF50 valves. Circuit diagram and full
instructions for modification are supplied
with each receiver. BRAND NEW &
COMPLETE IN wooden crate. Order early.
RECEIVER UNIT R1125.
Of prime interest to the experimenter, this
two -valve (both 8D2) -apparatus contains

-

-

GUN
puts
FLUXITE
The
FLUXITE where you want it
by a simple
pressure. Price
116,

or filled,

216.
ALL MECHANICS W/LL 54AVE

FLUXI
IR SIMPLIFIES ALL

Write for Book

SOLDERING

on the ART OF

HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
Price Id. EACH.
JOINTS."

FLUX1TE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.),
BERMONDSEY' ST., S.E.I.

-

50 Cycle input: 300-0-300 at
40 mA.: 6.3 v. at 2 amp. : 5v. at 2 amp.
these are Service ratings and may safely be
exceeded:. Valve line -up : 1 554G, 1 807,

former 230v.

EF50, complete with all smoothing condensers and choke. Specially offered this
month at 42 2s. ed., plus 5s. carriage and
packing.
1

MART

L:LEOTROLYTICS ALI-CAN.
16 +16 450 v. D.C. wkg., 5/8 : 8+16 450 v
D.C. wkg., 4?0 : 8 +8 450 v. D.C. wkg., 4i8
32 mid. 350 D.C. wkg., 2/8 : 18 mid. 350 v
D.C. wkg, 1/9 : 8 mid. 450 v. D.C. wkg., 2:3
16 +24 350 v. D.C. wkg. cardboard, 3/8
25 mid. 25 v. D.C. wkg., 1/8 : 50 mid. 12 v
D.C. wkg., 1/8.

METERS
New and Boxed, as illustrated in
" P.W." March.
0/5 mA. D.C. ... .. 5/9 each
0/.5 amps. R.F. ... ... 5/9 each
Four of the above meters :
(2 of 0/5 mA. and 2 of 0 /.5 R.P.)
21'0, /150 mA, D.C.
... 6/6 each
BUY FROM THE

FIRM

THAT

GUARANTEES
SATISFACTION
LOUDSPEAKERS.
Several famous makers are represented, ON ALL SALES.
and the speakers are all new and complete
with pentode transformer.
510.12/8: 8ín., 17/8 : 10in., 25/-. A deluge
of orders is anticipated. Order early.
...METERS. All new and boxed.
0-1 m,a: M.C. D.C. 21ín. dia. Int. res. 75 ohms,

*
TELEVISION

15/-- 0 -40 v. M.C. D.C. 21ín. sq., 4,9.

PORTABLE TESTING INSTRUMENTS,
These are perfect, brand new and in the
manufacturer's original container. The
Multimeter is an indispensable necessity
for every " Practical Wireless " reader.
The instrument is a moving coil D.C. volt ohm-milliameter, contained in attractive
carrying case with handle. The dial is
calibrated for readings of 0 -1.5 volts. 0 -3
volts, 0 -60 mA., and 0 -5,000 ohms. Further
ranges may be added as desired. A
range switch is also provided, and the
basic movement is 6 mA. 250 ohms
resistance. A new purchase enables us to
carry this offer forward from last month.
Incredibly cheap at 17 /8 Post free.

" SOFT "

SOLDERING and for leaflets on CASE-

-as

the very attractive H.P. terms,
Deposit £5.I5,0 followed by 78
weekly payments of 6/-.
Send
2 1-d, stamp for technical details
CONTROL UNIT TYPE 409.
Perfectly suitable for quick conversion to of the " 64o " and!or full H.P.
an audio amplifier, pulse generator, small documents.
transmitter, etc. Contains a mains trans-

COMPONENT

For
stronger
CYCLISTS:
wheels that will remain round
and true, there's a time tested
tip. Tie the spokes where they
cross with fine wire and SOLDER.
with FLUXITE
It's simple
but IMPORTANT.

EDDYSTONE " 64o "
offers unparalleled
value for
£27.10.0 (Cash)
good a Communications Receiver as money
can buy !
STOCKS are now running low
don't miss your opportunity of

coils, condensers, LF Transformers, etc.
Easily convertible for television sound.
At 8/8 post free this is not to be missed.

All brand new and current stock. :-

To

RECEIVERS
THE

ORDER

11, Upper St.

Midland Television Fans should
call at Webb's Radio, '41, Carrs
Lane, Birmingham, for both technical advice and supplies.

WEBB'S RADIO
14,

EARLY

Best Buy at Britain's
CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.

We specialise in high -grade (new)
components for home -built television, lists on request.

SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.,
LONDON, W.I.
Telephone

CbR

Martin's Lane, London, W.C,2

Shop hours 9 to 6 (Thursday 9 to I1
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®
LRS

GALPINS

FOR

1110011'

PROMPT & EFFICIENT
SERVICE
CASH or EASY TERMS

408

ELECTRICAL STORES
High Street, Lewisham, London,

Write for details of

THE

Cash

PHONE: LEE GREEN 0309.
(NO
TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER.
C.O.D.)
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input, 200250 v.. 50 cycles, in steps of 10 v. Output

price

Goodman's " A x i o m
£3 8 0
Twelve " Speaker Unit
Goodman's Standard I2in.
£6 15 0
...
...
Speaker ...
Barkers Natural Loud... £15 IS 0
...
speaker ...
Armstrong Chassis all
...
...
models ...
... £19 10 0
Avo Model 7 Meter
Avominor ACIDC Meter £8 ID
Avid New Wide Angle
... £25 0 0
Signal Generator
Avid Valve Tester, Com...
... £16 10 0
...
plete
Collaro Radiogram Units-various

450101450 v. 250 mIa., 4 J. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6216. Ditto 450101450
v., 250 mla., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a.. 4 v. 8 a.,
4 v. 8 a., 601 -. Another 50013501013501500 v.,
250 mla., 6.3 v. 8 a., 0, 4, 5 v. 4 a. twice,
6.3 v. capped at 2 v.,2 a., 6716. Another
350101350 v., 300 mla., 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a.,
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. tapped 2 v. 2 a., 57/6.
Another 500101500 v., 300 m /a., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 4.4 a. 5 v. 4 a., 6716.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250

T.R.F. RECEIVER
(See previous issues.)

ISUPERIIET
RECF.II'EIi,

Stuart Centrifugal Electric Pumps
for all pumping purposes.
SpecTicotion; of all the above on request.
Please write for our EASY TERMS.

PERSONAL ATTENTION
TO ALL ENQUIRIES.

12

,;

AMPLIFIER

5 WATT AC; DC

AMPLIFIER
4¡ WATT A.C.
AMPLIFIER

EX- 3OVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELECTRIC FANS.

.

12 WATT QUALITY
AC DU

v., 50 cys., I phase, input, output 7010/700
v., 70 mla., 4 v. 21 a.. 12 v. I a., 301- each.
Another 5251525 v., 150 mia., 6.3 v. 5 a.,
Another 2,350 v. at 500
5 v. 3 a., 371- each.
mla., 851- each. Mains Smoothing Choices,
150 mia.. 816; 350
10 Hy. 100 mla., 61 -;
mia., 251-; 5 Hy., 250 mla., 1716.

models.

LATEST

IN KITS!

S.E.13.
(Near Lewisham Hospital.)

v., A.C./D.C. laminated

field, complete with 51in. impeller. New,
boxei, 201- each, post I1 -.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
Terms cash with order
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 2001250 v.
10 amp., 211 -.
5 am,. load, 1316, post 21 -.
-,
post
21
-;
also
a
-;
20
amp.,
251
post 21
few only Pre- Payment 11- slot type, 20 amp.
load, less coin box, complete with syn- (Dept. G2), 322, High Road, Wood
Green, London, N.22. 'Phone : BOW 5997
chronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new,
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instruments, 0 to 20 v., 101- each, or 3 for 251 ;
0 to 40 v., 1216 each; 0 to 10 amps., 1510 to 20 v., A.C.,
each, all tin. scale.
calibrated 50 cycles, 251- each: 0 to 40
amps., thermo- coupled, 251- each.
EX- R.A.F. CRYSTAL MONITORS,
type 2, complete in wooden carrying case,
the frequency depending on crystal used,
There are Candler Morse
Short Wave Aerial Coupling
SI- each.
Code Courses for
Units (Wavemeters), Si- each.
and
s
Begi
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input 230
Operators.
v., 50 cycles, output, 42 to 50 v. at 100 a.,
£IS each, carriage 101-. Another, input
for this Free
Send
2001250 in steps of 10 v., output capped
6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at 10112 a., 451- each,
BOOK OF FACTS"
carriage 21 -; another 230 v. input, output
It gives full details
12 v. at 8 _ a., 251- each, carriage 21 -;
concerning all Courses,
another 220 v. input, output tapped 12'1
-

THE
London Radio Supply Company

LEWIS RADIO CO.

Est. 1925

BALCOMBE, SUSSEX

i[AD£OLICCTRO%

Frances Street, Scunthorpe, Lines.
N6 W.D. Surplus.
CONDENSERS, Electrolytic 450 v. wkg.
8 -8. 5/3 :
16. 4/8. 3/4 mfd., 2.43 ;
25x25V, 2/- : 25x50V,
t -16. 8.1 16-16, 6/11 50x50V,
2/6 ; Tubulars
9/3 : 50x12V. 2/rip to .0005. 8d.: up to .005, 8d. ; 'up to .1.
4/3
100.: Tuning Std. Size .0005. 1 gang,
gang.11 /- Midget 2 gang. 11'- Reaction
11003 or .0005. 318: Did. .0001 or 0003, 7) -.
VOLUME CONTROLS. LE. Spdls. all
22.

Now Goods Only.

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

with Sw.. 4/8 Wire wound
:
RESISTOIt4. Carbon, all values, Watt.
áid. ; 1 Watt. 7d. Wire Wound, 1 watt- 200
ohms to 1 K., 1/- 5 watt 50 ohms to 2.5 K..
20 watt 150 ohms
1 /8 : 3 K. to 50 K., 2/3
values. 3/-

1

less SW.. 5/ -.

1

;
:

Mains Droppers, feet and 2
4 K., 3/- :
adj. taps. 2 A.. 4/- : 3 A.. 4)6.
VALVEIIOLDERS, Eng. 5- and 7 -pin.
D.X. 4-5-6 -7 pin. ; Maz. Oct., 6d. : Side

so

Pit co Meters,
Oct., 7d.
95'- t Plfco Meter Fuses, 710..
Cash with order. Orders over
Terms
under, add 40. C.O.D.
50' -. post free
extra. 2íd. stamp will bring you copy of
Cont..

11-

:

:

:

;

cur list.

TELEVISION
The advance in Radio Technique will
offer unlimited opportunities of high
&ay and secure posts for those Radio
Engineers who have had the foresight
to become technically qualified.
How you can do this quickly and easily

in your spare time is fully explained
In our unique handbook.
Full details are given of hl.M.F.F..E.,
A.M.IIrItLILE., City & Guilds
Exams., and particulars of up -to -date
courses in Wireless Engineering,
Radio Servicing. Short Waves,

'television, Mathematics. etc.. etc.
We guarantee " NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to- morrow's opportunities
and future competition by sending for
this very informative 112 -page guide
NOW-FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242),
17. Stratford Place, London,- W.1.

A FREE 1100K

on Morse Code Training

25, 371, 50, 60, 75, 87, 100, 110 v. at
1,100 watts,- £411510 each, carriage 716.
(These Transformers are all double wound.)

VARIABLE

MAINS

RESISTANCES

(slider type), new, ex- Govt.. 14 ohms
carry I to 4 amps., graduated, useful as
dimmers. etc., 1716 each; another 0.4
ohms. carry 25 amps.. 1716 each, post 116.
Ex -Govt. Moving-coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 v.
(new), 151- each.
EX- R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 mlamp. 21in. scale meter shunted to
mia. incorporated Westinghouse Rectifier.
the whole encased in polished teak case,
calibrated at present 0 to 10 v., 251- each.
EX- R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS,
12 v. D.C., input 230 v. A.C., 50 cys. I
phase at IN w. output, 851- each, carriage
316. Ditto 24 v. input. 651- each, carriage
10 amp. load 4216 each, carriage 316.
316.
PRE- PAYMENT 11- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, 2001250 volts,
1

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co.. Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
WNW

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
Surplus to. Manufacturers requirements.
2, 5, 6, 8 and 10in. P.M. speakers, at 2/per in.
Test Panel. comprising. 0 -20v. and 0 -5
maim). m. 'c Meters. Toggle. Yaxley and
Stud switches, 3 pots. etc.. 12/6. Carr. paid.
M:coil. 0-1 mlamp. meters. 7'8, post free.
M'Iron. 0 -25 amp. 34 tn.. Rush mounting.
2/11. post free.
465, Iron Core I.F.s. 7/8 pair. post free.
Universal mains. 4 valve T.R.F. receiver.
New, boxed. £511010, inc. tax.
Best Quality MarOÓn Flex (1436). 30.- per
100 -yard

coil.

Ex- Service Radio Equipph., 2) amp. load, 301- each, Manual. Using free.
carriage 316; 5 amp. load, 351 -, carriage 316. ment. 2/6. post
Catalogue
lei. stamp.
MOTOR ALTERNATORS, Ex- R :A.F.,
as new, 230 v. A.C., 50 cys. I ph. input.
Output 250 v. 625 cys. ph. at .24 amps.,
Ditto, 1,725 cys. output, 85I- 16,
751- each.
Road,
Leyton,
Carnarvon
Please note both these machines
each.
London, E.10.
need a separate 24 volts D.C. excitation.
50

cys.

I

1
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Programme
Our Correspondent, MAURICE

REEVE, This

THE hope that the B.B.C. expressed when they
inaugurated their " Reith " lectures on
December 26th, that they would achieve a
measure of success sufficient to warrant their being
macle an annual feature, must surely be gratified.
Few more stimulating, thought -provoking, yet at
the same time thoroughly entertaining items have
been given us than Bertrand Russell's first series of
six Reith lectures on " Authority and the Individual." Few broadcasters combine to such a happy
degree as Lord Russell the originality of progressive
thought, as provocative as it is erudite and as
controversial as it is satisfying, together with the
pleasantest manner and perfect radio diction.
When listening to him we feel ourselves in the
pleasantest of lecture rooms with a don whose
attitude doesn't prevent anybody thinking the
diametrical opposite to himself, unlike many
whose very tone of voice suggests that no other
opinion than theirs is possible or even thinkable,
and that if you happen to have any other of your
own you must under all circumstances keep it to
yourselves.
I will not touch on the opiniohs he propounded,
except to say that, to one listener at any rate,
they eombined a sifting of the best thoughts from
the past with a most enlightened, and I have no
doubt accurate, outlook on the future. To those
wh were eompelled to miss the lectures I draw
attention to the fact that they are shortly to be
published in book form.
Sunday Symphony
Symphony concerts on Sunday afternoons at
the leading suburban cinemas are becoming a
popular feature. Most of the leading orchestras,
conductors and soloists appear in programmes that
more or less duplicate those given by the same
artists in their various series of symphony concerts
in the " West End." The results are becoming
twofold unfortunyate. In the suburbs there is a
regrettable, and, no matter how understandable, a
reprehensible temptation to " play down " to
what frequently is a not very sophisticated audience
so far as the, standards of performance it exacts.
All.of which tends towards resulting in some of the
indifferent playing we read so much about in some
of the London concerts. Furthermore, when we
can hear the more popular classics played by the
leading executants (no matter how) in Brixton,
Kilburn or Hammersmith, numbers of people will
be made to feel it not worth their while to continue
their journey to Kensington to hear largely the
I have
same programme but for more money.
no doubt that these popular Sunday shows have
drawn off considerable numbers from the London
Audience, and are the cause of many of the empty
seats now to be seen there.
Mr. Solomon has never been one of my favourite
pianists. He has a neat execution, though not
big enough to allow the infusion of poetry and
'feeling into it. It is only of sufficient size to
enable him to play the difficult passages very very
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Pointers

Month Discusses Some Recent. Programmes

quickly and accurat,k -, whilst even on this reckon mg it is not always sufficient to take him safely
over the siiinmit, as witness lais slight fumbling of
the famous passage in the second movement of the
'Second Brahms Concerto at the B.B.C. symphony
concert on January 19th. But it is on the interpretative and romantic side where he fails to obtain
a place among those whom I consider are the
great pianists of the present day. He is singularjy
cold and unimaginative, though I know he does not
lack support among some critics.
Chopin's Second Concerto
A pianist of an entirely different school, to wit
Cortot, played Chopin's Second Concerto the
following week at the Royal Philharmonic Society's
concert. Now Cortot is first, last and all the time a
poet. He "couldn't play two consecutive notes
without distilling something beautiful, without
getting to the very soul of the instrument and of
the work. I have heard him as often as any other
famous pianist during the last 3Q years, and he has
regaled me with hundreds of the piano's masterpieces -his Schumann Concerto was quite the
loveliest of bis time and as unlike Mr. Solömon's as
a rose is to a dahlia. But he is 71 now and his
technique -well, not quite what it was ! He had
one of his recurring lapses of memory the _other
night which; but for the presence of mind of all
concerned, might have resulted in Cortot being
Cort -out (this is not original, by the way). But all
ended well, and by the ovation accorded him at the
end everyone seemed thoroughly satisfied.
-

.

" The Truth About Blaydes "
e
I was disappointed in the Saturday Night
Theatre presentation of A. A. Milne's " The Truth
about Blaydes," which was the fault of the play
rather than the presentation. Briefly, the story
concerns a " great " poet who. about to die loaded
with years and honours, confesses to one of his
daughters whom he has made miserable with
domestic tyranny and selfishness that he actually
stole the poems from a young genius with whom
he lodged, and who died too soon to establish his
own immortality.
The play singularly.lacked the wit that made
" The Dover Road " and others of its author's
works sparkle so. Although really bearing few
points of resemblance, it reminded me of Arnold
Bennett's- " The Great Adventure," wherein a
famous painter spreads the false report of his death
so that he can wallow in the laudations of his
admirers and the Press at his' funeral, which, I
think I am .right in saying, was in the Abbey. But
the gaiety And lightness of treatinent which 'made
the Bennett play so delightful were whglly missing ;
and though the stories only slightly converged, the
infusion of some of it, into. ". Blaydes ".would not
have been amiss.
As I have mentioned before, the B.B.Ç. .sporting
commentaries alternately amuse and-infuriate me.
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I have no doubt they set out to do the former, but he didn't mix " United " up with " City," else
the ingredients which succeed in doing the latter, Mancunians themselves would have been down on
by no means to me alone, seem to remain. Perhaps him in their thousands.
they are not worth troubling about; to eradicate
them commentators might have to alter the whole The Brains Trust
The Brains Trust, alas doesn't seem able to
of their commentating technique and broadcasting
personalities, which would never do. I was tickler, catch the high entertainment qualities of its
shall I say, listening to the cup -tie between predecessors. It is dull classroom stuff by comManchester United and Bradford. I knew those parison, and not always the upper VIth at that. A
were the two teams which were going to fight the pity, because it used to be so goad. I don't know
battle out, and I also knew the Association football whether the placing of " Twenty Questions " in the
rule that lays it down that there shall only be one programme on Thursdays at precisely 8.30 is
team on each side. But the commentator kept actually an attempt to make it take the place of
referring to " Bradford " as " Brentford " at least the ever- to -be- lamented Itma as Radio's No. 1
as often as he styled them correctly, that one less feature, or whether it is just the temporary replacing
well versed than I in the rules of the game might of one first -class feature by another, pending new
have been tempted to think that the United, arrangements. I always enjoy it immensely ; it
Cup holders, favourites for retaining the trophy, maintains its standard at a remarkably uniformly
and possible league champions, were, in the high level, and is first -class in every way. Its
plenitude of their confidence, showing off to the members fit into the scheme of things as satisfyingly
world their belief in their right to these illustrious as the stars of a symphony orchestra, and would
titles by taking on two teams at once. Fortunately, doubtless be as difficult to replace.
!

News from the Clubs

'READING AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See. : L. Watts, G13WO, 817, Oxford Road, Reading.
ECENTLY, Mr. J. Dee, G3BJE, gave a talk (the major
AN points of which were demonstrated In practice) on the
construction of oscilloscopes, and the methods of using them
for various types of measurements.
A later meeting was devoted to a junk sale.
On Wednesday,
March 2nd, the society held its annual dinner and social at the
Peoples' Pantry, and on Thursday, March 3rd, members visited
the new power station at Earley.
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF HARROW
Hon. See. : S. C. J. Phillips, 131, Belmont Road, Harrow Weald,

LEICESTER HAM RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : L. Milnthorpe, 3. Minster Drive, Thurmaston.
the annual general meeting, officers were elected for the
AT current
year. Permanent H.Q. Is now at. The Holly Bush
Hotel, Betgrave Road, Leicester, where meetings are held at

ammal general meeting was held recently and new officers
THEwere
elected for the coming year. Harrow and Edgware

THE WEST MIDDLESEX AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. :
C. Alabaster, 34, Lothian Avenue, Hayes,

.

Middlesex.

Societies had a joint evening recently, and enjoyed a very interesting demonstration of 2 -metre gear by the president, G4GB,
and other members of the club.
Prospective members are welcome at the clubroom, 200/208,
Kenton Road, Harrow, every Tuesday evening, 7.30 -10 p.m.
THE BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT SHORT WAVE SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : \I Shirley, 14, Manor Road, Stechford, Birmingham, 0.
members had a talk and a demonstration of a
RI;UENTLY
home -built oscilloscope. Talks have been arranged on
microphones and speech equipment, and P.H.F. working. A
scheme Is being worked out for members who have certain
"difficult" magazines on annual subscription, to loan them to
members who cannot obt.aln them.
Commencing on Monday, April 11th, general meetings are held
on the second Monday of each month at the Cohnore Hotel,
Church Street, Birmingham, 1. The clubroom at 220, Moseley
Road, Birmingham, 12, will be open on the third and fourth
Monday of each mouth.
.

DERBY AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : F. C. Ward, 5, Uplands Avenue, Littleover, Derby.
A. G. G. MELVILLE, F.R.C.S., radiotherapist at Derby-

7 30 p.m., first Friday of eachmonth and lectures have been
arranged for the whole session to rover the needs of the beginner
and old -timer alike. All are welcome and intending members
should contact the lion. secretary.
General programme wiN include lectures, visits of technical
interest, local contests and field days, participation in most of the
National contests. Subscriptions are 75. 6d. per annum, and
under 18 5s. Service members free.

Middlesex.

Middlesex Amateur Radio Club has been entertained
T HEatWest
recent meetings by lectures ou valves,, amplifiers and

television, as well as an amusing and profitable evëning devoted to
n junk sale. Lack of proper accommodation continues to restrict
the practical side of club life and a permanent " home " is still
being sought. The club, however, still continues to attract new
members. Prospective members are invited to contact the fion.
secretary. Meetings are held regularly on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of every month at the Labour Hall, Uxbridge Road,
Southall (7.30 p.m.).
The annual general meeting of the club will be held on the 13th
April, and readers are reminded that this meeting is restricted
to members only.
STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY.
Hon. Sec. : W. A. Higgins, 35, John Street, Brierley Hill. Staffs.
general meeting of the above society was held
THEat annual
King Edward's School, Stourbridge, at 8.0 p.m., on Tuesday, March 1st. There was a good attendance and the president.
((1601) presided.
Following the officers' reports the president outlined some

XXIt.
shire Royal Infirmary, has accepted the Invitation to become suggestions for the coining year and stressed the desirability or
better publicity.
the society's first president.

Officers were elected for 1640, and Mr. A. Dewey G2AU (hon.
The society's first annual dinner and social was an outstanding
success, there being 42 members and-their wives in attendance. vice -president), officiated during the elections.
meeting discussed future policy, and Mr. H. Porter (02YM),
The
The occasion was marked by a presentation by Mr. W. Morgan
Jenkins on behalf of members of a- box of cigarettes to Mr. J. secretary, Wolverhampton A.R.S., and secret ary oft -he Association
of
Midland
Radio Committees, then gave a short, talk ou the
members
in
lectures
Goodwin, who has given great assistance to
and demonstrations relating to television construction and test purposes of the Association, followed by a presentation to the
winners
of
the
January Top Band Contest.
equipment.
Future meetings will be held in the society's clubroom, 67b, THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
at
7.30
p.m.
commencing
Road,
Derby,
Ronden
Han. Sec. : A. Pottle, B.Sc., 11, Abinger Ga-dens, Isleworth,
Midd!esex.
LOTHIANS RADIO SOCIETY
Hounslow and District Radio Society held an interesting
Hon. See. : I. Mackenzie, 41, Easter Drylaw Drive, Edinburgh, 4.
meeting recently when a very
talk on " lindar
the February meeting a most interesting talk was given THE
AT by Mr. W. R. Eadie on aerial theory with special applica- Aide to Navigation" was given by informative
Mr. K. H. A. Trott. At a
was the
subsequent
meeting,
the
high
-light
of
the
activities
beams.
tion to V.H.F.
The society is pleased to announce that Mr. Williamson, of admission of the society's first lady member, Miss V. E. Stem, of
Ferranti, Ltd., will deliver a lecture on sonnd reproduction Staines. This was followed by a " Junk Sale " during which many
radio components changed hands.
and modern trends in the design of speakers and pick -ups.
.
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VALVES from
8/10 up.
All at B.O.T. prices. You
can order C.O.D. any Valve

TELE- RADIOLTD

-even

H
we may have

METERS.
Moving coil 0.300 volts, tin, dia., with
external resistance 60K ohms (movement
0 -5 milliamps)
...
... 716 each
Meter 150 -0 -150 Amperes.
For use only with external shunt (5 -0-5
milliamp movement)
... 716 each
Moving Coil meter, 4in. dia. round.
Movement 0-500 microamps.

not

it.

listed-

Equivalent

Charte, Including Quick Reference Index, 1/8.

Shepherds Bush, W.12
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729.
500BIT, 442BU, ARMY (RECEPTION SETS TYPE ßI'413
COSSOR.
4:3IÚ, 45111. 408UA. MAR - These are 4 -valve superhets, in wooden
cases, size 101in. x 8in. x 8in. with fitted
CORI OSRAM.
1710, 1114,
M1,14, 118/20, trac, 1152, frame aerial. Apart from the cases being
slightly soiled, they are as brand new and in
1131. 1171), 1774, 5170, 11143.
good working order. A built -in loudspeaker
MAZDA.
11403,
U404,
UC6, vus.
MOLLARD. Is provided, Operation is from batteries
»W2, DR'4/350, 1W4 /350, (2 volt for filaments and 108v. for H,T.).

Resistance 200 ohms.

0W4 /500,

1554 /500,

1"114/

0-2.5
300 FW4 /800, AZl, AZSI.
A.C.
URIC, 5111:30, EZ35, 0232,
Limited quantity only .
.
401- each
EVER READY. 811 A, 8110. PHILLIPS. 18417,
Large Iron Clad bin: dia. Meters.
0.1
I's:N.
1881,
milliamps
..
... 201- each BARRETTER TYPES. 161,1101, 3522, 015, 303,
Rothermel crystal headphones... 351- each 304, 340, CI, 010, O11, 328, 367, 68519 (Edlawan).
Cable colour coded, 5-way, per yard
113 A.C. TYPES. BRIMAR. 9A1, BAI, PAI, 00880E.
4THA, 418T1í, 4LMPG (5)MVSPea(7), MVSPenB,
6-way, per yard
113
8 -way,
9 -way,

per
per
per

yard
yard
yard

116
119
119

Aerial Wire

Enamelled copper, 75 ft. 14Swg.
100 ft.
...
150 ft.
...

1513 each
713
1016

Condensers

Electrical utilities, 4mfd. 350 VDC 216 each
Electrolytic condensers, single hole fixing,
4mfd. 550 volts
21- each
Condensers, T.C.C. .5mld. 1,030 VDC
each

11-

Please include sufficient

for postage and

packing.
Send 9d. for 1949 catalogue.
177,

'Rhode

Edgware Rd., Paddington, W.2.
:

AMB 5393.

PADD. 6116.
5606.

3-

1

1111111e

1182.

11.40'91, 0F51,
1)1491,
11F70,
0X91, DL71,
DL72, 0L9'2, 14A50, EAC91, EB34, /E1341, EROI,
EELS, (BL21, EBL31, EBCS, EBC33, 1:031,

Real, ECO3L ECCSs1, 140034, ECC:15,
EC('91. 1:(1113, EOH21, 1:01135, 141114112, 14E9,
EP22, EF36, EF37, EF39, EF42, EF50, EF54,
EFol, EFF2, EK2, EK32, BLS, EL3, 14T.31,
1:1,52, 141533, E1,35, EL37. 141,38, 111,42, 14E50,
E1,91. EMI, ¡(Sí4, (M34, EY51, EY91, EZ35.
MISCELLANEOUS TYPES.
0314, OMS, OM IO,
1A5, 0201, R10, R42, VPT4, 5 -pin, 2.63, ADS,
33211n, 142111`, U101, 5101, 011101, 551111, W42
7K7, 71)8, 2201'.
INTERNATIONAL OCTALS.
r
BRIMAR
ó.4B70, 6.4060,, GAL50, (_180, 6B70, 61380,
14052. 14('53,

We are specialists in Home Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.

I
I

AVE.,

AYLESBURY

unsealed envelPpe ld. postage
Please send me free details of your
Ilome -Study Mathematics and Radio I
it

Courses.
1

I

NAME
ADDRESS

6050, 6E6(1, 61470, 6F80, SHOO, 655(4 6.170, 6,180,
6K60, 6X7(1, IiK80, eL6G, 61.7(1, 6570, 6Q -0,
61170, 6870, 68x70, 60070, 681470, 68,170, 68170,
651.70. 65N70, 681470 08870, 6T7G. suie,
ni
A.:0, 61450, 7050, 7Q70, 7Y40, 787(4,
i_,lStl, 12370, 12X70. 1.2X80, 12Q70,
128C70, 128(470, 128E70, 12SL70,
-5 7u. 128970, 14A70. 25.660. 251,60; 35L60,
35Z:04.:01,60. MARCONI OSRAM. %'161, L63,
1133, KT6S, Y63, 1183. 1,6:1, KTZ63, K'l'w'63,
X05, KT66, 0116:3, DL53, KTWOI, 1170, 5570,
1)1170, KTES, KT71, 111,74(4, X61119, KT74,
X7,.U, KT76, KT33C. SENTERCEL. 813.2, 0113.
U.E. BASES. BRIMAR. 18, 30/44, 41, 42, 43, 75,
80, 84, ('1.17, 000, 0116, and hundreds more.
STOP PRESS :
W. W. VALVE DATA. 318.
10 foot sectional rodg, suitable as Television or
other Aerials S /-, Speaker Cabinets, plywood, Ivory
shade, fawn fabric grille, 4 x' 4 x Sin., very
tt.ractive unrepeatable 8 /-.
Please address to :-(P.W.)
1

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
FSdYAR

N17,

irlo, 1E3, ICI, 1L'á9, 602 61'12 MOLLARD.
DL9'2, TIF91, DK91, DAF91, ER91, EL91, EPOS,
A.C. /D.C. TYPES.
REHEAR. 151)], 1502, KM.
81)2, 1001, 110:3, 11115, 41)1,
03, 71)5, 71)6,
C UOR._2028TH, 3OOTHA, 3VPA, 13sPA,
b02DDTT, 402PenA. MAZDA. VTI322, TH2321,
VP133, TP2620, Pen 38:3, 7'11233, Peu45:300,
HI,13500. MOLLARD. TIl21C, TH:OOC, F('.I3(1,
F033, V'P16C, SP1s0, TDD1SC, HL1)C, VP13A,
HL13, 8P13, Pen36C, CIA, Peu4000..
E. SERIES.
CBLI, CB131, CL33, 004135, 1113,

RADIO
ENGINEER

Post

MARCONI OSRAM.

1117, XL7, ZD17, 077, Z77.
SWEAR COSBOR.
IT4, IRS, 183, 144, GALS, 803. MAZDA.

1

.

INDUSTRIAL

384,

can become
a tirsi;-elass

KIN:

A triode-pentode frequency changer stage,
followed by an 1:0'. amplifier, double diode
triode and pentode,ontput provides the valve
line -up. Frequency coverage from 1.4 to 4
me/s., but can be easily converted for broadcast or for short waves. Price includes
valves. An unrepeatable bargain.
£2,100 (post 1/6 extra)

5 and 7 -pin, MSFenB, DDL4, DDT,
41MTL, V.H.F. RECEIVER' TYPE
R1132A
4IMHL, 41 11P, 5 and - -pin, 420T. PT10, PT41, These are high grade eceivers covering a
4X11, 2P, 420Ti)D, 41MX P. MARCONI OSEAM,
frequency range of 100 to 125 me /s. (2.43
metres). The circuit Is an 11 valve super MX40, VMP40, M84B, . and -pin.
1011Z4I_
011, MHD4, 31114, MHL4, MH41, 3/L4,
het., with the following stages : R.F
and 7 -pin, KT41, PX4r PX25, DA30, VMS4B, AmpI., Freq. Chnger, Oso., Stblsr.,
DN4i, 1430, MAZDA. A.C. /T'HI (5)A.C./VP1(1), I.F. Amplfrs., B.F.O., Det., 1st Audio and
A.C. /V'P2, A.C.i80, V911, ACP, ACIPcn, ACSPen, A.V.C., Output.
PP3 /250, PP5 /400, AC/SOVM, ACT /, 11L41, Fitted with tuning meter, precision slow
HL41DD, TH41, Sß41, Pen4ID1), VP41, P41, motion drive, R.F. and L.F. gain controls,
0041, 'tomtit', 111,420D, ME41.
MOLLARD. etc. Circuit diagram fitted inside dust cover.
T114B, (5)VP4(7), (5)VP4A(7), VP4B, 5 and 7. Really first class job. Size 19in, x llin. x
pin, SP4B, 2D4A, T1)D4, Cor MET 164V, TT4, 18in. Requires 200v. H.T. and 6v. L.T. for
5 and 7 -pin, Pen.A4, P1124M, P16241, Pen4DD,
pdwer supply. Condition as brand new and
10(144, 1)'24. D030.
unused. Supplied in original transit cases.
ALL DRY TYPES. BRIMAR. I1,Á6, ILN5, ILEA, All valves included.
11.15, N ,0. MOLLARD. 01(35, D.A(13'2, 0L55.
ß4;18l6 (carriage 10' -)
OSRAM. Z14,111)14, N14, NI6.
BRIMAR. 7'5 700, 787, 7Y -1, 7117, PORTABLE VISUAL' SIGNALLING
OCTALS.
7117, 14A7112ß7.
BOLLARD. I;BLS9. 11('1al,
LANTERNS
Ii13LS1, UCH21, 11191, X145.
OSRAM. X143, Brand new Admiralty pattern with rotating
/143, 0N1411, 11148.
front, giving choice of 5 colours. Trigger
A.O. /D.C. TYPES.
type signalling switch. Less battery and
MARCONI OSRAM.
55145,
X145, N I-15, DL145, 11145. MAZDA. 10149. 1(811, bulb (takes standard 2 -pole
bulb).
1(1P1:á, 10011, U404, 101114. MOLLARD. ('FIS,
10 - each, post free,
11Cí142, 111.41, UY41.
CAR RADIO.
5581, 01181, X81, KT(I, 01.82,

MINIATURE SERIES.

YOU

RADIO

3, Goldhawl( Road,

RECTIFIERS, etc. BRIMAR.
112, R3, 5U4E, 80, 5Y40,
57,30, 5210, B5V40, 105,
25z40, 106, 62150, 35Z40.

Scale 0-IOOK. Resistance.
0-100 volts DC.
0-250
DC.

7-way,

LYONS

FINISHING

CRACKLE:
STOVE ENAMEL

ALL COLOURS

Stoving ovens and spray service at
your disposal. Prompt return after
final inspection.
Chassis,
Panels,
Cabinets, Photographic equipment, etc.
Black If-.
Colours 113 per sq. ft.
(Flat surfaces-oire side.)
Carriage
extra.
Special quantity quotations.
We make anything in metal to your
requirements.
particulars

Full

request.

on

Radis
Manufacturers
6 Wheatfield St.,
Edinburgh, II
'Grams
" Therm." 'Phone 64596
Buccleuch

:

RODING

FREE!
',Alt(Ilt

11011 IF.S are so proud

of the low coot and high quality of their
ALIGNED coil packs and accessories they
are offering FREE the new " Homo Constructor's Handbook " -the book for the
man who wants to " know how." It contains the latest hints, formulae, easy -toread circuits of Tuning Hearts, Superhets.,
Amplifiers. etc., with all componente.
The circuits alone would cost up to 2,') each.
This offer is made to all purchasers of the
special L.T.C. Tuning Unit comprising the
world -famous 30 coil pack, 2 gang condenser, dial, and I.F. transformers, olio led
and sealed as a matched outfit for ONLY
47/8. (C.O.D. or C.W.O.). It need cost you
nothing to try this unit. because if you are
not ABSOLUTELY SATISFIED and
return the unit within 7 days in its original
condition your money will be
If you would like the book only, refunded.
send 1: -.
but be sure to act promptly -this offer Is
limited.
ROPING LABORATORIES, Mall Order
Dept. P., 70, Lord Avenue, Ilford.
-

.
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Mains Transformers, Screened,
Fully Interleaved and
Impregnated
H.S. 63. Input 2001250. Out put 250101250. 60 mIA 6.3 v.
at 3 amps.

5. v. at 2 amp.

H.S. 40. Windings as above.
4 v. at 4 amp. 4 v. at 2 amp.
F.S. 2. Input 2001250. Output
250101250 80 mIA

15/6
Half

Shrouded

19/6

F.S. 3. Input 2001250. Output Fully
350101350. 6.3 -4-0 v. at 4 amp.
Shrouded
5-4-0 v. at 2 amp.
H.S. 2. Windings as F.S. 2,

mIA

Halt
Windings as F.S. 3. 80
Shrouded
Filament. Transformer
2001250. Input- 4 v. at 2 amp.
..
... 7/6 each
output ...
F, 6. Filament. Transformer
Input 6.3 v. at 2
20012.50.
..
.. 7/6 each
amp. output
F.44. Filament. Transformer
2001250. Input 4 v. at 4 amp.
...
... 13/6 each
output ...
F. 12. Filament. Transformer
2001250 Input 12.6 v. tapped
..
... 15/6 each
at 6.3 v. at 3 amp.
F. 24. Filament. Transformer
2001250. Input 24 v. tapped
.
... 21/6 each
at 12 v. at 3 amp.
Multi - ratio Output Trans..
.. 5/- each
former ...
Midget Pentode. Output trans...
... 33/- per dozen
former ...

H.S.

3.

m1A

F.4.

.

C.W.O. (add 11- in the E for carriage.
Over E2 carriage paid)

H.

ASHWORTH, 676, Gt. Horton
Road. Bradford, 'forks.

THE LATEST EDITION OF
THE HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S HANDBOOK
IS NOW AVAILABLE, AND
Contains details of many circuit
diagrams of radio receivers, etc.:
of servicing, constructional
* Pages
technical information ;
* and
Complete Resistance Colour Code ;
and in addition
* Details
of a magnificent new bonus,
profit -sharing scheme.
This booklet is now only 1/- or sent FREE
with every order amounting to 20-.
COIL PACKS AND H.F. OUTFITS
Model 30. 3 wave Superhet Coil Pack. 21 -.
Or aligned. with matched 2-Gang, Dial and
.. 476
pair aligned I.F. Trans.
Model 40. As Model 30. with R.F. Stage
Or aligned, with matched 3 -Gang, Dial
.. 756
and pair. aligned I.F. Trans.

*

SUPACOILS

98.
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GREENWAFE 17ENUE, LONDON.

CRYSTAL SET
incorporating the latest

CRYSTAL VALVE
radar receivers.
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil
as used

in

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet. 15/- post 9d.
Send S.A.E. for lists of copper
wires, screws, nuts, paxnlin tubes,
'ebonite, tufnol rod and panels etc.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Hardens, London, E.4

PRATTS RADIO

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
For Discerning Buyers
RELAY

&

RECTIFIER

Harrow Road, London, N.W.10
(Near Scrubbs Lane.) Tel. : LAD 1731
AMPLIFIERS. -College AC10E. 10 watt,
Model
4 -valve A.C. Neg. Fbk., £8118.'8.
AC15E, 15 Watt, 6- valve. P -pull output.
feedback over
stages. A.C., £13/19/8.
Model 1110E. 10 watt, 6 -valve D.C. /A.C.
P -pull output with feedback over 2 stages.
E11 /11 / -. All above, have separate mike
stage and separate mike and gram. inputs.
2 faders and tone control. Complete with
case and chrome handles, Model AC4C,
A.C., or Model U4C, D.C. /A.C.. 3 -valve
Record/Radio Amplifiers, complete with 3
ohm0 /Transfr., £519/6. Hundreds of" P.W."
readers have purchased College Amplifiers
and testimonials prove their popularity.
Can we help you or your club, etc. ?
SPEAKI' RS. P.M. 31in., 17/8. Truvox Sin.
10 /-. Goodmans 510., 14/8. 8in.. 14/9. 10ín.,
28 /8. 12in., 130/ -. With transfr. 5ín., 12/3.
Olin. Rola. 17/8- Bin., 21/9. Condensers
T.C.C. 25mfd.. 25v., 116, Plessey 8 x 450 v..
1070

ASSEMBLY.

S.P.C.O. relay D.C. and metal rectifier;
ex -W.D. stock, 516, postage 116.
SOLDERING IRONS, new, 110 volts
with cord and flex, 151 -.
ELECTRO MAGNETS, D.C. Iron clad
Solenoid screw -in core jis. weight Ilb.
!Opts., 6-25 volts to lift 71281b. 41- postage
9d. Small electro magnets, weight. 10ozs.,
216 volts D.C. to lift 11 to 41b., new surplus,
716.

.

in new condition;
banks of 20 relays in case, 100 ohm coil
operate on 21 volts 15 m1A, 201-.
PRESSURE GAUGES. The Bourdon
Boost gauge, plus 8 and minus 71b., for
testing. blowers, vacuums, etc., luminous
dial. bakelite case, 5 / -, postage 9d.

RELAYS, 'G.P.O.,

INDUCTOR ALTERNATORS.

4001500

watts, 230 volts, 2 amp., beautifully made
to Government specification, totally enclosed, single or 3-phase, 50 cy., 4 -pole,
speed 2,800 r.p.m., £5.
ball bearings,
These alternators need a 618 volt, 618
amp. excitation.
MOTOR PUMPS. The Lesdix 12 volt
motor pump for Caravan or motor boat ;
lift 3ft., throw IOft., capacity 100 g.p.h.,
all- bronze centrifugal pump and D.C.
motor mounted on Channel Irons, £51151 -.
230 volt A.C. motor pump, Stuart Turner,
for garden fountains, etc., £61101-. Foot
valve and strainer, 211-.
FANS, 24 volt D.C. for wall or table
mounting, G.E.C., 6in. blade and guard,
as new, 401 -. 50 volt A.C. table fans, IOin..
blade and guard, 501 -.
H.T. BATTERY SUPERSEDER. D.C.
6 volts input, 110 volt 15 m1A or 230 volt,
40 mIA output 12 volts D.C., input 230 volts
30 mIA D.C. output, all at 2II -, carriage
21- extra. The instruments were beautifully made by British manufacturers for
the Government, two commutators, ball
bearings. laminated fields, insulated brush gear. Ideal for radio receivers in place of
H.T. batteries.
TELEPHONES. House and office. Constructors' parts for your own set up. ExG.P.O. wall type, comprising, bracket mike,
transformer and condenser, magneto bell,
in walnut case 8in. x 6in. x 3Ein., fitted
terminals and connections,. switch hook and
contacts, hand magneto generators and
single receivers, 351- per pair, with wiring
carriage and packing 51- extra.
diagram
headMoving -coil
HEADPHONES.
phone assembly, with M.C. mike and cords,
ohms
resistance,
Lin.
45
ex -W.D. stock,
coil, each unit in bakelite case, 101-, plus
ll- postage. Single M.C. phone only.
PETROL FILTERS. Enots brass petrol
filters, 316, post 6d. ; with union, 716.
Liquid level indicators with ball float,
electrical type, less meter, 316.
TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. double wound
200 -230 -250 volts input, 2 volts 20 amps.
and 75 volts 6 amps. with 15 taps, 551 -.
Transformer cores 500 watt size for rewind
with lams and wire, 251-,
No. 2 DYNAMOS. (Special Stocktaking reductions.) 12 volt 10 amp. car type, 1,400
r.p.m., circular body, as new, 301 -. Dynamos
-

for

Windmill

work,

totally

enclosed,

volts 10 amps., 600 -1,000 r.p.m.
C.A.V. make, weight 24 lbs., 101in. x Sin.
dia., double ended shaft for prop., 501-,
30 volts 5 amp. shunt wound, 1,500 r.p.m.,
551 -. 24 volt 30 amp., 2,000 r.p.m.. 401 -.
12 volt 30 amp., 2,000 r.p.m., 251 -,
PARCELS. 101b. useful oddments for the
All clean, dismantled from
junk box.
Government and other surplus apparatus,
(Not for Overseas buyers.)
716 post free.
Please include posstage for mail orders.

2/3. 8 ix 8 x 450 v., 3/9. 8 x 16, 450 v., 4/ -.
16 x 16, 350 v., 418. 16 x 16.450.4!9.
TRANSFORMERS. Porthminster 350-05 v.
350 v., 6 v., 5 v.. 80 m/A, 23/9. 100 m/A6
or 4 v.. 4v., 28/8. 120 in/A 6 v.. 5 v.. 35/ -.
275 -o -275 v., 6 v.. 5 v., 23/9. Midget Power,
Pen., 4/6. 5 w. Multi -Ratio. '7/6. 30 w., 23/9.
I. F.s. Philco. 7/8 pr, Atkins, 916 pr. Wearite
El or M400, 21/- pr. Fil. 6.3 v. lb A., 7/ -.
COILS. Dual Range with Reaction, 4/8.
Wearite" P " Coils, 3 /- each. L. dt MW.. with
reaction. 6/9 pr. Q. Coil Pack, 39/2.

v

TUNING CONDENSERS. 0003 or 0003
solid dielectric, 3/- each. 2 gang small .ií005,
6/8. 3 gang .0005 small. 8111.
MISCELLANEOUS. Vol. Controls, 3/-.
W /Sw., 5/ -. Octal bases. 5d. Chokes 60 m/A
20 by., 6'3. 150 m/A 10 by.. 14/6. 250 m/A
5 hy..118 /6. Linecord, .3A. 60 ohm ft. 2 w.,
7d. 3 w. Bd. ft. Presets 50pí.. 10d. 100 pf.,
1/3.- .00025. 2/ -. .0005. 2'3.
VALVES. B.V.A. or Tungsram. Almost
any, return of post. 21d. stamp for list or
Query. C.O.D. or C.W.O. Post Paid Over
£1.

Open 10.0 -6.0.

GOODS ONLY

NEW DN[ISED

SPECIAL

OFFER

RECTIFYING

OF

VALVES

All new, boxed, guaranteed
5Z4 (Metal) at 6/9d. each.
VU.39 (Glass) at 7¡6d. each.
(VU.39 has 4v. heater and
500v. at
120
mA.)
gives
Send stamp

for new bargain lists.

A. McMILLAN,
5, Oakfield Road,

Bristol 8.

II. C. REYNOLDS

Mail order specialist
for Radio and Television spares. All goods
new, guaranteed, and at the right price.
Autochangers by Plessey and Collard,
motors, units. pick -ups. 4-watt amplifiers
with tone control, feedback, and provision
for gram and tuner input £6. TRF tuner
units, all spares, coilpacks, transformers.
valves, speakers, etc. Send for lists
:

12 -15

H. C. REYNOLDS,

21, Heath Street, London, N.W.3
AMERICAN RADAR RECEIVERS
Containing 16 valves : 1 6SN7 : 1 6SL7
1 6SA7 : 1 6SJ7 ; 2 2X2:1 VR105
1 6116
15Ú4G : 465K7 ; 3684 (large output triodes).
ConHundreds of useful components.
densers (3 0.25 mid., 2.5 %v., 1 8 mid., 800
v.w.), resistants, coils, switches, Eye
plugs. fuse holders. jewel indicator. Totally
enclosed in black crackle finished metal
cabinet, size 19in. x Olin. x 7ín. Weight,
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Lasky's Price. 69/8. carriage 5/30 lbs.
370, Harrow
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8 extra. -Lasky's Radio.
Road. Paddington, London, W.9. TeleTefephone

:

MACaulay 2159

--
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Open to Discussion
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Fitting of an

S

" Meter

-I should like to hear from a reader who has
fitted an " S " meter to the receiver R1224Á,

(`IR,
``.,

-

or anyone who has any suggestions for one.
GEORGE B. FINNEY, 124, Cross Lane, Royston,
Barnsley, Yorks.

Wide -range Ohmmeter
for the wide -range ohmmeter
circuits ; it was just the thing for a novice
like myself, with practically no instruments to
work with, and I can recommend it for its usefulness and convenience -especially its low ranges
to even the most experienced workers.
It was a bit tricky making the shunts (fret
a 1,000 ohm wire -wound pot.). I made so many
I'm almost an expert now. I did the last, and
correct one, in about. 20 minutes.
The accuracy on all ranges is very good, thanks
to the conversion figures.
For a range switch I obtained a double 3 -bank,
5-pos. switch, and by the addition of a single
pole double -throw switeh to disconnect meter
from battery and S.I. to the other side of S.1.
I can switch in five voltage ranges through resistors
connected, to the ".± " high- resistance terminal.
It is already a reády made m'Ammeter- across
the " low." terminals. I have now only to add a
,1$0 mA: shunt, mark the double- throw switch
ohms and mA /s and volts, and I have a good
multi -range meter to cover most normal purposes.
It would be interesting to hear how other readers'
instruments have turned out.
I am making the case a desk type, with a door
at the back for battery 'changing, and a sliding
panel to lift up on the back of the door to paste
the calibrations on. -A. BRISCOE (Birmingham).

SIR. -Many thanks

,

when X is shunted across the meter
WIRELESS, December, 1948.)
(2) By substitution,
X(i
Rm

(PRACTICAL

- -I)
I

and if a resistor of a known value is used as a shunt
the meter resistance is easily calculated. -R. G.
THOMAS

(Tolworth).

Midget S.W. Two
feel I must thank you for the good results
I have had with the Midget S.W. Two. the
diagram of which you sent me last year. It was
later altered slightly and I have logged around
300 calls on 10 metres and 20 metres, and all
districts of U.S.A.
On Mar. 3, p.m., I was listening to what I think
was VK3MM, in contact with a G2 on 20 In. I
juggled with the knob for about 20 minutes, but
could not be certain enough to put it in my log
book. The next morning I lay in bed listening to
Melbourne' on the loudspeaker, approx. 8.15 a.m.
Subject was Australian Economic Survey, on
11.1 Me,'s. My head was 9ft.. from speaker, which
was a Celestion bin. When I--first- came to this
street I was rather depressed at the Outlook. A
one -way street, a whole mass of telephone wires,
and house to house relay wires. Motor ear QR:41.
especially on 10 metres, is awful. I also picked
up OX3BC, 600 miles north of Arctic Circle.
Location sounded like Tulip, N.W. Greenland,
this on Jan. 30th, 19 hours, 600 Wts., 20 m. He
was in contact with GW4CC and G2HOP. Address,
.

SIR,--I

'U.S. Weather Bureau, Arctic Section, Washington,
25, D.C. -A. ROBINSON (Bury St. Edmunds).

Television Receivers

Electronic Organ

SIR, -Re television receivers, I have built

one
using a VCR97 with approx. 980 volts on the
would very much like to correspond
who has built an electric organ 'anode, and I find the brilliance of the trace ample,
or with anyone who has any data on this subject. providing the screen is directed away from any
direct light.
-B. MCGROGGAN, 52, Nansen Street, Belfast.
I was interested to read A. S. Torranee's (W. I )
letter in April's issue, and would like to see the
Meter Resistance
circuit he is using, particularly the time bases,
Having tried and, for various reasons, as my reeeSver suffers from slight trapezium disSIR,rejected nearly all the methods suggested by tortion.
your contributor and readers for finding the resistHas any reader tried mounting the tube vertically
ance of a miirtammeter, I would like to submit so as to use a standard "console Or radiogram
the following method
cabinet ? My intention is to experiment with this
(1) The formula for calculating the value of an Using a mirror to reflect the image. As I am well
unknown resistance when shunted across a milli- outside the television area all my activities are
ammeter which has been set to F.S. Deflection purely experimental, but .I find great pleasure in
by means of a battery and variable resistance is this, and I am keenly awaiting the opening of the
station at Sutton Coldfield to see the possibility
Bin xT
of reception from this:
X
Hoping to see more circuits- relating to Tv
when ,X is the unknown resistance, R_m is meter receivers which readers, have .built. -T. H[Lrov
resistance, i is F.S.D. current, and I the current (Latchford, Warrington).

-I

SIR,with anyone
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R1355 and Television

SLR, -The

comments on my letter in the April
issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS cause me to
write again.
Firstly, I did not intend to discourage people
from using the R1355 fir Tv. It is very suitable
for Tv. after modification, but the R1355 has not
got a 4 Mc /s bandwidth and I stated this fact,
which no one will dispute, as a correction to statements appearing in some advertisements.
With regard to the statement that R.F. units,
type 24, 25, 26 and 27 were suitable for. Tv. as
they stood, I was only referring to bandwidth.
Although I do not disbelieve the fact that the
RI355 is suitable for Tv. I should like to accept
the offer of G2ATV and 3AYA to see the R1355
in action.
There is one more point I would raise. In
advertisements offering ex -Govt. apparatus I
see misleading and untrue statements. Whether
this is through ignorance of the truth or otherwise
I would not like to say, but I often wonder.
K. BERRY (Surbiton).

-

Home -made Television Receiver

-I purchased a kit of parts and circuit for an
SIR,ex- Service televisor last September. I looked

at the circuit and discovered that I had got hold of
the wrong stuff, but decided to have a go. The
units are a 3118 and a 6F. I managed to get the
sound on the 3118 but the picture still eludes me,
and the moro I read about television in your
correspondence columns the more despondent I
get: The letter from J. E. James, S.E.5, is the last
straw. Is there anyone in the Slough locality who
will come to my 'assistance ? I might add that I

the contributor, but my investigations were on
modulating the circle.. There are two methods of
doing this : (1) Applying the modulation across a
variable resistor in series with one of the deflector
leads. This method suffers from one disadvantage
the input impedance is low, as high values of
modulation resistor produce distortion of the trace.
(2) Parallel modulation ; the modulation is applied
to one pair of deflectors in parallel with the voltage
from the circular time base.
The traces produced by such circuits defy
description, the most interesting traces being
produced when the modulating waveform is a
sawtooth wave. -Fa e F. LEE (Beverley).
:

Water -pipe Earth
SIR,
read your article about the danger of
using the water pipes as an earth for radio, etc.
Are you aware that a well-known leading radio firm
advocate the water pipe as an earth in their instruction book ? The public cannot be blamed for taking
notice of well -known experts. can they ? One body
says one thing, another says different. What are the
public to do 9- J. F. BIGGINTON (Ashford).
[Follow our advice I-En.]

-I

' Old
In
the March issue of P.W. I read in " Open
SIR,to Discussion " an article from T. R. Laidlaw
Receiver Performance

(Rugby) on " Old Receiver Performance."
I
heartily agree with him in general, but wish to make
a few points. It is the British " waxed cardboard "
small fixed and electrolytic condensers that I find
poor and leaky, but our elect. condensers, of the
metal type, have greatly improved in reliability
during the last ten years. Small fixed condensers

in glass tubes are first -class
American metal
am considered of average intelligence and. can condensers are always 100 per cent.; and cheap, and
read and write fairly well. -P. WADE, 37, Upton I have fitted about 10,000 without one dud, and
at present several - leading British radio manuRoad, Slough, Bucks.
facturers are using them in their new models. So
here's hoping for more improvements and good
D.C. Mains Supplies
metal condensers.-V. PHILLIPS (I\Tewquay).
is with great pleasure I write to PRÁCTICAL
SIR,
TELEVISION. It sounds good, is good, to an old
Modified A1 1 34
1911/12 ham, gaining fresh impetus every day,
and, by the arrival of another copy of our " pet
(Continued from page 178)
journal " as the months goon, so we progress. Old General
hands seldom lose the fundamentals that gave
With the key switch wired as above, positions
such fun, but, older and wiser in other respects, we A and B are for the pick -up, etc., and position C
are not so clever in radio to -day. Hence my real for the microphone. It is advisable to use screened
object in writing. I, like many others tied to wire where shown in the circuit, as with the fairly
D.C. mains, wonder how long we shall have to curb high gain of the amplifier instability may occur.,
Our patience in seeking to stage our own television. Instability may also occur if the H.T. voltage is
-A. RALPH HALL (Aldershot).
down or the GB voltages are incorrect.
[Unfortunately the low-voltage mains of the D.C.
The amplifier was used first on a magnetic pick -up,
equptelevision
for
modern
satisfactory
type are not
and was satisfactory although, due to the good
ment. Where, however, the D.C. mains are 230v. or high-frequency response, the scratch level was high.
more it is possible to make up or operate a television It was next used to amplify the output of an
receiver. Series heater connections are employed. ex -W.D. 18 .MK. III set. Here instability occurred=
At least two commercial television manufacturers but this type of instability is easily cured by
claim that their receivers will operate satisfactorily, connecting both chassis by a separate earth wire.
but obviously 200 volts is rather low and we sympathise
with listeners who are sò situated. -ED.]
-

!

-It

Circular Time Base
SIR, -Mr. McDermot t '. article in April PRACTICAL
WIRELESS TOM in( Is me of some work I did
on: the subject of circular time bases.
I started off with a similar circuit to that of

REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
8/6 by cost 9/ircrn. GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
BACH'S Italian Concerto in F and Prelude and
Fugue in B Flat have this month been recorded
by Wilhelm Backhaus on H.M.V. DB6871
and H.M.V. DB6872, respectively. The Italian
Concerto is conceived in the Italian taste, and was
originally written for a double- manual harpsichord.
Translation to a pianoforte inevitably needs some
adjustment of tone, but in the hands of a fine player
the contrasts in tone obtainable on the double manual harpsichord can be conveyed, though the
timbre of the two instruments is radically different.
Wilhelm Backhaus' skill in reproducing for us the
dynamic contrasts of the original harpsichord piece
cannot sufficiently be admired.
Richard Addinsell, of Warsaw Concerto fame, has
written a very attractive score for the new Cineguild
film " The Passionate Friends," based upon the
novel by H. G. Wells first published in 1913 and
set in the time of the Boer War. The picture has
been acknowledged one of the most remarkable
of the year. Addinsell's music is presented
attractively in this selection by Muir Mathieson
and the P.hilharmonia Orchestra on Columbia
DíY1551.
The visit to this country by Beniamino Gigli,
who has recently made an extensive tour of the
provinces, has given the chance to his many
admirers to see and hear him in person. His new
recordings are always welcome.and Melfi's arrangement, of the well- known- Chopin melody ,usually called " So Deep is the Night " makes an attractive
companion to the Neapolitan cradle -song which
Gigli sings beautifully on H.M.V. DÁ1892.
Another singer, also on a visit to this country,
who has an equally large following is Paul Robeson,
who is considered one of the finest interpreters of
genuine Negro folksong. He has constantly
laboured on behalf of his own people, and it is due
very largely to him that Negro folksong has found
a place in the hearts of countless lovers of singing.
The two folksongs that he has chosen for his
latest recording are " By An' By " and " Joshua
Fit The Battle Of Jericho," which he sings on
Columbia DB2505.
Josef Locke, the popular tenor, adds two more
attractive titles to his many recordings. This month
he sings " When You're In Love," the British
adaptation of the old Mexican song " La Golondrina "
(The Swallow). " Strange Music " on the revere
is the song arrangement of the Edvard Grieg melody
that was such an outstanding hit in the London
stage production of " Song of Norway." The
number of the record is Columbia DB2502.

Light Music
" Violins In The Night " was specially written
by conductor- composer George Melachrino for the
London Hippodrome show " Starlight Roof,"
but has since been used as the theme of the B.B.C.
Sunday evening programmes which are also entitled
" Violins in the Night." This lovely melody,
already familiar to listening millions, has now been
recorded by the Melachrino Strings with " Midnight
In Mayfair " as the coupling on H.M.V. B9740.

This fine interpretation will be welcomed by many
listeners who have requested a recording of the tune
they know so well on the air.
" Hear My Song, Violetta " and " Love's Lit-t
Word Is Spoken," by Anne Ziegler and Webster
Booth, is another charming record of duets for the
delectation of these artists' admiring legions.
George Melachrino joins them with excellent
orchestral accompaniment. The two voices are
ideally suited for duet work as this record proves
H.M.V. B9738.

-

Variety
" Clopin Clipant " is a French idiomatic phrase
referring to a person who walks along aimlessly.
This particular song tells the story of a man, disappointed in love, who is wandering along preoccupied with his thoughts. At present this
unusual little number is a big hit in Paris, and now
French -Canadian singer Jean Cavall introduces it
to Britain on H.M.V. B9744. On the reverse
he sings "-Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps."
Written in 1934, " You And The Night And The
Music " has lately been revived by discerning
singers and -bandleaders. Ray Noble's "Good Night

Sweetheart," another attractive tune from the late
'thirties, is also back in demand. Both these titles
have been chosen by Tony Martin for his latest
recording on H.M.V. B9741.
Another old favourite " For You " has been
chosen by Steve. Conway for his -new recording on
Columbia FB3463. ,Joyce Cochrane's " Honey
Child " is likewise suited to Steve's expressive
voice. He sings it with charm and conviction to an
accompaniment that is notable for its delicate
string passages.
Other popular recordings are Dinah Shore singing
" Steppin Out With My Baby " and " Better Luck
Next Time " on Columbia DB2501, " I'm In Love "
and " It's You Or No One," sung by Doris Day,
on Columbia DB2503 ; " Mia Mantilla " aná " You
Belong To Someone Else," sung by Monte Rey,
on Columbia DB2500, and, finally, " It's Springtime
Down In Lovers' Lane " and " Here Comes Me,"
sung by Dorothy Squires, on Columbia DB2499.
For his recording .` Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps "
Geraldo has employed the services of a singer whose
interpretation of the lyric both in Spanish and English
lends authenticity to the treatment of this beguine.
He is Ivan Browne, who has also sung with bandleaders Duncan Whyte and Bob Robinson, and
latterly he has been singing with Romero and his
Marimba Players. The coupling on Parlophone
F2343 is " The Crystal Gazer."
.

REFRESHER COURSE
IN MATHEMATICS
By F.
8/6,
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J. CAMM
by post

9/-
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TECHNICAL
PUBLICAThe following are of special interest
to transmitting amateurs and shortR.S.G.B
TIONS.

wave enthusiasts
VALVE TECHNIQUE.
Presents the calculations ,associated
with the application of thermionic
valves. 104 pages. Fully illustrated,
3/9 post free.
Y.H.F. TECHNIQUE.
Comprehensive account of techniques
employed for generation, propagation
and reception of frequency between
96 pages. Fully
30 and 300 Mc /s.
illustrated, 3/9 post free.
MICROWAVE TECHNIQUE.
Describes theory and practice of microFully
wave technique, 68 pages.
illustrated, 2/3- post free.
THE TRANSMITTING LICENCE.
Second edition. How to obtain an
amateur licence 32 pages, 1/- post
.

units, type

and addressed
to Advertisement
Manager, . Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
Model

848,

-

new

instrument, designed for home construction. for signal tracing and
other measurements. directly calibrated scale, five valves, meter indication. all parts available. Circuit
details, etc. 4/6. -Radio Development
Co.. Moretonhampstead, Devon.
.

SIGNAL

designed

GENERATOR, Model 748,
for home construction.
to 50 mc, /s, directly

100 kc /s

range
calibrated scale. includes all usual
features for first -class instrument,
details. drawings, photocircuit
free
graphs, etc., 4/6 all parts, after sales
R.S.G.B. BULLETIN.
Radio Development Co..
service.
Monthly publication of R.S.G.B. 1/8 Moretonhampstead, Devon.
post free. (Free to Members.)
plugs, 2/6
THE RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT TEST PRODS w /leads and
pr. Resistors. w. 3d., # w. 4d., 1 w.
BRITAIN
7/6.
28, Little Russell St., London, W.C.1. 8d.; 50 assorted (ouronselection).
baffle, 7/6 in
Midget Speakers, 5/RADIO Constructor's Catalogue, 20- case. Carbon Mike, on stand, w /trans.
List 2d.page Catalogue, packed with hundreds 7/6. Valves, from 1/6.
Bell Lane, MarstOi
of items' of interest to the construc- Carter's, 67.
Birmingham.
Green,
and
experimenservice
engineer
tor.
ter, plus details of our Technical MORE SPEAKERS, Valves, ConQuery Service. Price 4d., post free. densers. tin. Philips 10 / -, less trans-Cussins and Light, Ltd., The North's former 9/6, with 1216; bin. 13/6, with
Leading Radio Engineers, King's 15/ -; 8in. 16/8, with 18/6; loin. 19/8.
Square, York.
Condensers Electrolytics, 8 +.16 mfd.
at 450 v. D.C. at 3/6, 16 mfd. at 450
EXTRA HIGH -GRADE Amplifiers and v.
3 / -, 8 mfd. 2/6, twin and triple
Receivers designed and constructed to gangs
Valves 3/6;
6/6, single 2/..
individual requirements. No standard too many
to list but they are all in
quote
something
Let
us
for
models.
Mallard
Just
catalogue.
our
latest
that is different.- Dennis Bryan. 30, E.F.50s, not ex-Govt., new,in, red,
8/9.
Windsor Drive, Timperley, Cheshire. -Duke & Co., 219, Ilford Lane, Ilford.
Essex.
EVERYTHING for Radio Constructors. Condensers, Coils, Valves. Resis- A NEW FACE AND BRAIN ? No, we
tors. etc. Send stamp for list.
are not Plastic Surgeons, but we can
Smith. 93, West End Road, More- offer a really attractive '3 -wave
3- colour Glass Dial Assembly, and the
cambe. Quick service.
-efficient " Q ". Coilpack which
EVERYTHING for the wireless con - super
has earned us so much praise from
for
price
list.
stamp
structor.. Send
customers.
An invaluable pair,
our
H. Tabner, 118; Nightingale Road, for the rejuvenation of an old set or
Hitchin, Herts.
the construction of a new one. The
ARE YOU using the Nuplans Valve dial is unique, fitting anywhere. in
Price 22/6 complete.
Tester? You build it yourself, easily, any position
and
cheaply. What about a Personal Send for full details of these,
radio and television compoPortable for the summer? Our 4 -valve other
List."
latest
"
Bargain
nents.
also
our
saperhet CUM. x 41n. x 4in., self- (Trade enquiries invited.) -Osmor
contained) can't be beaten. Need a Radio Products, Ltd., Borough Hill.
signal generator or signal tracer, Croydon, Surrey. (Tel.: CRO. 1220.1
m'ins or battery, or any other test
gear? ' Build it yourself from Sup - P.M. SPEAKERS,. 2-3 ohms,. 5in., less
lans. Each plan 2/6 from E.N.B., trans. 10/6, with trans 11/9.; 8in., less

-

.

.

-

-

l

'

Whinnie

Knowe," Sennen,

WAVE CONVERTERS, RF.
24, 9/9 C.P.; 25 and 24
mod. 27, 11/9 ea.; 27, 21 /- ea. ; all
R1124
complete
with
valves.
Receivers with 6 new valves. ideal
for TV sound, 19/6, C.P. Self-energised mikes, 2/6. 'Phones, L.R., 3/6.
Balanced armature, 4/6. Moving
coil, 10/6 per pr. M.C. Mikes. 6/ Transformer and Westhse rec.. to
charge at 12 v., 1 a., 19/6. Ditto,
Both 230 v. A.C.
6 v., .1 a., ,0/6.
in. 24 v., 5 a.. Westhse rec., 211 -.
S.T.C., H.W., 275 v., 1} a., 21 / -.
plugs
all brass
Special
3 -pin
Jones plugs
and skts, 1/6 pr.
to fit RF units above 1/- ea.
Amplifying units, type 171, with 2 x
807, 1 x 5174, 1 x 5Z4, 2 x EBC33.
45/- ea., or less valves, 10! -. Power

SHORT

RATES : 3/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 8d. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid

SERVICOMETER,

May, 1949

Corn-

trans 12/11, with trans 16/8 ; all best
makes. Receiver Chassis, 10-5 } -2ins.
3/ -, 10 5- 21ins. 3/3, 11 -6-2 }ins. 3/9,
12- 8- 2lins. 4/6, 16 -8-2 =ins. 5/6, 20-8 2.}ins. 6/9.
Can Electrolytics. 8 -16
mfd.
450 v. 4/6, 16 -32 mfd. 350 v. 3/11
and
panels
turn. Special chassis
ea.,
381doz..
32 mfd. 350 v. 2/6 ea..
promptly made. Holes punched for 21/6 doz. Selenium
Rectifiers, small
Cellulose
and size. 120 -0-120 v. 40 m.a.
alveholders. etc.
120 -0 -120
Lists
on .request. v. 100 nr.a. 318, 250 v. 502/9,m.a.
crackle finishing.
H.W.
Lstimates free. -Electro-Acoustic De- 3 / -, 65 m.a. 3/6, 90 m.a. 4/9, 500 v.
velopments. 18. Broad Road, Lower 80 m.a. 4/9, 600 v. 40 m,a, 3/6, 15 v.
Willingdon. Sussex.
la C T F W. 5/6, 6/12 v. }a. H.W.
24 hr. TELEVISION (not Radar Con- C.T. 1/6 ea.. 12/6 doz. Westinghouse
T.R.F.
version). Uses V.C.R. 97 Tube. Send 15/20 v. la Bridge F.W. 5/6 ea.
Long and Medium, with reS.A.E. T -H. PRODUCTS. 92, Leath - Coils,
action and circuit, Ae. and H.F., 6/9
waite Rd., S.W.11. BAT. 4889.
pr. Govt. Surplus Lines (unused)
CLEARANCE. Test equipment, Valves, Brand New Batteries. U.S.A.. 225 v..
S,xakers, etc., etc. Prices drastic - 1/6 ea.. 15/- doz. Twin Cell, Cycle
envelope.
all), reduced. List stamped
Batteries, Ever Ready, 6/6 doz.
-Young, 134, Old Shoreham Road, Morse Tapping Keys, latest type
(boxed), 1/3 ea, R.A.F. Test Buzzers,
Southwick, Sussex.
Morse key, and battery. 3/9.
TUNING' UNITS. Full range of with
Electrolytics. Block T.C.C. 32 mfd. 450
Dv neo. Lowther and Eddystone goods
v.
18,- doz.; 50 mfd. 25 v.
available. 5 to 10 wave-band gram. Cans1/91/ea..
ea.. 9/- doz.; 500 mfd. 12 v.
chassis covering 3 to 60 me /s, 150 to Cans 1/9 ea. Valves, 6116, EB34, 1/8
500 kc /s. Amplifiers for every use. ea., 12/- doz.; KTW61, 5/6 ea., 53/Television kits, radio kits. S.A.E. for doz.; GF6G, 6:9; 6SN7GT, 4/9; 6C5G.
leaflet of single items or illustrated 4/9; 6SH7. 2/9. Send 21d. stamp for
r page catalogue.
price 9d., to full list. All goods guaranteed. Trade'
Misons (P.W.).
ivenhoe, Nr. Col -, supplied -Radio
Supply Co., 15.
Queen Square, Leeds, 2.
chester.

wall. S.a.e. list.
F.W. TELEVISION chassis sections
as supplied to the designer, and
standard aluminium chassis by re-

:

1
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units, 392, 230 v., 50 es. in, 700 v.,
120 ma., smoothed output. brand new
with 2 valves, 55 / -, Carr. 7/6. Tannoy
20 watt P.A. units, brand new, less
horn.
£2 ea. Goodmans 3 #in.
speakers, with grill, 17/6. VCs. .0003
2G. 4/ -, .00015 3G, 4/, 2G transmitting type, 3/ -. HF chokes.. 5 py.
small. 1/ - ditto, waxed, 9d.; UHF 11 -,
Six all dill. 3/ -. Transformers, 230 v.
in. 6 or 12 v., 1 amp out, 5/ -; ditto
8 or 16 v., 2 a., 9/6. Toggle switch,
230 v., 3 a., 1 / -. Resistors. 4 w.. 4d.,
1
w.. 6d., 2 w. 9d. ea. Condensers,
silver mica. up to 1,000 pf.. 4d.;
mica moulded ditto 3d.; mica .01. 2,200
v. test, 9d.; .001, 5.000 v., 2 / -; .01 5,000
v. 3/ - Volume controls. Morganite,
carbon long shaft. 100,000 ohms.
10,000, 1/9; medium shaft. 500, 1.000.
20,000, 25K, 100K. 1 /9: } meg. 2/6;
meg., with switch. 3/6. Pots screw
adjust. 1,000. 5.000, 100K. 1/6 ea.;
WW ditto. 100 ohms. 1/6; 1,000, 3,500.
2/6; Valves as previous ads still
Send S.A.E. for lists
available.
Indicator units. receivers and hunbargains.-H.
other
of
dreds
English, Rayleigh Road, Hutton,
-

-

:

-

Essex.
TELEVISION. The leading Midland
Depot for all your requirements.
Complete kits of parts to " W.W.,"
E.E.." etc.. and.
inexpensive, and
all other popular Receivers. All
goods post free to arty address in
Great Britain. We specialise in all
high -grade ex-Service equipment and
invite your enquiries. Send S.A.E.
to -day for our latest bargain list.
Special: A limited number of Television Aerial Masts. 1lít. long, in
two sections, approx. tin. dia.,. the
ideal chimney mast for your Di-pole.
12/6 each. 24ft. co -axial cable, 80
ohms, complete with Pye plug. only
output
TransforMidget
4/6.
mer. to match 6V6, etc., 3/8.
Valves: EF50, 4/6 EA50. 2/9 ; 6H6,
EB34, 3/6 each ; 6SN7, 6SL7, EK32,
EBC33. 6/ -; EHT
EL32, 7/8 each
Rect., VU111. 7/6 ; KT44, 7/6 ; 9 Pin.
EF50, Valve Holders, 4/- dozen.
Standard 2 -point or 3 -point Jack
Plugs. 1/ each. 8/- dozen. Sockets.
6d. each. 9- point. 3- position, Yaxley
Type Switches, .all new in boxes, 1/6
each, Mine Detectors, complete with
Search Coils, Volume Controls, etc..
only 7/6.-Mail orders to: Walton's
Wireless Stores. 203. Staveley Road,
_

Wolverhampton.
Callers only: 48,
Stafford Street, Wolverhampton.
LITZ, quantity 27/38 EDRC for disposal, cheap. Stanwell & Leather barrow, Ltd.. 6, Stanley Street,
Liverpool.
1.F.T.s, 465. 6/- pr. 3 W.B. Coil Pack
Kit. 9/6. 8MFD. 450 v., 2/ -, 100PF/
100PF, 2d. Eyelets, etc., 1/- gross.
.3 amp. 820 ohm, Droppers,
2/3.
Mains Transformers, 16/6. 50PF
Trimmers, 4d.
Knobs, 4d. B.C..
Adaptors, 5d. Send for cheapest list
in England-Sussex Electronics, Ltd.
(P.), Riley Road, Brighton. (Tel.
4446.)
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THE WONDERFUL NEW A.C. MIXED
AUTOCHANGER, by Collaro, finished
in brown and chrom. with super

high -fidelity crystal pickup; our
special introductory offer, £14 carriage paid.
Collaro AC47 induction
A.C. Grans Motor, var. speed, 12ín.
t.t., £5. Collaro RP49, complete A.C.
Motor /Pickup /Autostop Unit, £5/10/ -;
ditto but var. speed, 12in. t.t., £9;
ditto but universal mains, £12/18/9.
Exhaustive Constructional Manuals,
enabling even beginners to build fully
professional, superior quality Radio
Sets 3 -valve plus rect. 1. and m.
wave, t.r.f., A.C. or A.C., D.C., 3 /;
complete kit, incl. valves, speaker
and attractive bakelite cabinet and
ilium. glass dial. £711716.
5 -valve
I., m. and s. wave Superhet of extreme power and range, A.C. or universal, 5/ -; complete kit, less cabinet,
A.C.
£9/12/8,
AC /DC
£811210;
figured walnut cabinets, £3. 4 -valve
Superhet All -dry Battery, complete
kit with speaker, less cabinet £41101 -,
set of valves (1A7, 1N5, IH5 and 105(
£2 (available sep.).
The " Mighty
Midget " Radio Set (built), 3 -v. plus
rec., A.C. /D.C., 200 -500 metres, high
" Q " coils, 5in. speaker, polished
walnut cabinet. 12 months guarantee,
again at pre -war price, £611919, carr.
1/9; money back if not delighted;
leaflet 24d. The N.R.S. 4 -watt *A.C.
Audio Amplifier, pickup and tuner inputs, volume, tone and neg. feedback
controls, special offer incl. o.p.t.
£5/19/6.
Ex-Govt.
6J5 and L63
Valves. 3/6. New guaranteed Valves,
:

EF39, EF36, EF 50. EL32, ECH35. 6K8,
6K7, 6Q7, 6V6, 5Z4, 6J7, 6SN7GT,
KT33C, 5U4, MÚ14, FW4 /500, 7/6;
HVR2, 12/6. Osmor Coil Packs. 33/ -.
P.M. Bargain List, 24d, C.W.O. or

any order C.O.D.-N.R.S., 102. Park hill Road, London, N.W.3. (GULliver
1453.)

POWER

FRITH RADIOCFIAFT LTD., Leicester,
offer super: value in bargain parcels.
only "5/ -' each.
See April issue for
details of parcels 1 -14, all still available, also 15. 4 each Rotary Switch

Wafers, 3 p. 3 w., 2 p. 4 w., 1 p. 10 w.,
3 spare 6in. Locators, nuts, bolts,
spacers, etc.; 16. 144 asstd. 2, 4 and
6 B.A. Nuts and Bolts; 17. 72 yds.
asstd, colours single P.V.C. Hook -up
Wire; 18. 24 asstd. Carbon Brushes,
sizes - ¡in. thick; 19. 4 Ruby Indicators, single, -in. hole fixing, complete
unit with bulb holder; 20. Air -spaced
Tuning Condensers, 12 asstd. 5pf to
100pí.; 21. 12 ,yds. Twin Screened
Flex, silk covered, suitable for pickups, etc.; 22. 12 asstd. Screened Socket
Connectors for popular A.M. and
U.S.A. equipments; 23. '2 Control
Panels, each containing 100 and 350
ohm 25 w. w /wound Rheostats, on/off
toggle switch and connectors; 24. 24
yds. Twin Twisted P.V.C. two -colour
22 G. Conductors; 25. 36 yds. Light weight Twin Twisted Telephone Wire,
rubber covered, 7/36 steel conductors;
26. 4 15 -3'd. coils 7/36 Lacquered
D.C.C.
Instrument Wire, asstd.
colours, total 60 yds.
Any parcel
above, 5/- plus 6d. postage. All items
brand new. Satisfaction guaranteed
or cash refunded without ques n.Frith Radiocraft Ltd., 69/71, Church
Gate, Leicester.
RAYMAX 2 -valve plus Rectifier, A.C.
Receiver, m.w., complete set of components including valves, speaker and
wood cut to size to make cabinet 641n.
x 5in. x 4 /in., £211913.
Television
Sound Unit, complete kit, uses 2, EF50.
EBC33, EL33; chassis punched and
main components mounted, £2/17/8,
less valves. Suitable Power Pack
Chassis consplete with mains transformer. choke, 8 -16 mfd., valve holder,
£111416. We specialise in supplying
kits for all circuits shown in the
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
and TechniGen series, and all well known
amateur booklets. Collaro rim -driven
Gram Unit, magnetic p.u. and autostop, £5/10/.
Mahogany Playing
Desks fitted with the latest well
known rim drive unit, magnetic p.u.
and autostop, etc., £6/14/6, VR135.
Octal based 6 v. triode with grid and
anode top caps. works down to 300
me /s,. 3/6 ea., 4 tor_ 12/ -, new- and
boxed.
This month's special
Masteradio D110 5 -valve ACoffer:
/DC
Superhet, 3 bands, size 10frin. x 6fin.
x 5in., new, with maker's guarantee,
half price, 94 guineas, incl. p. tax.
Stamp for bargain and general lists.
-Raymax Elec. Co., Ltd., 126, Nor-

UNITS employing a 5Z4G
and a high voltage rectifier S172150A
together with a .1 mfd. 2,5 kv.
denser and other components, Con17/6.,
Goodman Speakers, 8in., with transformer in wall case, 21/ -. Electro-'
lytics, 8 mfd. 500 volts Dubilier BR
850, 3/ each, 34/- doz.
Muirhead
Slow Motion Drives. 7/8 each.
Spares Kit, including 32 valves ABK1
indivfdually boxed, 18 68H7, 6 6H6, 8 7193,
also many useful relays resistors,
condensers, and a dynamotor with extended spindle which will work as a
powerful motor or 200/250 A.C. mains
without alteration; 145 items in all,
brand new, properly packed. 70/complete. Television Unit, 2HF stages,
1 detector and 1 video amplifier corn plete with 4 valves, adjustable iron wood Road, London, S.E.24.
cored coils, etc., brand new, only
45/. List 24d. -L. Wilkinson,
204, " EASYFIX "
Telescopic
Tubular
Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon.
Aerial, with universal bracket for
vertical
or
angle
fixing.
Length
REPAIRS to loud -speakers.
Cones, adjustable from lft. 3in. to 8ft.
6in.
coils fitted. Fields altered, rewound. Fitted
in a few minutes.
Output, transformers, clock coils. No Perfect anywhere
for all wavelengths.
mains trans. accepted. Prices quoted. Compact, aerial
ideal for permanent or
Satisfaction guaranteed. -L. S. Repair portable use.
12/6, postage 1! -.Service, 49, Trinity Rd., Upper Toot- Warren's
Radio, 88,
Wellington
ing,
S.W.17.
Closed
Saturdays. Street, Luton,
Beds.
'Phone: Balham 2359.
ELECTRIC PETROL GAUGE, 1/- post H.T. ELIMINATOR and Accumulator
paid
Bomb Computors, £1, wood Charger, output 150v. 14 H.T. tapcase 7/6, carr. 7/6
Bomb Sight pings), L.T. 2 volt, 4 amp., £2115/ -;
Heads in steel case, 10/ -, carr. 5/
Mains Droppers, heavy duty, .2 amp.
Brown. 102, Cleveland Street, Don- and .3 amp,. 5/ -; Flexes Twin,
caster.
23.0076, art-silk, maroon, 64d. per yd.;
OLDCHURCH LABORATORIES. Alu- P.V.C., red and black, 14.36, 34d. per
minium Panels for the " Ham." All yd.; all sizes and voltage ratings of
the following in 20 gauge half -hard Electrolytics and paper tubular- Conaluminium -not durai. Mirror-finish densers available.. Send for list of
both sides. 9 x 12 2/ -, 18 x 12 3/6, brand new (not surplus) guaranteed
goods.- Radio -Service (W. Tanner),
21 x 9 2/0. Also supplied in black
crackle finish at 1/6 extra per sq. East Cliff, Lyme Regis, Dorset.
ft. Headphones; New ex -Govt. reed
type phones at 4/9 per pair, 3 prs. SPECIAL.
Iron cored 465 ke /s
12/ -, not many left. E.H.T. Trans- I.F.T.s, 7/6 pr. ; 2 -gang 0005s, 6/6 ;
formers for V.C.R.97. etc., now sup- 2 -bank 6 -pos. Ceramic Switches, 1/10
plied with two 4v. C.T. secondaries 8 x 16 mfd. 450 v. wkg. elect., 5/- ;
and 2 Kv. winding at 37/6. Send 6K7GTs, 6X5GTS, 5/8 ; 6.3 v. 2 amp.
24d, for our television list.
L. P. fil exfmrs., 8/9. All post free. ld
Dismore,
52c,
Oldchurcls
Road, stamp
large list. -J. T. Anglin,
Chingford, E.4.
G4GZ, 233, Welholme Road, Grimsby.
-

;

-.

-

-

;
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UNWANTED Xmas gift: New Garrard A.C. Gramophone .Motor. and
separate Garrard Pick-up, 'brand new.
Maurice, 63, Dialling
£5 /5 / -.
D
Road,
London. W.6.
WTD., data on Admiralty G'13 wave -

-A

meter. State terms to Williams,
Kinema, Lostwithiel.
UNWANTED Components, very cheap.
-Braywood, 55, Hollinwell Avenue.
Nottingham.
SALE.
P. W.," 1938 -40, 1942 -1949
107 -83 copies
offers. -Box 178.
SALE. -AC /DC Avominor and case.
good, £6, D.C. Avominor, fair, 35/.,
Pifco, 15/ -, -Box 179.

-"

;

:

MODERN

VERSION

of the Crystal

Set. Using permanent crystal diode.
a new and unique circuit, Selective
with remarkable efficiency. High - or
low- resistance headphones can he
used.
17 /6
each, postage
9d.-

Warren's Radio, 88, Wellington
Street, Luton, Beds.
R.A.F. Radio Interference Suppressors for 200 -250 v. A.C. mains. Fit
one now, only 7/6, post paid. Receiver type, 50A. suitable conversion
for television band, 2 valves, only
22/6, post paid. Fog Lamps, new,
6in. d. limited number, only 5/each.- Apply, John Clark, 44, High
Street, Buxton.

TUITION
THE BRITISH 'NATIONAL RADIO
SCHOOL offers you a career. Write

to-day for free booklet describing our
wide range of training courses in
Radio, Radar, Telecommunications
Principles, Mathematics, Physics, and
Mechanics ; correspondence classes
for the new series of C. & G.
examinations ; we specialise in turning " operators " into " engineers,"
and for this purpose our " Four Year
Plan " (leading to A.M.I.E.E. and
A.M.Brit.LR.E-:, with 9 C. & G.
Certificates as interim rewards) is
unsurpassed ; our " guarantee has no
strings attached. " -- Studies Director.
B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.. M.Brit.I.R.B., 66.
Addiscombe Road, Croydon. Surrey..
THE INSTITUTE of Praçtfeal Radio
Engineers have available Home Study
Courses covering elementary, theoretical, mathematical, practical and
laboratory tuition in radio and television engineering: the text is suitable coaching matter for I.P.R.E..
Service entry and progressive exams.;
tuitionary fees at pre-war rates are
moderate The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free, from the Secretary, Fairfield
Road, Crouch End, N.8.
WIRELESS (sea and air) TELEVISION. Broadcasting, Radar, etc..
offer
tremendous
opportunities.
Students, both sexes, age 14 upwards.
trained for appointments in all
branches of Radio. Low fees, boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for pros.
Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
WIRELESS. Television. Postal Courses
for Amateur Radio Transmitting
Licence also Television for Radio
Trades diploma.
Apply
British
School of Telegraphy, Ltd.. 179, Clapham Road, London, S.W.9. (Forty
years experience in training students
in Wireless and allied subjects.)

-

MERCHANT NAVY AND AIR RADIO.
Here is an opportunity to train as

Officer
for
merchant ships
and the air.- The big liners are open
to you, but you must first qualify for
the P.M.G. Certificate. Established
30 years. We can put you through
in the minimum time. Day, evening
and postal instruction.
Prospectus
from Director. The Wireless School.
Manor
21,
Gardens.
Holloway,
London, N.7. ARC. 3694.
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IF YOU ARE BUILDING
(I) A MIDGET RECEIVER
We have the latest type midget valves, variable condensers
midget
1016: ;; w. resistors (all values 5d:)
(11ìn: x
speakers, condensers and eleccrolycìcs.
;

I

(2) A SHORT WAVE
We can supply plug -in cods
100 -I
from 11-350 metres
H.F.
1016
microd'.als,
chokes ; ceramic valve and
coil bases, intervalve transformers, etc.

SET

;

;

(3)
We

MAINS

AN AMPLIFIER

the special
Williamson
10K
including
transformer,
PIP
Ohm
mains
transformer,
£41216 ;
L.F.
425 v. at 150 mA ;
all

have

for
amplifier.

the

parts

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
All " Varley " products are manufactured
from the highest quality materials.
Transformers, etc., are individually wound
and have interleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and
Open type Transformers available meets
the requirements of every circuit.
Write for list, etc.

chokes, and also all comfor any other
ponents

amplifier.
(4) A TELEVISION SET
E.H.T. ; line
;
We can supply from stock cathode ray tubes
scanning and focus coils ; Aladdin formers,
transformers
and sockets.
;

special condensers and co -axial plugs

25,

Made by

HIGH HOLBORN.

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE _ROW 'WOOLWICH SEI8
Tp/gphanei.

WOOLWICH

BERRY;

LONDON,

(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

W.C.1

Hol. 6231

1422

ARMSTRONG
FINE RADIO CHASSIS

MAKERS

OF

16

HIGH Q. T.R.F.
COILS TYPE 34/5

To the many readers of " Practical Wireless " who purchased our
Radio Chassis before the war, we can confidently recommend the
new range as representing the best value ever.
The chassis briefly described hereunder are typical examples of
Armstrong chassis, giving high performance with good quality

reproduction.
Model EXP83.

ALLWAVE RADIO
CHASSIS in-

8 -VALVE

long
wavebands, 200/550,
1,000 2,000 metres.
The choice of coils decides
the performance of a
T.R.F. Receiver. Users of
these R.M. Coils acclaim
them as the finest available.
For

medium

and

corporating

waveband
expansion. Large-

glass scale.
Treble boost
control.

High
push pull output gives
10 watts audio.
For 200 -250 v.
A.C.
mains.
Price
£15.8.8
Plus Tax.

quality

Try them yourself.

Model R.F.103 (Type 2). IO-VALVE ALL -WAVE RADIO
CHASSIS incorporating R.F. pre -amplifier, waveband expansion,
two stages of I.F. amplification with variable selectivity, cathode -ray
tuning indicator and 10 watts push -pull output. Price 19 Gns.,

15 /-

Plus Tax.

Model EXP125.

PER PAIR

Send for circuit diagram of Receiver (AC /DC
or bottery) incorporating these coils.

FOR

YEARS

14

-VALVE ALL -WAVE RADIO CHASSIS

giving continuous waveband coverage from 11.9 m. upwards,
waveband expansion. R.F. pre -amplifier. Two I.F. stages with
variable selectivity. Electronic bass and treble lift controls.
For 200-250 v. A.C. mains. Price
15 watt push -pull output.
32 Gns., Plus Tax.

Kindly write for Illustrated Catalogue.
Demonstrations at our Showrooms.

R. M. ELECTRIC LTD.
TEAM VALLEY, GATESHEAD, 11

ARMSTRONG
WARLTERS

ROAD,
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Facts. About Television¿

in so many 'other spheres predicted that by 1955 there effete methods of the B.B.C.,
will be 17,000,000 television which have been so severely
receivers in use in America.
criticised in Parliament and in
developed and perfected teleSuch figures as these should recent books. Only by a complete
vision.
History :may repeat stimulate the British Government separation of the services will
itself as with many other British and the B.B.C. into action. The television develop and the right
discoveries if we allow other industry can do nothing of its type of person be attracted to it.
nations to jump ahead of us, and own volition to enhance our
Now 'let us take á look at
unless the Government and the status. Another point. We are British television receivers.
They
B.B.C. change their present by no means satisfied that the are undoubtedly good, but the
policy of regarding television as B.B.C. has the best television manufacturers do not seem to
the cinderella of the radio world, technicians -or the best producers. have an abiding belief in their
within a couple of years we shall There is much criticism of the wares if the guarantee"issued
be much behind America and poor nature of the programmes, television receivers is any with
incertain other Continental coun- and it would appear that the dication of their confidence. The
tries. The first television service television department of the television tube, for example,
in the world commenced in B.B.C. is as haphazardly run as which is the most expensive part
London in 1936. It was Closed was the B.B.C. a few years ago. of the receiver, is guaraanteed for
during the war and re- opened in In our view the television service only six months, and tllb valves
.1946.
The second broadcasting should be taken right away from for three months. Of what' value
station in this country will be the B.B.C. and operated as a is it therefore
to the public to
opened at Sutton Coldfield some- separate entity, and free from the advertise a receiver
as being
time toward the end. of this year. infiuence,.not always good, of the covered by one year's guarantee
But in the United States there British Broadcasting Corporation. when the parts most likely to
was no public television service Unless this is done, the television -give most trouble are expressly
before 1946. In that country it is service will be hamstrung by the elided front it ?
F. J. C.
a 'comparatively new science and
the vigour which the Americans
put into any new venture is not
lacking in their attack on the
television market. This -means
Midland Conference.
that England can be left behind. Television Grows
For example, there are already
is stated that about one A TELEVISION conference. for
IT'
more than 30' television stations
third of the population of
dealers in the Midlands was
in America, and these have been Britain will be within the range held on March 23rd last. A
erected within the comparatively of television programmes by this series of 15-minute talks was
short space of two years. The autumn, whán the Midland station arranged by members óf the
chair nan of the U.S. Coinmunica -. is in operation.
BREMA Television Promotion
tions,Commission recently,stated
Committee.
that there will be 400 television
Unlicensed
Receivers
Stations operating in the United
States by 1950. By that time we A CHECK -UP shows that far
may have two stations working.
moro' television receivers
He also estimated that within have been sold than the number
seven or eight years there will be of licences issued. This does
over 1,000 television stations not take into account the largo
operating in the United States.
number of home -constructed
Notwithstanding our long start, receivers.
we have to date only just passed
the 100,000 mark in television
licences, which means that ap- Receivers Forbidden
proximately that number of sets A REPORT from.Detroit states
has been sold. In America it is
that the Housing Authority
estimated that at the end have prohibited the purchase
of 1948 more than 1,000,000 of television receivers on the
homes, clubs, and public places ground that the money should be
had television 'sets. According put towards_ the purchase of the Note the suppressor fitted to the coil
to authoritative estimates it, is tenants' homes.
lead on this engine.

of worldAS ofwideinventions
import, Great Britain

Telenews

,

,.
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Underneath the Dipole
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

[`t

UP " shouts a man
\J PEAK,
at the back of the hall
when
speaker on the
!

a
platform fails to make himself
heard clearly. If the meeting
happens to be a political one the
speaker will probably reinforce
his arguments with a little eleçThe extronic amplification.
perienced politician realises that
a good public address equipment
enables him to increase the range
and volume of his rhetoric. He
purrs, whispers, expands, shouts
and thunders to his heart's
content, confident that every
syllable is either soothing or
lashing his long -suffering audience.
But not always. Sometimes the
P.A. system leaves much to be
desired both as to volume and
quality, not to mention parasitic
noises, and then the audience sighs
with relief when he pushes the
offending microphone on one side.
Providing his voice production is
good and his diction olear he will
probably satisfy his audience.
Acoustics

Good diction is of vital importance in the theatre or music
hall or in radio plays. The music
halls on the Moss and Stoll
circuits designed by Frank
Matcham are notable for their
fine acoustic qualities, and there
is little excuse for the persistent
use of the microphone. At the
Finsbury Park Empire, for instance, a well delivered " stage
whisper " can be clearly heard
at the back of the gallery, and
many experienced old- timers at
this ball request the stage
manager to cut the foot -light
microphone while they are on the
stage.
Frank Matcham made
great use of plaster ornamentations and figures, and these,
together with well -proportioned
halls, gave results rarely attained
in the more recently built music
halls and theatres, where the plain
walls and hard surfaces introduce
echoes, blind spots and excessive
reverberations.

By

THE

not so particular, and some of
them go so far as to instruct the
artistes to " throw lines away "
deliberately in their quest for
" naturalness." Slovenly slurring
speech and dialects which are
incomprehensible are permitted
Actors
and even encouraged.
walk about the sets, talking as they
bend down to stoke the fire or
look in a cupboard, to the consternation of the sound men,
who are unable to manoeuvre the
microphone into suitable positions. The old school of stage
voice- production evolved methods
of turning the head towards the
footlights at the time of speaking,
concealing with other actions or
" business " the contrived movement which ensured that every

word could be clearly heard.
play producers,
Television
please note ! Actors should be
heard as well as seen !
Continental Television
It will be some considerable

time before the Continental standard of 625 lines, positive moduSir
lation, is in general use.
Ernest Fisk, Managing Director of
Press
E.M.I. has corrected a
report that British manufacturers
are going ahead with the design
and production of television reHe
ceivers for this standard.
points out that, with the exception
of. a 425 lines transmission`fróm
Eiffel Tower, there is no television
transmission on the Continent.
This does not take into account
the irregular experimental television transmissions on 819 lines,
also from the. Eiffel Tower, or the
Phillips experimental transmissions on 525, 625 and 819 lines in
Holland. A friend of mine who
recently returned from Holland
mentioned that he had seen these
transmissions, and that there was
little to distinguish them from
our 405 lines quality, with the
exception of the 819 lines picture.
This, he said, was as good as the
normal cinema film projector,
when seen on " closed circuit,"
but that the range was limited.
.

Seeing and Hearing

The producers of radio plays Musical Cogtedy
Cicely Courtneidge and Jack
essential when the Hulbert scored a big success with
doubly
speaker's face cannot be seen. the television edition of their
Under the
Television and film producers are musical comedy

ire insistent upon clear diction,

www.americanradiohistory.com

SCANNER "

Counter." Cicely seemed to be
thoroughly at home in front of the
Emitron cameras. In several of
the musical numbers the cameras
remained static while Cicely
moved and danced through the
chorus players from extreme
long -shot to head close -up. There
was no slurred diction in this
show even if there were a few
slight " fluffs," but the professional precision of all the
artistes of a large cast ensured a
smooth passage. Jack Hulbert.

Cicely Courtneidge, Adele Dixon
and Thorley Walters led a fine
company, and the music was
tuneful and pleasing.

Magnetic Recording
The necessity for recording
both the picture and sound of
television programmes has been
appreciated for a very long time,
ever since the earliest days of
television. Even on the pioneer
low- definition mechanical transmissions of John L. Baird, the
comparatively low' frequencies
concerned made it possible to
record a picture on a wax disc
or a cylinder. Recording of these
early low- definition pictures has
also been made on the sound
track of a film and played off and
reproduced later as a picture.
More recently, on high -definition
television, the recording of the
picture has been carried out by
photographing the picture on to a
standard 35 mm. tine film travelling at 25 frames pér second.
This has not resulted in a true
representation of the original
television picture since only one
half of the interlaced lines was.
in fact, photographed, and the
resultant definition was equivalent
Various
to about 186 lines.
optical and mechanical methods
have been employed to eliminate
this defect so that the full value
of the interlacing was recorded.
An obvious method is to increase
the speed of travel of the film so
that 50 exposures a second are
made, but this is an expensive
way out of the problem.
The recording of the sound side
of television has been less difficult
since discs, film or magnetic tape
have been available ; but problems
of synchronisation have necessitated that the sound recording
.
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medium uu ill interlock continuously with the picture medium.
f, therefore, a cine film is used
for recording the picture it is
convenient for the sound track
to be at the side of that picture,
in the same way as it is in normal
film projection. If the soùnd is
separate from the picture then
the tape, or whatever other form
of recording is used, should be
perforated in such a way as to
ensure continuous synchronisation with the picture.
Recent developments in magI

H.M.V.

11

netic recording seem to offer a ally coated sound fihn can
solution. During and since the used, and there is space on a
war big advances have been made 35 mm. film to accommodate
in the use of magnetic tape and several such sound tracks. These
wire recording, and by the use of tracks can be wiped out and the
high speeds of travel, very high - film used again, and again for
quality results can be obtained. subsequent recordings.
It is
It is probable that magnetic.. within the bounds of possibility,
recording on cine film travelling at howei,er, that by running magthe rate equivalent to 25 eine netic tape at an extremely high
frames per second will appeal to speed supersonic recordings could
television engineers as a less be made, and this might make it
expensive way of obtaining syn- possible for both picture and
chronous sound than the normal sound to be recorded on the same
photographic method. Magnetie - piece of tape.
I

Television Model 180?

A New Low -price Receiver With Some Novel Features
TO bring television within the which helps to reduce " flutter "
Valves used are Z 7's for the
reach of a larger public, clue to aircraft reflections. The common R.F. stages. 1.F., V.F.
H.M.V. have now pro- tube is cathode modulated, and amplifier, and sound output ;
duced a table model receiver at the time -bases utilise blocking D77 for vision detector, DH 7 7 for

This receiver has a
number of novel features, perhaps
the most important being the
brilliancy of the picture. As most
readers know, there is often
difficulty in the home in deciding
whether or not to use a receiver
wen the programme being radiated only interests one member
of the family. Another may wish
to work, probably the wife has
some needlework to do and requires
good lighting. In some eases this
means that the receiver cannot be
used, as the picture would be too
dark for conffortable viewing. It
is, of course, often possible to
compromise by using table or
standard lamps, but the new
aluminised loin. tube used in this
36 guineas.

new H.M.V. model can be viewed
quite comfortably in normal
.domestic room lighting or daylight, and it is claimed that it is
twice as brilliant as normal tubes.
The actual chassis is very small,
and compactness has been obtained by dispensing with the
E.H.T. transformer and other
features. The E.H.T. is generated
by the line fly -back, and a metal
rectifier is used for the normal
H.T. supply. Dealing with the
receiver from the aerial onwards,
we fmd the following features.

'Circuit Details
The vision receiver is of the
`ir.R -F. type,' with single (lower)
ssideband tuning. Two cemmoned
t.F. stages are used for sound and
'1.-isión.
Tn addition to inter férenee- suppressing circuits there
-is also a tube feed arrangement

oscillators, whilst, as already
mentioned, E.H.T. is derived
from the line fly -back.
An
interesting innovation in this part
of the circuit is the provision of a
variable control in the E.H.T.
supply which is used, in con.

sound detector and A.F. amplifier,
Z63 for sync separator, B36 for
frame and line oscillators, KT33t'
from output. KT36 for line output
and 1135 and U31 -for rectifiers.
The dimensions of the cabinet
are : height, 19 fin. ; width, I31in. :
depth, 19in. (including tube base
shield) and the base of the cabinet.
is 13Iin. wide and 141in. deep.
The receiver may be operated
on A.C. or D.C. supplies, and the
consum_ ption is approximately 130
watts.

Teleñ.ews
Nullard Projection Tube
QHOWN for the first time at the
Radio Component Manufacturers' Exhibition in London
recently was a projection C. -R.
-l'ube from the Mullard factory.
it is understood that this will
go into limited production shortly.
The new H.M.V. model.
Note the neat lines of the cabinet.

junction with a permanent magnet,
as a focusing control. The magnet
gives the main focusing of the
beam, and modification of the
E.H.T. enables a fine adjustment
to be made. There are no linearity
controls in either of the time bases, but the usual " pm -set "
controls for line and frame hold,
width, height and contrast are
fitted at the rear of the instrument.
The sound section is
quite standard.
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Oil Company Fits Suppressors

ALTHOUGH motor transport
operators are not yet
required by law to fit suppressors
to their vehicles to minimise

interference on television screens,
Anglo- American Oil Company,
Ltd., are now adding these devices
to their vehicles operating in
London and the Home Counties.
When this work -has been completed, no less' then' 2,400 of the
companÿ's vehicles throiighòut
the country will be fitted with
suppréssors.
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Office Teevision System

THE use of telwision to window -is another possibility
perform the dangerous task. for large -scale use of wired of observing a rocket motor television equipment. The watchill action was heralded a year ago ing of hazardous operations has
as a new application of television. already been mentioned. Another
To -day in America a number of important industrial use is watchmanufacturers of standard air- ing various parts of a complex
craft motors view the first run of operation simultaneously,, for
each new model with a camera example, along a conveyor belt.
mounted on the rim of the test pit Traffic in tunnels or over bridges
rather than let engineers run the might well be regulated with a
risk of the Occasional mechanical battery of television cameras set
up to view strategic points and
failure or explosion.
In the office -industrial field, a transmit their images to a central
complete set of equipment is now control station.
Television has been used for
commercially available. Known
as the Vericon portable television scanning cheques in a bank
system, it provides means for providing for the instant translinking all parts of a large in- mission of the signature from the
dustrial establishment together clerk's window to a point where it
can be compared with an authorby visual communication.
The Vericon consists of three ised signature ,by a qualified
units the camera, the pulse -power expert: This system might well be
unit, and the receiver (called by applied to all records in certain
its manufacturer a monitor or extensive offices where various,
viewer). Extension viewers up to branches might want to see the
the number of ten can be in- 'same letters or documents. All
stalled, so that the same scene or
operation can be viewed from a
number of points if desired.
B.B.C.
Equipment
The camera weighs 314 lbs.
and can be mounted in any
EW mobile television equip- These cameras have electronic
position. Heaviest of all the units
ment, manufactured by viewfinders, consisting of a small
is the power supply. It weighs
Pye, Ltd., is now being, cathode -ray tube on which is
49 lbs.--still quite portable. The
42 -lb. viewer or receiver com- used by the B.B.C. This control displayed the picture as televised
room is one of three .that the by the camera. The cameraman
pletes 'the equipment.
Video signals are transmitted B.B.C. ordered recently from has an immediate choice of four
on co -axial cable from the camera Electric and Musical Industries, lenses, each of a different focal
to the viewer, which may be as Ltd., and from Pye, Ltd., to length, any one of which he can
This replace the original equipments, quickly select for use by rotating
much as 4,000ft. away.
distance is, of course, sufficient which have been used for outside the turret assembly in which
are mounted.
Cables
for practically any industrial broadcasts almost since the start they
plant or office combine. Since of the television service in 1936. connect the cameras to the control
The mobile equipment consists room apparatus, where the picture
there is no niche-frequency transmission, the equipment is much . of a trailer, pulled by a mechanical from each of them is displayed
simpler than the standard tele- horse, in which is installed all the on a separate monitor tube. One
viser, requiring only video and apparatus that is needed for operator looks after each camera
televising outside broadcasts. The channel, and a fourth operator,
sweep circuits.
Readers will think immediately vision signals, complete with working under the producer's
of a number of -applications for synchronising pulses, are sent direction, selects whichever of
such a system. Classroom instruc- over special cables, or by radio, them is wanted for transmission
tion, especially where demon- to Alexandra Palace, where they and makes the change -over from
The
strations are given, is one of the are broadcast in- the normal way. one camera to another.
most important. In the usual The apparatus is usually operated producer, besides being able to
demonstration only about a dozen in the trailer, but is so designed see the picture from each camera,
students are able to get a full idea that it- can readily be taken out can speak to the cameraman over
of what goes on. It was possibly and assembled at any convenient a microphone connected to they
for this reason that the value of point close to the camera positions head -phones which they wear,
television in bringing surgical whenever the trailer cannot be and so pass directions to them.
The control room is equipped
operations to the view of an placed near enough.
Up to three cameras, Pye with a receiver and aerial
unlimited number of students has
can be used for picking up the television
" Photicons,"
been so widely publicised.
from
Retail merchandising -the tele- simultaneously in conjunction .programmes broadcast
vising of store scenes to a show with the mobile control room. Alexandra Palace.

-

:

,

records could be placed in a central
file room, equipped with one or
more cameras. Should the record
be required in any office, the
filing clerk need only place it
before the camera and leave it
there as long as. required by the
employee or executive calling.
This would make records available more rapidly and greatly
reduce the danger of losing
documents.
The non -entertainment aspects
of the freer type of television
transmission through space instead of along a co -axial cablehave developed greatly in the past
year, partioularly in the military
field. Ultrafax is also an example
of the use of television, or at least
of techniques developed by television. Employment of television
in law enforcement, as a means of
broadcasting pictures of missing
persons and finger- prints of wanted
criminals, has also progressed.
But it is extremely likely that
video signals transmitted along
co -axial cables will prove to be
the form of television best adapted
to industrial and commercial
applications. (Radio
Electronics)

New

Mobile

-
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Blueprint.

-

P. J. Caroms A.C. Superhet 4
F. J. Carom's Universal £4 Super-

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, Is. each.
1997 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

}

..

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One-Valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
All-Wave Uuipen (Pentode)
.,
Beginners' Ouevalver
The " Pyramid " Onevalver (HF

..

Pen)

Two -valve : -Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D & I F)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Selectone Battery Three (U, 2 LF

--

The

"Colt" AllWave

2 LF (RC

&

Trans))

Operated

--

-

PW31A
FW85

PW93
PW76
PW10
PW37°

PW48
PW49
PW51
PW53
PW53
PW81

..

Three (D,
P W 72°

Rapide" Straight 3 (D,
2 LP (RO & Trans)) ..
F. J. Comme .Oracle All-Wave
The

PW82°

Three (11F, Det, Pen...
1939 " Triband " AUWave Three
(H)7 Pen, D. Pen)
P. J. Cumin's " Sprite " Three
(BP, Pen, D, Tel)
Theq' Hurricane " Alt -Wave Three
(SGD, Pen, Pen)
F. J. Camm's ' PuehButton "
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tel)..
Four -valve : Blueprints. 2s euh
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LP

PW78

PW84
PW87
PW89
PW92

4

PW17
PW34B

(UP, Pen,

..

D.C. Ace (SG, D, Peu)
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Leader (HF Pea, D, Pow)

PWL9

PW-35B°
PW'36A°

"wee
PW54

Bouton (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Weeteetor, Pen) ..
Halva Record All -Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen) .
Fear-valve : Blueprints, Be, each.
A.C. Fury your (SG, 961, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Pour Super (SG, SG,
D, Pen) ..
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,

P W 56

PW70

rW2o

MO'

PushPull)

..

PW47

SOUREST'
Battery Sets
05

:

Blueprints, Ss. each.

Superhet (Three- valve)

..

F. J. Camm'e 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sets : Bleeprinta 2s. each.
A.C. £3

Superhet (Three-valve)..

D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)

..

P.W89

PWGS

P.

Blueprints. 2e. eae1L

Tram)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans) ..
03 50. Three De Luxe Version

----

PORTABLES
B17epriats, 3s. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Class B) ..
:

AW393

(111s, D, 110,
Trans)
Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trane)

WM400

Pen)

Four-valve : Blaepeinte, 3e. each.
e Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
aest
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
Cl. B)

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
LP, Trans)
£3 5e. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF)
The H.R. Four (SO, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HP Pea,
HF Pen, DDT, Pen)
Five -valve : Blueprints, Se, each.
Super -quality Pire (2 HP, D, RC,
Trans)
Class B Quadradyne (2 SO, D, LP,

W 11350

W'M381
W-M394

WM404
WM220

Class B) ..
New Class B Five (2 8G, D, LP,
Clase B) ..
..
,.
,.

D. P)

..

..

..

..

AW402
WM286

-

WM874

PW48

WM401

-

WM329
WM380

W-M402
AW440
AW43e
WM390

-

-

AW438

-

WM383

-

W21397°

Mates Operated

Two -valve
Bluepvints, 2a. each.
Two -valve Maim Short -u over (1),

Pm), A.O.

..

..

..

Fonr -volve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard) Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) .,
MISCELLANEOUS

S.W. 1 -valve Converter (Price le.)
Eathuelaet'e Power Amplifier (10
Watts) (3/-)
Lbtener'e 5 -watt 1.0. Amplifier
¡9
Radio Unit (2v.) for W11.392 (2%-)
Harris Electrogram battery ampaner (2/-)
De Luse Concert A.O. Electrogram (2/ -)
New Style Short-wave Adapter

/

(2!-)

.

..

..

..

B.L.D.L.C. Stied -wave Converter

/)
Wilson
(2

----

I

..._

-

---

ÁW453

WM391
AW329

WM387
WM392e

W11398

W1i399°
WM403'
Wil1388

-'_

Tone Master (2 ,'-)
The N.M. A.C. Short -wave Converter (2/-)
..
..
..

--

--

Pen)

WM344
WM340

AW45':

Home -,rude Coll Two (D, Pea) ,.
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Experimenters 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super -regen) ..
The Carrier Short-waver (9G,

AW370
WM331

AW429°

Roma Short -waver
..
.,
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2a. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, del

Vt'1f331

WM371
WM389
WM393

WAt387e

One -valve : Blueprints, 2r. each.
S.W. Oue- valver for America .

AW422 Fonr -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W Short -wave World- beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trane)
Standard Four-valver Short-waver
(SG. D, LF, F) ..
..
..,
Superhet Bleepria6 3s.
WM397
Simplified Short -save Sopee
,.
WM354

AW447

SHORT -WAVE SETS. Battery Operated

jVM271

All-wave Whining. Three (SG, D,

£ 15 13e. 1.938 A.C. Radiogram
(HF, D, Pen) .
f'W52' Four -valve: Maepriate, Se. Cash
All -Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)..
PW43 Harris Jubilee Radiogram (HP.
1,W49*
..
.Pen, D, LP, P)..

WM359

Four -valve

A W436

Btsaderd Three

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, As. each.
Coasoe)ectrlc Two (D, Pen), A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, Trims), A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints. 2s. each.
Mautovanl A.0 Three (HF, Pen,
D Pen)

-

PW88

AW412e

Trans)(,,.,.
1934

WM 393
W'M407

:

PW48A Family Portable

valve)

£3 5s. M.G. 3 (SG, D,

(SG, D, Pen)

--

Blueprints, 2e. each.
Heptode Super 'There A.C.
..

PW77

--

(SO, D,

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 3s. each.
Varsity Four
..
The Request AU-Wav er ..
.,
Mains Sete

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, le. each.
Pour -station Crystal Set ..
ÁW427
Lucerne Tuning Coil for ÁW427 le.
1934 Crystal Set
AW444
..
230-telle Crystal Set
AW450
STRAMIHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve : ß ueprint,.2e.
B.B.C. Special One- valver
AW887
Two -valve ; Blueprints, 2s. each.
AW392
Full -volume Two (SG dei, Peu)..
A modern. Two-valverWM409
:

W.C.2.

PW6Se

PW34D

Universal Hall Murk (1F Pen, D,

..

(1

E3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 £6 6e. Battery Three )S is

PW33C

LF (RC))

..

PW30A

MISCELLANEOUS

Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter -Adapter

" W.M."

PW2L

A.C. 1938

21rehPull)

PW91°

PORTABLES
Three -nive : Blueprints, Ile. each.
F. J. Commis ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)
..
Four-valve : Blueprint, 2a.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D, LF, LF,

PW90'

PW23

Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Vblque (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen) .,
F. J. Carom's A.C. AUWave Silver
Souvenir Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
" AR -Wave" A.C. Three (D, 2

11.C.

PW88°

Trans))
The Band -spread S.W. Three
..
(HF Pen, 1) (Pen), Pen)

PW83°

PW19

..
..
..
..
..

PW60
PW73

PW38A

D, Pen) .,
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, I), Pen)

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Tao
(D, Pow)
Three -valve Blueprints.2s. each.
DonbleDlode- Triode Three (11F

PW59

:

PW31C Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
PW4G Economy Pentode Three (SG. D,

D, Push Pull)
" Acme " AU.W e 4 (HP Pea, D
(Pen), LP, CI. B)
The. " Admiral " Four (HF Pen.
HF Pee, D, Peu (RC))..
.-

Pen, DDT, Pen)

--

Simple S.W. One -valver ..
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two (D, Pen)
The "Fleet" Short -wave Two
(D (11F Pen), Pen)
Three-valve : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect S (D, 2 LF (RC and

Three-valve

Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
(SG), LF, RI. B)
Fury Four Super (SO, SG, D, Pen)

Battery HallMerk

.,

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
PW71 One-valve
Blueprint, 2s.

P)5'94°

(Trans» ,.
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, LF,Pen (RC))
P. J. Camme Silver Souvenir (BF.
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
(Trans)) ..
1938 Sonotone Three -Four (HIP
Pen, HP Pen, Wcstector, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF
The Monitor (HF Pen. D. Pen)

..

..

4

" Qualitone " Universal Four ,.

blueprints are drawn full
THESE
The issues containing
size.
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print. but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes than constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 'ltd. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand.

W

M405

WM408

1v11403

IIINTS COUPON

I

This coupon is available until May
2nd, 1949, and must accompany all

I

Practical Hints.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Imo...____
i

i
l

MAY, 1949
,

,

_I

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. London. W.0.2, and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. LTD., Exmoor Street London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zajland :
'GORDON & GOTCH (A /61a), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription rates including postage
Inland 10a 6d. per annum : Abroad 10s. per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
namely, that it shall not, without
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions,by
otherwise disposed of
way of Trade except at the full
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent. re -sold, hired out orotherwise
disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
etall price of 9d. ; and that it shall not be lent. re =sold. hired out or
unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertie(ng, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
'

:

:
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PRACTICAL

iv

May, 1949

WIRELESS

TRIS NEW

SIGNAL GENERATOR
COVERS

o Ic/s 60..
To

al

MODEL 65c. The latest addition to the Taylor
range, specially designed to cover all television
7 ranges. Covering 10OKcs to 801Vic's on fundamentals and BOMB; s to 160 Mc,'s on second harmonic. frequencies.
Compact and reliable with an
Scales directly calibrated in Kc /s and Mc;s.
than 2 °, on all ranges.
better
of
accuracy
modulated at 400 c,'s or unmodulated.
to

R.F. output

-

External modulation can Be used.
Coarse and fine R.F. attenuation available.
400 c's Audio Output, variable up to 1 volt.
A.C. mains operated. Voltage adjustment covers
110V. and 200 -250V. 40'100c s.

L

I

S

£17
Please

T

P R I C E

.

15

write

.

0

for details

of our H.P. terms and

WINDSOR

information on other

dTAYLOR

Taylor Products.

MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C. TEST METERS SIG NAL
CIRCUIT
A.C. BRIDGES
VALVE TESTERS
GENERATORS
HIGH AND LOW
CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS
ANALYSERS
INSULATION TESTERS
OUTPUT METERS
RANGE OHMMETERS
MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS
OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDE;

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419 -424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH,

BUCKS. ENGLAND

PREMIER RADIO Co.

Ye-3ÍlnY
T

E

S

T

E

Q U

I

P

M

E

N T

Telephone SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)
Grams & Cables "TAYLINS" SLOUGH

(RADIO)

MORRIS & CO.

LTD.

POST ORDERS TO 167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., E.S., 'Phone : Amherst 4723.
CALLERS TO 152'3, FLEET ST., E.C.4. Central 2833
This Branch is open to 6 p.m. on Saturdays
NEW BRANCH 207, EDGWARE RD., W.C.2. Ambassador 4033.
Our I94o Lis! is available. Please ser i _!. d. sta nip Jo r copy.
eye, completely enclosed In black metal case, 16ín. ',Din. ::9ín.,
PREMIER 4 -BAND COIL PACK. Consists of a fully -wired
£8/8. -. All tested and in perfect order.
and calibrated Coil Pack of the latest type. 5 Positionhwitch
13.6 -52
includes a Gram. position. Wavebands covered
R.1155 POWER SUPPLY UNIT. (incorporating output
metres (28-5.8 me/s), 51 -200 metres (5.9-1.5 mc;s), 200 -550 metres
stage). A robust unit contained in a black'enaiáelled case.
and 900 -2,100 metres. Air Dielectric Trimmers on all Short10in. x8in. x6in., which matches the receiver. There are two
Aerial,
Sections.
consists
of
3
Screened
wave "Coils. Unit
models for 100 -250 v. 50 cycles mains. Each supplies alt output
x
Dimensions of Pack, 810. 4íín. > 2á1n.
Rs, and Oscillator.
of 250 v. at 80 mA, which is ample for the R.1155 with thh output
Price with circuit diagram, 24!11/8 (Including PT.). Drive
stage. With output stage, 70/ -. Power pack only, up-.
Spindle, 118.4" Drive Wheel 2/6. Glass Dial. 104 in. :: 61n.,engraved
SPEAKERS FOR 8.1155. Special offer of loudspeakers for
with Station Names *and Wavelengths, 513. Pointer. ll -.
R.1155 Receivers. A 101n, Rola p.m. m'e speaker, mounted
Brackets,
3.13.
Backplate with Pulleys. 5'6. 2 Dial Light
in a steel case to match the R.1155, 451
Brackets to fasten dial to Chassis, 2' -, 7 -Valve Chassis. ready
NEW 2 -VALVE ALL-WAVE KIT. 16 to 2,000 metre;.
drilled. 1218. Pair I.F. Transformers with permeability tuned
Switched Coil Pack ready wired and tested, 2 Mazda HL2s
The
Litz windings of high "Q." 131 -. 8 -Gang Condenser. 7'8. Pack.
Valves,
circuit of a 7 -Valve Superhet is supplied with each Coil
Diagrams and Steel Case, all ready to assemble, £3`101 -.
take
To
Rola
CABINETS.
LOUDSPEAKER
PORTABLE
including r.T.
18110.
l0in.- Speaker. Internal measurements
P.M.
LOUDSPEAKERS
by famous makers. 5ín. W.B. or
a portable
This is an ideal Cabinet in which to constructCabinet
Truvox; 2 -3 ohms, 10'- ' 510. Celestton, 2-3 ohms. 12/8 : 5in.
can
amplifier, and a chassis specially made to fit the
Rota, 2 -3 ohms, 18/8 t`r3!tn. Magnavox. 2 -3 ohms, 17/8: Ein.
With
Rota
loin.
Cabinet,
required.
6.
supplied
if
21,
be
Rola. 2-3 ohms, 1816 ; Bin. Rota, 2-3 ohms, 17f- l0in. Rule.
Speaker. 45.' -. Chassis to lit, 616.
2-3 ohms, 2816 : 12ín. Rola, G12, 15 ohms, 85 /-. Output trans primaries are
formers if required for above 2/11 extra (except G12).
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFOR7IERS. All
All
primaries
are
-100
cycles.
mains,
40
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Substantially made of bright
tapped for 200.230 -250v.
screened. All L.TS are centre -tapped.
Aluminium with four sides.
List No.
Price
Price
SP.175A. 175-0-175 v. 50 mA, 6.3 v. 2-3 a., 5 v. 2 a.
14in. x gin. x 21in.
7in. x 31ín. x 2ín.
... 418
.. 8 3
2-3
a.
4
v.
a.,
4
v.
...
...
25'50
mA,
1
v.
SP.175B. 175-0-175
x 41 in. x 2ín.
161n. x Bin. x 2í1n.
9í1n.
...
...
5/8
8'6
5
v.
...
2 a....
25. SP.250A. 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2-3 a.,
10in. x 8in.x 21ín.
...
201n.x Bin. x 21in.
71..,
10'6
... 25'SP.250B. 250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 3-5 a. ...
221n. x 101.n. x211n.-- ...
12in. x 91n. x 211n.
... 7/9
131
... 25 SP.300 A. 300-0-300 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2-3 a.. 5 v. 2 a....
BATTERY CHARGER KITS. 6 v.1 a. (tapped at 2 v.), 22/8 ;
SP.300B. 300-0-800 v. 60 mA, 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a., 4 v.1-2 a. 25 12 v.1 a., 27/8. These incorporate Metal Rectifiers and Trans... 28; SP.301A. 300-0-300 v.120 mA, 5 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 3-4 a.
formers. For 200 -250 v. A.C. mains.
SP.301B. 300-0-300 v.120 mA, 4 v.2-3a., 4 v.2-3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a. 28'... 29'SECTIONAL WHIP AERIALS. Seven sections which plug
SP.350A. 350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 5 v. 2-3 a.. 6.3 v. 2-3 a.
into each other making an Aerial 14ft, long - a steel wire runs
SP.350B. 350-0-350 v.100 mA, 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v.3-5 a. 29"through the centre to stiffen. Thinnest section átn, diameter,
350-0-350 v.150 mA, 5 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a., 6.3 v.
SP.332.
thickest section fin. diameter.
Weatherproof Green Enamel ..,
SP.501A. 500 -0-500 v.150 mA, 5 v. 2 -3 a., 6.3 v. 2-3 a.. 6.3 v.
...
... 501.,.,
Insulated Bases ,..
...
...
each 316...
2-3 a. ...
C.R. TUBES. VCR97, 6ín. diameter, green screen, 4 v la.
THE FAMOUS R1155 RECEIVER. Frequency range.
Heater. 2.500 v. max. H.T.. 35/ -.
18.5 mc's -75 kc/s in 5 wavebands. 10 Valves including magic
:

:

.

;
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